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Council Gives Final
Approval on Liturgy
VATICAN CITY (NCJ-The
schema on the liturgy, provid-
ing for sweeping reform of the
public worship of the Church,
was given complete approval
bv the Fathers of the Second
Vatican Council Nov. 22 with
only 19 dissenting votes out of
a total of 2.178 voles cast. One
vole was null.
Announcement of the com-
pletion of the schema uas
greeted with prolonged
ap.
plause. Eugene Cardinal Tis-
serant. Dean of the Sacred
College of Cardinals and rank-
ing prelate of the 13 council
presidents, expressed the
thanks of the council to the
Commission on Sacred Liturgy
for its work, mentioning parti-
cularly the president of the
commission, \rcadio Cardinal
Larraona, and his predecessor.
Gaetano Cardinal Cicognam'.
who died in February, 1962.
REV. FREDERICK R Me
Manus, former prescient of
the North American Liturgical
Conference, later said at a
meeting of the American Bish-
ops' press panel that some of
the provisions of the schema
would have to wait simply for
Tope Paul's promulgation of
th,- document—slated for Fri-
da) . Nov 25k—and would then
go into effect immediately.
Others' he.veier. would have
to wait for the decision of the
national or regional confer?
ences of Bishops, and still
others would have to watt for
the decision of the Pope.
Bishop Thomas D Gorman
of Dallas Fort Worth. Tex .
noted m regard to the um of
the vernacular in the Mass
and Sacraments that there
would be no need in many
rases to wait for anew trans-
lation He said several English
translations could be put to
use. at least for the time
being
He told reporters that a pro-
gram of liturgical renewal in
the US would be announced
as soon as the constitution ia
promulgated The American
Bishops are scheduled to meet
in the spring to take further
decisions on both a short term
and long term basis, he said.
PRIOR TO FINAL approval
of the schema, the Fathers
voted on chapter lour of the
schema which concerned the
Divine Office, which priests
arc obliged to recite daily. The
ballot showed 2,131 in favor
and SO against
The schema in its final form
evolved through two years of
preparatory commission work,
15 full general meetings of the
council last year, later revl-
sion* in commissions mil a
final series of votes at the cur-
rent council session
A long and complex second
chapter on which final voting
took place Nov. 20, authorizes
Bishops to permit the use of a
modern spoken Iknguages in
large parts id the Mass The
chapter stresses that worship-
pers should not he idle or si-
lent spectators at the Mass,
but should take a conscious,
active part.
ONE OF Till: changes in
Other Stories Page 2
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Pope Reorganizes
Council Commissions
To Speed Work
VATICAN CITY (NO-Wlth
only days to go before the end
of the second session of the.
ecumen.cal council on Dec 4.
Pope Paul Vt has authorized a
reorganisation of all the coun-
cil commissions.
The reorganisation provides
that membership in each com-
mission be increased from 25
to 30. and that each commis-
sion. after increasing its mem-
bership. elect a vice president
and a vice secretary
The surprise move, announc-
ed at the Nov 21 council meet-
ing. was generally interpreted
here as having two alms:
THE FIRST D to hasten the
task of rewriting the schemas
bring sent back to the com-
missions
The second it to forestall a
delaying action holding up
the revision of controversial
schemas.
There are two exceptions to
the provision for lrxrsattng
membership of council com-
missions They are in the
Commission for the Oriental
Churches, which already has
27 members, and in the Secre-
tarial for Promoting Christian
Unity, which has only 18 mem-
bers
Of the five members to be
added to the other eom mis-
sions. one will be designated
by the Pope ami four will be
elected by the council Fathers
themselves.
INASMUCH AS the Pope has
recently added two members
to the Commission for the
Oriental Churches, the three
necessary to complete the
number of X will be all
elected
Of the 12 to be added to the
secretariat, four will be named
by the Pope ami eight will be
elected by the council Fathers
The presidents of national
Bishops' conferences were
asked to meet as soon as p«>*
sible to prepare lists at no
more than three names far
each commission A deadline
of Nov 25 was set for presm
lation of the names by the
presidents of the national ran
ferences
On Nov 17 the r outsell
Fathers were to he given
printed lists of the names thus
turned in It was announced
that the Fathers would be free
to vote for any one of their
choice independently of the
names on the lists submitted
Voting for the members of the
commission was to take place
on Nov 28
Schema on Ecumenism
Meets Modern Challenge
By James c. O'NEILL
VATICAN CITY (NC) -
Some of the greatest chal-
lenges facing religion today
are met squarely in the
schema on ecumenism now be-
ing discussed in the Second
Vatican Council.
The document has a signifi-
cance in terms of the past,
present and future, both inside
and outside the Catholic
Church No other matter has
come before the council which
touches immediately so many
millions of people
The document is composed
of five sections chapter one.
Principle* of Catholic Ecu-
menism; chapter two. The
Practice of Ecumenism; chap-
ter three. On Christiana Sep-
arated from the Catholic
Church chapter four. The Re-
lations of Catholics to Non-
Catholics. and Especially
to the Jews, and chapter five.
On Religious Liberty.
The first three chapter* were
accepted by the Fathers as a
basis for discussion by a
vote of 1.996 to 86 Accepta-
bility of the last two chapters
for debate is to be voted on. it
is hoped, before the second
session ends Dec. 4.
Ecumenism is defined in the
schema as "a movement and
well ordered activity to en-
courage that unity among
Christians which Jesus Christ
sought from His heavenly
Father with fervent prayer."
The Secretariat for Promot-
ing Christian Unity drew up
most of the document.
peal for support
"
The schema opens with bshli
cal citations supporting the un-
ity of the Church It relate*
that unity to the concept of the
unity existing among the three
Persons of the Trinity The
schema calls that unity the
"supreme model and grin
ciple ' of the sacred mystery
of the unity of the Church
The first chapter state* that
Christ "is the chief corner-
stone" of the Church that He
founded and that lie chose
Peter to preside over the col-
lege of his brethren, to con-
firm them in faith and to
feed the entire flock in perfect
unity
" The Church of Christ
will manifest its unity through
confession of the same Faith,
common celebration of divine
worship, and brotherly con
cord in governing
The schema states that bap-
tized Christians, though "they
do not enjoy perfect com
munication with the Church."
nevertheless enjoy some kind
of communion "and the
Church recognizes them as her
children "
It acknowledges the existence
outside the "visible pale" of
the Church, of some ele-
ments of the Church such aa
"the life of grace and other
interior gifts of the Holy Spirit,
faith, hope and charity, ami
also some visible element* by
which also the Church's unity
la manifested" ,
The schema lays Ihe Spirit
of Christ does not refuse to
use separated communities a*
mean* to salvation, since their
efficacy it derived from that
fullness of grace enlruated lo
Christ's Church. But it is af-
firmrd that "separated breth-
ren. both individuals and their
communities and churches, do
not enjoy that unity" which
Christ intended. ,
What are the consequences
of this view of the Church of
Christ?
First, says the schema, is
the fact that Catholics must
live their FaUh fully and make
It evident to others.
Second, Catholics should
"rpcognlte with Joy and re
sped" the goods of Christ and
gift* of the Holy Cho»t found
Catholic University
Appeal on Dec. 1
NEWARK The annual
collection for Catholic Uni-
versity will be held In all
churches of the Archdiocese of
Newark on Dec. 1, the first
Sunday of Advent
In a letter read at all Masses
Nov. 24. Msgr. Janies A.
Hughes, vicar general, pointed
out that the affiliation of Im-
maculate Conception Semin-
ary. Darlington, has been "of
great help to our archdiocese.”
He offered this as a special
reason for the people of the
archdiocese to be generous in
their contributions
"THE CATHOLIC Univer-
sity," he wrote, "was estab-
lished primarily as an Institu-
tion for graduate studies.
Through the years the univer-
aity has provided advanced
teachers In seminaries and for
trained priests to carry on the
work of administration In
chancery offices. . . .
"Although the university has
expanded courses in other
fields of learning, It has not
lost sight of its primary pur-
poses of conducting a grad-
uate school. This la attested
to by the fact at the last com-
mencement two-thirds of the
degrees were awarded to
graduates of the graduate de-
partment of the university.
"Since tuition feet never
cover the coat of education,
and since it has been calcu-
lated that the coats In grad-
uate school are six times
greater than the coat of educa-
tion on the college level, we
should realize how necessary
it Is for tha university to ap-
Dispensation
For Nov. 29
Catholic* In the Arch-
diocete of Newark and the
Diocese of Paterson have
been dispensed from the
law of abstinence for Fri-
day, Nov. 29. it was an-
nounced this week.
The dispensations were
granted by Archbiahop Bo-
land and Bishop Navagh in
virtue of special faculties
granted to them by the Holy
Bee.
Requiem Mass Climaxes
Mourning for President
By ED GRANT
NEWARK _ Shock, dlsbe-
lief, sorrow and prayer
those were the reactions in
North Jersey to the astonish-
ing news that this nation's
youngest President. John F.
Kennedy, had been assassin-
ated.
The news came at a time
when over 200,000 paro-
chial school children of the
seven counties were still in
class. It came when fathers
were at their offices, when
mothers were completing
household chores or tending
to younger children at home
IN MuKE than 300 schools
of tlie Newark Archdiocese
and Paterson Diocese almost
the same pattern was followed
The principal's voice came
over the loudspeaker announc-
ing that the President had
been shot ami then leading
prayers for him
At St Benedict's Prep. New-
ark. the news come when the
student body was in the court-
yard in the midst of s rally
for the Scion Hill game Nov
24 i later postponed to Dec 1)
Rev Mark W Confroy. 0S B ,
headmaster, described the
scene this way
,
"The pep rally was at its
very height when someone
handed me a note with the in-
formation about the President
1 immediately read it and
asked the boy* to join me in
prayer When- Ihe prayers
were concluded, the boys just
drifted *»ay, completely-
stunned "
Few schools attempted to
summon the children together
for prayers, but recommend-
ed that they v«!t church after
school
There s»*s an Immediate
rush to churches by adults,
who lit candies ami prayed
the rotary even as the Presi-
dent died
FROM THE CH ANCERY of
flee* in Newark and Paterson,
there came immediate reac-
tions Msgr James A Hughes
vicar general in Newark, said
that members of the arehdio-
cese were "saddened and
shocked
"
la Palersoo. Msgr
John J Shecnu. vicar (ewer
at said "It leave* the people
of the nation grief stricken "
From Rome, where they are
attending the Vatican Council.
Archbishop Roland and Bish-
op Navagh cabled tributes.
The Archbishop called the late
President a "champion of
thoee striving for freedom
“
Bishop Navagh hoped that
"hi* death would unite the
people In the struggle far free-
dom and truth for which he
gase his life
"
NEW JERSEY laymen were
led in their mourning by the
state's chief executive. Go*.
Richard J Hughes The Gov-
ernor set a X day period of
mourning and ordered ail
schools and public offices
closest Nov 25 He then went
to Washington to attend the
funeral
Parochial schools and Cath-
olic high schools and colleges
also closed
The reaction of children in
public schools was the same
as those attending parochial
schools to pray A school in
Colon!a released the children
and they swarmed Catholic,
Protestant and Jew to St
John Vianney Church next
door
THE CHAIN' of Masses for
the President began early At
St Matthew'« In Ridgefield,
whefe a Mass is said each
Friday evening at 5 30 pm.
Rev Edward F Jocham of-
fered a Requiem, while at
other evening Masses in the
area, the intention was speci-
fically mentioned
By mid-Friday afternoon,
the two Chancery Offices had
announced the plans for
solemn observance of the tra-
gedy. In Newark, each church
was asked to say a Requiem
Mass, solemn or high, at the
convenience of the pastor dur-
ing the first days of the week
Most of these Masses were
subsequently schedules! for
Nov 25. the day of national
mourning
In Paterson, the Monday
date was chosen even before it
had been announced as the
date of mourning by President
Johnson
Permission for evening
Masses was granted in both
dioceses. The Masses were un-
iversally crowded
A SPECIAL Solemn Re-
quiem Mass was also cele-
brated at Sacred Heart Cathe-
dral that evening at 8 pm,
co-sponsored by the Archdio-
cesan Councils of Catholic
Men and Women. Msgr. John
E. McHenry, archdiocesan
moderator of the ACCM, of-
fered the Mass assisted by
Msgr Albert P. Mooney, pas-
tor of St. Catharine's, Glen
Rock, and Rev. Albert J.Hes*.
pastor of SS. Peter and Paul,
Hoboken. Msgr. William F
Furlong, pastor of St. Mary’s,
Elizabeth, preached.
An Advocatr Neu t Summary
A stunned nation mourned
with the family of John F.
Krnnrxly this week as the late
President was laid to rest. The
nation’s first Catholic chief ex-
ecutive was buried in Arling-
ton National Cemetery three
days after he was slain by a
sniper's bullet in Dallas, Tex.
Shocked to the point of dis-
belief. the people of America
spiritually joined the thou-
sands who walked, slowly and
sadly, through the Capitol ro-
tunda to view the President'!
flag-covered casket.
President Lyndon B. Johnson
declared Nov 25, the day of
the funeral, a day of national
mourning, but the proclama-
tion served only a formal pur-
pose The tears throughout tha
country wrre so tragically real
and heartfelt that the nation's
mood was compared to the
sorrow it felt at the death of
Franklin D Roosevelt and
Abraham Lincoln.
"A YOUTHFUL LINCOLN"
was one of the phrases used to
describe President Kennedy by
Richard Cardinal Cushing of
Boston, whose nation ally-trie-
sued eulogy was one of the
most memorable tributes
heard over the weekend. The
2o minute sermon was de-
livered following a Requiem
Mass celebrated by the Cardi-
nal in Boston's arrbdiocesan
television center
"John F Kennedy." he said,
"has fought the good fight for
the God given rights of his fel-
low man and for a world
where peace and freedom
shall prevail.”
The Cardinal paid tribute to
the former President as a de-
voted family man and added
warm praise for Mrs. Ken-
nedy;
"From wherever men may
look out from eternity to see
the workings of our world.
Jack Kennedy must beam with
new pride tn that valiant
woman who shared hia life. .."
CARDINAL COMING otter-
ed Um r noli fir si Reqturm
Mass Monday la S* Matthew's
Cathedral. Washington, aa tha
late Pros ideal received a
here's funeral
Mat—men from many as-
thma wore there They includ-
ed former President* Dwight
D Eisenhower and Harry S.
Truman. Prince Philip of
Great Britain and British
Prime Minuter Hume: Belgian
King Baudouin, Irish Presi-
dent De Valera. President De
Gaulle of France. Soviet First
Deputy Chairman Mtkoyan;
Philippine President Macapa-
gal; and German Chancellor
Erhard
Far the preceding 24 hours
the President s body lay in
state m the rotunda of the
Capitol Before being taken to
the gapitoL the body lay ui
the East Room of the White
House.
A large crucifix hearing an
Kory figure of Christ was at
the fool of the casket
WHEN THE BODY was
brought to the White House at
4 25 a m from the Naval med-
ical center tn Bcthesda. Md., a
prayer was offered by a priest
waiting there. Two priests re-
mained throughout the night
to pray for the
President.
Later in the morning a pri-
vate Requiem Mass was of-
fered in the East Room by
Rev John J Cavanaugh. C.S.
C . former president of Notra
Dame University and a family
friend Mrs Kennedy and tha
two Kennedy children. Caro-
line and John Jr , were pres-
ent, a* were family members
and close friends.
IN HYANNIS PORT. Mass.,
President Kennedy's mother,
Mrs Rote Kennedy, atteoded
two Requiem Masses for her
son the morning after his
death, then went home to her
ailing husband.
Joining Mrs. Kennedy at
Mass were Sen. Edward M.
Kennedy of Massachusetts, bar
son, and Mrs. Eunice Shrlver,
her daughter.
Afterwards she and .Sen.
Kennedy told former Ambas-
sador Joseph P. Kennedy of
the President's death. Tha
newt had been kept from the
elder Kennedy, 75. who has
been in poor health since suf-
fering a stroke more than two
years ago.
IN ROME, Francis Cardinal
Spellman of New York headed
the U S. prelates here for the
Second Vatican Council in ex-
pressing shock and grief over
the tragedy.
"I am terribly shocked, dis-
gusted and depressed at the
assassination of President
Kennedy," he said. "HU death
is a tremendous loss to our
country and a loss to the
world."
James FrancU Cardinal Mc-
Intyre of Los Angeles and
See also 3,4, 7 and 12
A Man of Principle
Jacqueline Kennedy is a widow,
little C aroline and John Jr. are chil-
dren w ithout a father. Lyndon H John-
son ts President of the United Slates,
and the country has loet a courageous
leader who in etrrry way was a martyr
lo the principle* he espoused
At a time like thu emotions run
high Cool logical thinking becomes
difficult and words are powerless to ex-
press the deep sentiments tn our
hearts To lament that America has
lost a great man sounds weak and in-
adequate The new President in hts
first public statement spoke these con-
soling and encouraging words "I ask
your help and God's."
AS MR. KENNEDY joins the ranks
of Lincoln. Garfield and McKinley, we
realize more fully how violent and
vicious hatred can burn and fume in
the human breast Just what motive or
reason could impel a man to shoot
down tn cold blood the Chief Execu-
tive is something the human mind can-
not fathom or evaluate
If there is anything cxinsoimg in
this stark tragedy it ts to be found tn
the spontaneous universal sorrow and
sympathy that arise in the hearts of
Americans tn every walk and station of
life Everybody closes ranks In this
day we are not Democrats, we are not
Republicans we are Americans
President Kennedy, youthful, vi-
brant. ambitious and devoted to the
cause for which he eventually shed his
blood, was cut down in the prune of
life when all the world expected great
things of him America will go on.
There will be a halt during which re-
adjustment* will have to be made.
HnaeadenU live and president* die. And
very soon the world will once again
recognize the strength and the durabil-
ity that lies behind the SUr Spangled
Banner.
The Kennedy family tux lost Ha
most illustrious son. the Catholic
Church has lost from its ranks the first
nvan ever to reach the highest execu-
tive post in this powerful nation. The
l rnted States has lost a man of prin-
ciple. determination and courage, and
the world at large has lost a fearless
champion of peace
'
CATHOLICS ALL OVER the
world will mourn thu young man. the
first Catholic President who laid to
rest the canard that it is impossible
for a good Catholic to be a good Amer-
ican
People of all faiths will pay trib-
ute to hts memory by their love and
their sympathy.
John Fitzgerald Kennedy conquer-
ed obstacles that seemed unconquer-
able His nomination and election were
a political miracle He was true to his
God and to his country He exempli-
fied by his private and public life what
Christ meant when He said: "Render
unto Caesar the thingsthat are Caesar's
and to God the things that are God's.”
May God reward him in the life to
come
World Expresses Grief
Pope Leads Dignitaries
In Tribute to Kennedy
Ah AJiOnlr Neui Summary
Pope Paul VI led digni
taries throughout the world
who Joined the Unilrtl State*
In mourning the assassination
of President John F Kenn«-
dy leaders from all corner*
of the globs- came to Washing-
ton to participate in funeral
service* for t.te Isle President,
while others including Ni-
kita Khrushchev sent mes-
sages of rondolence to the
Kennedy family and to Pres-
ident Lyndon B. Johnson,
THE HOLY FATHER had
been working at his desk when
an aide brought the news to
him. lie went directly to his
private chapsl, where lie knelt
In prayer for a long while.
He later issued several
statements. Including a for-
mal message which said
"We deplore this event with
our whole heart ... We pray
God that the sacrifice of John
Kennedy may help the cause
promoted and defended by
him of the liberty of peoples
and of peace in the world
"
Through President Johnson
he offered condolences lo the
American people and prayest
God to grant to Johnaon "His
rluncest graces of guidance
and strength" He assured
Mrs Jacqueline Kennedy of
his sympathy and prayers and
grantest her an apostolic bless-
ing He sent word of an apos-
tolic blessing at well to Mr
ami Mrs. Joseph P. Kenne-
dy. the President s parents
THE POPE offered Mass
for President Kennedy Nov.
23 and again spoke of his sor-
row whew he. received dele-
gates attending a Rome meet-
ing of the UN Food and Ag-
riculture Organization He
said:
"We cannot commence our
discourse without reference to
tin tragic death of the Presi-
dent of the United States,
John Fitzgerald Kennedy We
wish to reiterate here the
srntimeola to which we have
already given public expree-
sum: of deploring the criminal
action; of admiration for the
man; uf our prayers for his
eternal repose, for bis coun-
try and for the world, which
recognizes la him a great
leader, and finally for a pray-
erful wish that hia death may
not hinder die cause of peace
but serve aa a sacrifice and
example for the good at all
mankind "
Before a commemorative
Requiem Maas in St. Peter'a
for die Cardinali who had
died during the past year. Eu-
gene Cardinal Tiaaerant, Dean
of the Sacred College, rose
and read the following an-
anouncement
"Venerable Fathers and be-
loved ions, our most Holy
Father Paul has given me the
task of announcing to you that
this morning he celebrated
Holy Haas for the repose of
the soul of the President of the
United State*, John F. Kenne-
dy, who yeaterday sadly Was
killed, Participating in the
sadness suffered by the
priests and citizens of North
America and united in heart
with that of our Pontiff, let
us pray for the soul of the de-
ceased, for hia grief-stricken
(Continued on P*|e 2)
(Continued on Page 2) (Continued on Page S) (Continued on Page 2) (Continued on Page I)
chapter two dealth with the
authority of the local Ordinary
over coocelebration of Mast,
with special reference to Reli-
gious houses This passed with
2.057 in favor and 123 opposed
A second change had to do
with a textual change referring
to concelebration in the East
ern and Western Rites and
waa not submitted to a vote.
The liturgical commission's
decision not to incorporate
two changes In the text was
voted upon and also passed.
The first suggestion had been
that explicit use of the verna
cular be provided for in the
prayers of the pnett to which
the faithful are to respond
The commission decided that
such explicit mention was not
neceesary since it is already
contained in the more general
provisions of the text.
The second suggestion hsd
been that permission for Holy
Communion under both species
be exteoded to nuptial Mass.
The commission replied that
this extension could not be pro-
posed in a brief article with
>ll necessary precautions, and
that this could be provided for
in Individual local circum-
stances under the authority of
national conferences of Bish-
ops according to the general
pnnriple already approved.
TIIKEE CHANGES m chap
ter three of the liturgy schema
were submitted to a vote Nov.
21 They were
• To authorue unrestricted
use of the vernacular in the
administration of the sacra-
ments and the sacramental,
conforming to the provisions
of article 34 of the schema.
Favorable, 1.648. unfavorable.
335
• To determine in what
sense certain blessings are to
be reserved to Ordinaries
Favorable. 2.064; unfavorable.
96
• To authorue selected lay-
men to administer certain
tacramentals with the permis-
sion of the local ordinary.
Favorable, 1,972, unfavorable.
132
Two other votes were cast
on this chapter. one gave
overall approval to the modi-
fications made in the remain-
ing article of chapter three
and the other approved the
(hapter as a whole.
among the separated breth-
ren.
The schema praise* prayers
being raiser) Inside and out-
side the Catholic Church to re-
move obstacles to the "unity
of Christians." It urges "all
Catholics to refrain from any
words. Judgments and actions,
which in equity and truth do
not correspond with the pres-
ent state of the sep-
arated brethren."
It also asks all Christians
to "seek carefully to discover
how they can mutually know
each other better, appreciate
and help one another by
prayer and cooperation.”
The second chapter elabor-
ates the duty of Catholics to
live exemplary live* and rails
first of all for "spiritual re-
newal of the faithful," noting
that this can help the future of
ecumenism.
IT SAYS the liturgical and
biblical movements and the
Church’* teaching and activity
in the social fields are good
omens for "future successes of
Catholic ecumenism "
Prayer meetings for unity
are "licit snd even advanta-
geous" under special circum-
stances. It says, being a
"genuine indication of the
bonds by which Catholics sre
suit Joined with the separated
brethren."
But it adds such bond* are
'till 'only partial and imper-
fect" snd it is "not licit to
celebrate the sacred mysteries
of the Eucharist in common "
The chapter also recom-
mends that Csthollcs "acquire
a better knowledge 0 f the doc-
trine snd history, devotional
and ascetics! life, religious
pvyrhology and culture" of
non Catholics At the same
time, it warn* against "fslse
iremcism conciliatory ap-
proach to Christian unity',
whereby the purity of Catholic
doctrine suffers harm "
The ch*s*ter also note* that
Christians are cooperating in
social matters sod says this
"can lead Christian* to know
one mother better thus open
ing the w*y to Christian un
ity “
CHAPTF.R three, which ei-
amine* relat. a* between the
Catholic Church and th* Or
thodoa and Protestants, ts the
longest chspter tn the schema
It g;vr* "special and due
consideration to Eastern
Churches not in comm muon
with the Holy See. noting that
many of them trace-their ori-
gin to th* Apostles.
It says the Western Church
has inherited much in litur-
gical matters, spiritual tra-
dition*. and tn th* juridical or-
der from th* East.
Th* schema reaffirms th*
right of Eastern Churches to
certain diversity of customs
sni practice* It also affirm*
a ' legitimate diversity" In re-
gard to "different theologies!
statement of doctrine," de-
claring that certain points of
a revealed mystery can be
seen from one aspect or an-
other more clearly. These
"various theological formulae
are to be regarded as com-
pleting one another rather than
differing from one another." it
adds.
To achieve reunion, the
schema says, it is necessary
lo understand the relationship
that existed between Eastern
Churches and Rome before the
separation and adds that "to-
day with all our heart and soul
and with the help of God'a
grace we intend to remove
that wall,"
Turning to Protestantism,
the achema says these Chris-
tian communities "are bound
to us" by sacred bonds such
a* belief In Jesus and Baptism
The schema cautions against
imprudent real but acknowl-
edges the value of efforts for
* "dialogue among Chris-
tians
"
CHAPTER four is a one-page
statement on relations be-
tween Catholics and non-Chris-
tian.*. especially Jews The
chapter was written at the
specific request of Pope John
XXIII. It says principles of
Catholic ecumenism are to ap-
plied to all who worship God
or at lent try is conscience
and good will to observe the
moral law.
Speaking of the Jews, the
schema says the Church, while
being anew creation in Christ.
‘ cannot forget that it is a con-
tinuation" of the people of Is-
rael.
It says it is unjust to call
the Jews an accursed people
since the "Lord by His Pas-
sion and Death has atoned for
the sins of all men The
Death of Christ was not caused
by a whole people then living
and much less by a people of
today" Priest* are warned
against saying anything that
might bring on hatred or con-
tempt for the Jews
Hatred and persecutions
against Jews are to -be con-
demned. It say*
Many council Fathers say
this chapter does not belong
m a schema on ecumenism
They favor treatment of the
subject either m a separate
schema or m a schema such
as the 17th which deals with
the Church in the modern
world
THE LAST chspter is a state-
ment on religious liberty It
is best understood in th* light
of the introduction given it on
the council floor by Bishop
Emile De Smedt of Bruges.
Belgium, a member of th#
Unity Secretariat
It is widely understood that
the American Bishop* put
great support behind the in-
troduction of this statement
One Bishop said that without
their support, "this document
would not have reached the
floor.”
Bishop De Smedt gave four
reasons why religious liberty
must be among the matters
touched on by the council.
# The Church must teach
and defend the right to re-
ligious liberty since it ts
a question of truth
# The Church cannot re
mam silent today when almost
half of mankind ta deprived of
religious liberty by atheistic
materialism of various kind*
# In all nations today, men
who have different religions or
lark religious belief must live
together
# The Church must not
leave herself open to the
charge that she fosters re-
ligious liberty only in tlu.se
situations where she is the ma-
jority religion
The Bishop defined religious
liberty positively and nega-
tively "Positively, religious
liberty is the right of the hu-
man person to free exercise
of religion according to the dic-
tate* of hi* conscience Negs-
lively, it It Immunity from all
external force in his persona!
relations with God
THE FIRST problem exam-
ined by the schema u th#
question: "How must Catholics
because of their Faith conduct
ihcmselves tow ard men who do
not belong to the Catholic
Faith?"
The answer proposed U that
Catholics must - strive by
prayer, penince. witness and
evangelizing In the Holy Splnt
to bring non Catholics to the
Church but must abstain from
direct and indirect coercion
The schema holds, according
to Bishop De Smedt, that th#
act of Faith "It a superna-
tural gift which the Holy Spirit
must freely give . . . and. oo
man's part, it Is and must be
an assrnt which man freely
gives to God "
Bishop De Smedt said in the
second part of the chapter it la
proposed that the council de-
mand religious liberty "for all
religious groups, for each hu-
man person, whether his con-
science be sincere and true or
sincere and false concerning
Path, provided only that he
sincerely follow the dictates of
conscience." Therefore, a gen-
eral pruciplt la laid down: no
human person can be the ob-
ject of coercion In the third
part. Bishop De Smedt said,
the chapter states that "the
right and duty to manifest ex-
ternally the dictates of con-
science la not unlimited but
can be and at times must be
'■Bipered and regulated." \
Mass in the Near Future:
A Fuller Understanding
By REV. FREDERICK McMANUS
NOTC Netvs Service
(The author of the following article is the former president
of the National Liturgical Conference in the US.. professor of
Canon Law at the Catholic University of America and an expert
for the Second Vatican Council attached to the cornu it's l iturgy
Commission.)
VATICAN CITY-The Second
Vatican Council may be re-
membered in history as the
coincil that brought the people
back into the public worship
of the Church.
On Nov. 23. with overwhelm-
ing approval of the final chap-
ter of the document, the coun-
cil completed its work on the
130-paragraph constitution on
the liturgy which was the first
Item on its agenda more than
a year ago.
EVEN NOW it is possible to
sum up the council's nearly
reform of Catholic worship
• Permission for the use of
the vernacular languages in
countries where this will help
the people's understanding
• Revision of all services so
that they will be simpler and
dearer, with a greater part
for the people, again with al-
lowance for regional varia-
tions.
• A program of instruction
for clergy and faithful in the
meaning of worship.
But beyond the formal docu-
ment, what will this mean on
Sunday morning In the aver-
age parish? What haa the
council accomplished for the
people In their life of prayer
and worship?
THE BEST WAY to picture
liturgical change resulting
from the Second Vatican Coun-
cil is to describe its impact on
Sunday Mass.
in two or three years, more
or less, the most obvious and
striking change vve ran expect
is the use of the vernacular
languages or mother tongues
in the Mass, replacing the
Latin language m many parti
of the service. To begin with,
the readings from the Bible,
Epistles and Gospels, will be
in the language of the people.
Almost as Important, the
prrt.s of the people will be said
or sung in their own language.
The priest has his part, the
people have their part—and
th« people's parts should be In
the language they understand
Thus the Glona and Creed
will not be said in Latin by the
pnest. but in English by the
people. The sime la true of the
Sanciui amt the Agnua Dei In
every Mass there Is psalmody,
verses from the Old Testament
recited or sung between the
Epistle and Gospel, at the be-
ginning of Mass, at the Of-
fertory of bread and wine, at
Communion AU these, prop-
psrly speaking, are the peo-
ple's song or prayer and may
be permitted w the people's
language.
We can exneet that their use
in English at Mass will revive
Catholic love of these sacred
songs
\ SECOND FEATURE of
the Mass of the future will be
anew approach to preaching,
by which priests will be ex-
pected to make the sermon an
integral and related part of the
Miss Itself, not a seeming in
terrupUon. This development
should be helped akmg by two
promised reforms in the rue of
.Mass
The first Is to make the
"service of the word of God"
f Epistle. Gospel. sermon)
stand out distinctly in the
structure of Mast, probably by
having the priest lead this part
of Mass from the bench or scat
or even pulpit. The second In
to provide a greater variety of
Epistle and Gospel passage!
In a cycle of two, three or
more years.
This does not mean that the
prieit will be bound slavishly
to follow the Sunday Gospel
text In his sermon. It does
mean that he should preach in
the context and setting of the
sacred texts of Mass, trying
alwaya to relate an Individual
truth or doctrine of faith to the
whole Christian message.
Thli. even apart from the
liturgy, is one of the great les-
sons of the council, that doc-
trinea may not be Isolated one
from the other, but must be
integrated—the doctrine of the
Blessed Virgin Mary seen in
the mystery of God's plan of
salvation, the Church, for ex-
ample.
All this has ecumenical over-
tones Protestants, who tradi-
tionally place great stress on
God's word, may- see in this
new development of Catholic
worship something comprehen-
sible and attractive.
THE REVISION of the Mass
in the next few years will eli-
minate unnecessary additions
(like the last Gospel or the
prsyers after Mass) snd sim-
plify complex parts (like the
over-long Offertory prayers of
the priest). But a simpler,
clearer service will not be
enough if the people do not
take part actively and coo-
sctously
This is the third aspect of
liturgical growth that we may
picture -for the future It has
been called, and probably mis-
named. the "dialogue Mass "
Every Mass at which the pew
Tie assist ts. or should be a
dialogue Maas The pnest
leads and presides, the people
respond
The council's decision is that
the nnssal of the future should
clearly indicate the people s
part at Mattes Thus a regular
and ordinary pattern will be
set up to give the people a
chance at every Mass to ev
press their common and public
praise and worship
These are broad aspects of
liturgical development, all di-
rected toward involving the
laity more deeply in the
Church'* public worship.
New Schema
Approved
VATICAN CITY - The Vat-
ican Council gave final ap
proval Nov. 25 to the schema
on mass communications, the
second major project to be
formally approx ed Earlier
during the week council Fa-
thers approved the schema on
the liturgy.
Vote on the communications
project was 1,596-503 It now
requires only the promulgation
of Pope Paul to become a for-
mal decree of the Church
Council press spokesmen
haxe paraphrased the pres*
document is saying "The
free flow of tnformaUoo mu»t
be protected by civil authori-
ties with all means available
The correct use of this right
of free information demands
that the information in ques-
tion always be true and cor-
rect."
Another part of the schema
calls on Csthollcs to set up na-
tional press and communica-
tions centers In every country
to promote better use of com-
munications to spread the
Church's message
Name Delegates
To WCC Talks
VATICAN ITTY (NCV-Th*
Secretariat for Promoting
v hr.st.*n Unity baa named
two observers to attend a
meeting of the Commission on
World Mission and Evan
gelism of the World Council
of Churches
The secretariat named Rev
Jorge Mejia, a Buenos Aires
Journalist, and Rev Thomas
Stransky. CS P , Milwaukee
member e< the secretariat's
staff, to go the meeting Dec
620 in Mexico CUy
Extend Concern.
Pope Declares
VATICAN CITY (NC) - At
ao audience for delegates at
tending a UN Food and Agn
culture Organisation meeting
Ui Route. Pope Paul VI recall
ed his own contacts with the
organization and the encour-
agement given to it by Topes
John XXIII and Pius XII
"We have not forgotten that
our concern must be extended
beyond the visible confines of
the Catholic Church to all
which concern* the well being
of men." the Pope said
He said he had beard with
"immense gnef" the plea for
"help ruing from those vast
regions of the world where
people enroule to development
await aid from their more for-
tunate brothers."
Council Newsnotes
Pope to Promulgate Decrees
According to reliable reports
here. Pope Paul VI will g<> to
the general meeting of the
ecumenical council Friday.
Nov 29. to promulgate the
council decrees on com-,
muntcatlons media and the
liturgy.
It is also reported thst th--
Pope will decree cooci-*<ii>n«
on firultles of Bishops of and ►
ceses pa matters until now
reserved to the Roman Curii
It 1* being stated by som--
servers that the c once si., n .<
in effect a confirmation of th-
coltegiality of Bishops
A remark bv Pop* Paul at
hu weekly general aud.enre
Nov » has been interpre'r-i
by some observer* a* giving
approval to the stea at the cob
legialit)
Pope Paul sail the Church
"ts a union of brotherhood with
an organization and a
hierarchy led by the Apostles
that is the Bishops an!
the first place by Peter that
U. the Pop*
"
home observers have com
pared thu with a statement •«
the coUeculity of Bishop* In
fmmalty approved by council
Father* on Oct. 39. "that us
its task of svangrtixmg. sane
tdying and feeding, the body
or college of Buhupf suc-
ceeds the coUegr of the Apos-
tles. and that, in union wuh
Its head, the Roman Pontiff
and never without this head . .
this body enjoys fuii and su-
preme power over the t'nrver-
tial Church
"
•
Threw Catholic laymen in th#
comimnucatiaas field have de-
scribed the decree on com-
mumralkm* media "as a step
backward" >n a statement ty-
ing circulated among council
Fathers
Signers of th* statement are
John Cogley. former editor of
Commonweal; Robert Kaiser,
journalist and author of a eon
troversial bunk on the council,
and Michael Novak novelist
and Teaching Fellow at Har-
vard
They say the decree reflects
a "hopelessly abstrset view of
the relationship of the Church
and modern culture" and ap
peart to "compromise the in-
tegrity of the Christian artl»t "
•
The manner in which the
four Cardinal moderator* are
managing the council was
questioned last week by An-
tonio Cardinal Ravel of the
Roman Curia
He said that on Oct 30. be-
fore th« moderators presented
for voting the five points on the
collegiality of Bishops ami th*
permanent diaronate. tie had
asked to speak He said hu
request was ignored and hr
considered it auch a serioua
breach of council procedure
that perhaps it should tie
brought to the attention of the
Pope Paul Paul VI
The presiding moderator
Grrgono Cardinal Agagiaman.
toid th» Fatheri that Cardinal
Bacct wanted to object to the
us* uf th* express.on jus
primstiale as being less clear
than "jus primatu*
"
Cardinal Agagiaman ex-
plained that. vine* the mot
erztors agreed that the text
was clear as it stool and that
In substance the two expres-
ridrd that there w** no point
in permitting discus*:-* of s
point of grammar on the coun
cil fio-r
•
A statement released on b*
half of the dozen liy auditor*
st the council indicates that
they feel their views »re being
given earnest consider at it*
The statement *asd the atsdi-
tnn have had a’voice in the
council commisasons and that
several at their inter* rations
on that Uv*g bar* proved <f
(active
The statement also revealed
that Bishop Emilio Guana of
leghorn. Italy, a member of
th* Commieatan on the I-ay
A postulate, hat been appointed
as liaison officer between the
rannl ami th* auditors
•
The system for translating
speeches hat run into a dilem
m* It it either too loud or
too soft
The lystem it wireless, sim-
ilar to s walkie-talkie radio.
Win it* signal is strong
enough to be heard clearly
it ran also be heard by
anyone within s few hundred
yards of th* basilica who has
a properly tuned receiver
When IS ts toned down to
r'event electronic eavesdrop
ping, it will not resch all
tbr Bishop* in the council
hall Reception is blotted out
when someone walk* between
th# sender and the receiver.
If the technical- wrinkles
cannot be ironed out at the
w.clrs* ijvifffl. wire* will
have to be installed. In any
event, tn# council Fathers will
most likely have to listen to
the speeches in Palm for th#
rest of the second *einon
a
Estimate* in Rome si to the
length of time it wiU take to
rev.*# the Breviary th#
book rhUihin* the official
prayer of the Church which
priests must recite daily
rang* from an optimistic (our
years to a somber 10.
Reform of the Breviary hat
been approved by the council
The reform ilvetf will be ear-
ned out by a poet-council com-
mission which has not ye! been
appointed It ts expected that
Pope Paul will establish the
comm.ssion when he officially
promulgates the schema on the
liturgy
PRESS BRIEFING - Details and significance of actions taken by the Second Vatican Coun-
cil are explained to American journalists in Rome Rev. Edward L. Heston, C.S.C., an
English-language press officer for the council, attends all meetings of Vatican II and
gives oral briefings for 30 minutes daily to newsmen. He also publishes a news bul-
letin on council developments for the press and U.S. hierarchy A native of Ohio and
a University of Notre Dame alumnus. Father Heston has been in Rome for 16 years.
He is associated with the international headquarters of the Congregation of the Holy
Cross. (Holy Cross Fathers)
Council Newsmaker
The Conservative View
The Wading spokesman for
the conservative viewpoint in
American Catholicism is a 7?
year-old pcwlal* who gave up
a promising Wall Sir ret career
at the age of 26 and did rv--
become ordained until he was
35 The late
start hardly
proved to, be
a handicap
to Father
Jarne* Fran-
cis Mcln
tyre. how-
ever. The
native New
Yorker spent
two years in
parish work before joining the
chancery staff of the New
Y’ork Archdiocese, where be
rapidly advanced through the
rinks of papal chamberlain,
domestic prelate Auxiliary
Bishop and Coadjutor Arch-
bishop before being appointed
Archbishop of Lo* Angeles in
1948
Four years later, at the age
of 86. Pope Pius XII appointed
him to the Sacred College of
Cardinals
CARDINAL MdNTYRE hat
taken the rostrum at the Sec-
ond Vatican Council on several
occaasoni, most recently to
deal with th# question of na-
tional conference* of Bishops
As usual, his remark* were
forthright and unequivocal. He
opposed ill amendments con-
cerning juridical powers for
such nstaooal
,
conferences,
even on question* directed to
th* conference for t decision
by the Holy See
As he expressed it
~
“Episcopal conferences can
be accepted if they are on a
voluntary basis but sre to be
deplored if they assume strict-
h Juridical Character He
said that giving juridical pow-
er t » nejferrnrcs "could be
interpreted as an attack on the
Reman Curia and thu* an in-
direct attack on the infallibili-
ty of the Pope "
BORN IN NEW YORK June
2*. ]W James Mclntyre wav
graduated from PS. 70 and
then went to work si a Wall
Street runner to help support
hu ailing father He attended
high school tn the evenings
and later took evening courses
at City College of New Y’ork
and Columbia University.
By I9ls.when he was 28. he
wa* office manager of the
brokerage firm of H L. Horton
Cos The firm offered him a
partnership, but th* young fin-
ancial expert turned It down.
His father had just died; ha
was Ire* of obligations And
while he had been studying at
n glits. he came to realitr that
his true vocation wai with th«
Church.
H* enrolled in Cathedral Col-
lege. where he studied Latin
1 jear, and then mured
M Joseph s Major Seminary
at Duasroodie. NY. for his
theological studies He was or
dsmed May 21. iKt, i n St.
Patrick's Cathedral by Patr.ck
Cardinal Hayes
HIS FIRST assignment wss
as assistant pastor at St. Ga-
briel's Church. E 37th St .
where he remained until he
w*% named an assistant chan-
cellor of the archdiocese two
years later He became chan
relkir tn 1934. a post to which
he w*s reappointed when then
Archbishop Spellman succeed-
ed Cardins! Hayes as Arch-
bishop of New York
He wa* named Auxiliary
Bishop of New Y’ork tn 1940.
became vicar general in 1945,
and wss appointed Titular
Archbishop of Paltus and
Coadjutor Archbishop (al-
though not with the right of
succession) of New York In
1946 On Feb 7. 1948. he was
named Archbishop of lav* An-
geles lo succeed the late Arch-
bishop John J, Cantwell.
THE ARCHBISHOP em-
barked on a large-scale build-
uijt program to meet the
needs of the booming area.
During the 15 years from 1948
lo 1963 a total of 1(5 new
Catholic elementary awl high
Khools were built in the arch-
diocese. which grew during the
»»me period from 625,000 to
1 5 million Catholics.
These accomplishments re-
ceived Vatican recognition in
1953, when Pope Piu» XII
named Archbishop Mclntrye a
Cardinal, the first for Ameri-
ca’s Pacific Coast.
A member at the Vatican
Council's Central Preparatory
Commission. Cardinal Mcln-
tyre was enthusiastic about
the council's progress as the
firat session concluded last
year.
He declared the council waa
"a magnificent example of
freedom of speech" and sa!4
there was "complete justice
and opportunity for all who
wished to expreia their
viewa." M
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There »ere color guards
from the New Jersey National
Guagd. Tsth Armored Division,
all ot the other armed urrvicev
and the Setoa Hall ROT C
Bishop John J Dougherty
expressing his
’ deep sorrow ’
in s message from Rome,
asked that a Requiem Mass
br said at tl am that same
day for the Sr ton Hall student
hods The university* radio
station WSOr PM. went off
the air from Friday through
Monday
Services Sunday morning
were packed throughout the
area At St Catherine Cedar
tiri.se the National Anthem
wa* sung following a low He-
quiem Mass an observance
that had also been followed at
St Patrick s Cathedral. NY*
York City, thr day before and
on a nationally televised Mm
from l.o* Angeles late Friday
night
Many other churches took
advar.ta :<* of special peirm-
*ion from the Holy See to hold
Requiem Mass.-* on Sunday
Sermons were dr*ote*l to
eulogising the late President
Parish events throughout the
arra were cancelled a* * sign
(•f respect Among the events
postponed was a visit by’ a
Jewish group to Our Lady ot
the Lake. Verona
TH» ANNOI VCEMENT
that the Presidents casket
would be on view in the rotun-
da of the lap: -! on Nov 24
brought immediate reaction
from the area A grpup of 36
Feltcian S.ste.-' from Jersey
City chartered a bus and were
among the first to pass
through the hall. Many in-
dividuals also went to Wash-
ington via bus ear or tram
to say a final farewell.
There was also the vigil
kept at television sets, which
brought the story of the great
tragedy into thr homes of ISO
million Americans And there
was the sjlenl promise by
those unable to attend the
'uneral itself to go shortly to
the nation's Capitol, stand on
the windswept hill at Arlington
Cemetery and pay their last
personal rr*pects to America's
fir»t
i
athoiir President
Joseph Cardinal Ritter of St
Louts received word at th.
North American College in
Rome
"We were has mg dinner to-
gether when we received the
■ terrible news." the two Car
dinals said in a joint state
ment "It grieved our hearts
and shocked us deeply. W* im-
mediately called together the
students and offered prayers
together for the repose of the
President's soul and the com-
fort of his wife and children "
BISHOP THOMAS K Gor
man of Dallas Fort Worth, on
hearing of the assassination,
sent an immediate telegram Li
Mrs. Kennedy He said
"As Bishop of the diocese in
which there occurred the most
regrettable assassination of
your beloved husband—be
loved by the whole nation and
the world—may I now be per-
mitted to join all the people of
my diocese, the nation and the
world expressing my deepest
sympathies upon the occasion
of the terrible event."
THE HISIIOPS of the U S
described President Kennedy
as "ever the good steward,"
and expressed the hope that
"his death in the service of
his ideals" may "rally this
generation to the triumph of
P<*ce and justice and (m
dom (or all '*•
The Bishop* spoke tn a Joint
statement issued tn Rome
Cardinal Spellman called
President Kennedy "a martyr
ot this century ' at a Requiem
Mass in Rome's American
church, Santa Susanna's
The church was parked to
overflowing (or the Mass A
mong those present were three
Cardinals and some 200 Bish
•>ps and o((ietals of the Roman
Curia
IV H ASIIINGTON it was an
nouncesl that the Holy See
granted permission (or one
requiem Mass (or I'rrsident
Kennedy to be said in each
church in the country on Sun
day. Nov 24 Archbishop Kgi
dio Vagnowi. Apostolic IMr
Sate in the U S . made the an
no uncement
Ordinarily, (uneral Masses
and those in commemoration
o( the dead are not permitted
on Sunday because o( the
solemnity o( Church (unctions
on that day.
Archbishop Vagnoui, said
the ' tragic death'' o( Presi
dent Kennedy is a low to the
whole world He prayed that
tiod may give this country
' the strength and the power
to.continue the task to which
he gave the best of his soul
and his mind "
family ami f->r his country,
which he happily guided with
integrity and equity "
Amlcto Cardinal Cicognani.
papal Secretary of State,
raid the world is filled with
horror ami abhorrence" at
the assassination of President
Kennedy
TIIROIGUUIT ROME on
the night of the assassination,
people gathered in knots to
read newspapers carrying
black banners and headlines
of the murder Crowds pour-
ing out of movie houses con-
gregated in the street*, block-
ing traffic, to learn the de-
tails Everywhere people could
be seen shaking their head*
in disbelief and expressions
were heavy and sad
une taxi driver, on hearing
the new*, refused to believe
it'at first.
When convinced of its
truth, he sighed: ",0 dio
mio Feel my hand* They
were warm a minute agq and
now they are cold That's how
I feel. I'm sorry, I'm very
sorry."
With the announcement of
the news, Italian national tele-
vision cancelled all remaining
programs for the evening and
broadcast only music and
news bulletins.
IN LONDON, prayer* for
President Kennedy were said
In Weitminslcr Cathedral im-
mediately after new* of hts as-
sassination was flashed to the
nation, The Psalm. Dc Pro-
fuiuiis ha* been recited at all
Masses since
Prime Minster Sir Alee
Douglas-Home was among
thousands who attended a spe-
cial Requiem in the cathedral
Nov, 23
President Kennedy's Catho-
licism w*s stressed in the
many tributes paid to him by
Britain. The Prime Minister
declared in a telecast that the
President was a "man with a
deep religious faith dedicated
to healing the divisions be-
tween men."
The Anglican Primate. Arch-
bishop Michael Ramsey of
Canterbury, said: "He *n a
man of Christian conviction*
with a deep faith in God. and
it was this faith which in-
spind hts service of human-
ity
"
Archbishop Ramsey asked
all Anglican churches to pray
/or the President and for the
causes for which he cared so
much, peace and racial broth-
erhood
British television tributes to
President Kennedy the night
of his death were closed by
Rev. Agnellus Andrew, 0.F.M.,
who recited the Our Father
and DeProfumlis.
Statements Reflect Grief at Death of President Kennedy
Following art tbt texts of
some of the more important
statements and messages issued
by Catholic leaders on the
death of President Kennedy.
We have been greatly
stricken by the tragic and sad
news of the killing of the
President of the United States,
John Fitzgerald Kennedy, and
of the serious wounding of
Gov. Connally.
We are deeply grieved by
this execrable crime, for the
grief which has struck the
great and civilized • country
ana for the suffering which
Mrs. Kennedy, her children
and her relations suffer.
We deplore this event with
our whole heart We express
the hope that the death of this
great statesman will not bring
damage to the American peo-
ple. but will strengthen its
moral and civil sense and
sentiments of nobility and con-
cord. We pray God that the
sacrifice of John Kennedy
may help the cause promoted
and defended by- him of the
liberty of peoples and of peace
In the world.
He was the first Catholic
president of the United States
We remember that we had the
honor of his visit and that
we noted in him great wisdom
and high purpose for the good
of humanity. We shall offer
Holy Mass
r
tomorrow (Nov
23) for the peace of hjs soul,
for the comfort of those who
mourn his death and so that,
not hatred, but love shall
reign in humanity Pope
Paul VI
•
To Your Excellency and to
the beloved American people
we offer the expression of our
sincerest prayerful condol-
ences on the death in parti-
cularly tragic circumstances
of President John Fitzgerald
Kennedy, whom we had known
personally and whose intrepid
character and high qualities
we admired We pray God to
grant Your Excellency as you
accede to the presidency of
the nation His choicest graces
of guidance and strength
Pope Paul to President Lyn-
don Johnson.
•
We hasten to send you. be-
loved daughter, the assurance
of our heartfelt sympathy in
your deep sorrow, and of our
fervent prayers for the eternal
repose of the soul of your hus-
band. John Fitzgerald Kenne-
dy. Upon you and your chil-
dren we bestow in pledge of
sustaining and consoling di-
vine graces our affectionate
paternal apostolic blessing.
Pope Paul to Mrs. Kenne-
dy.
•
Our paternal heart shares
in your iihmense sorrow on
the tragic death of your son,
John Fitzgerald Kennedy, and,
in assuring our prayers for
the eternal repose of his soul,
we implore from God abun-
dant graces of consolation and
comfort for you both and for
all the family, imparling to
all in pledge of that divine so-
lace our most affectionate
ap&tollc blessing —Pope Paul
to Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Ken-
nedy.
•
With deep sorrow we send
our cordial condolences to
you. to your parents and to
the family on the immense
loss suffered in the death of
your brother. President John
Fitzgerald Kennedy, promis-
ing our remembrance on the
altar of God for his eternal re-
pose an«l for the consolation of
all his loved ones on this trag-
ic bereavement Pope Panl
to Robert Kennedy.
•
We share in your loss, be-
loved son. on the sad death
of President John Fitzgerald
Kennedy and we assure our
prayers for his soul and for
your solace and that of all
who knew and loved him
Pope Panl to Cardinal Cash-
ing.
•
The whole world is over-
whelmed by sentiments of
horror and abhorrence at this
scnsrless crime which seems
to inflict a hard blow to the
very values and aims of our
civilization
We mourn the loss of Pres
ident Kennedy and we pray
for the repose of his noble
soul To his anguished family
and to his great nation, strick-
en with such gnef, we express
the sentiments of our heart-
felt condolences and profound
participation in their sorrow.
He was sincerely loved by
his people whom he undertook
to serve with complete dedi
cation right from his youth
with an uncommon wisdom
and above all with constant
energy and determination
Held in the highest esteem and
admired both within his coun
try ami abroad, he will live
on in history —a shining ex
ample of joyful, intelligent
and full dedication to the
causes of human society, and
a splendid ideal of a faithful
servant of his nation in the
highrst duties which he ful
filled with praiseworthy gen
irosity A rale to Cardinal
Clcogßanl. papal Secretarv of
Slate
•
In this hour of common
sorrow for our nation, we join
with all our felktw citizens and
persons of goodwill throughout
the world in expressing our
heartfelt condolences on the
tragic death of the President
to Mrs Kennedy and to thrtr
children, to his devotes! par
ents and all the members of
the family His shocking death
deprives mankind of a com
passionate champion of peace
sort brotherhood, his country
of a courageous executive, his
family at a loyal husband and
father, hi* parents of a dutiful
and devoted son
Kndowed with extraordi-
nary talents and a great
measure of this world's goods,
he ws> ever the good steward,
never forgetting that these
gift* were entrusted by God
to his care for the benefit of
hi, neighbor He described hi*
own life when he uttered hi«
(amouv appeal. "A*k not what
your country can do for you
ask what you can do for your
country
"
Ills vision of duty was not
limited to his country, even
though he had given almost
to the last full measure of de-
votion in its defense He was
no less mindful of the place
of his country in the family
of nations No person was a
stranger to hu concern, and
hu deepest concern was for
the tes* fortunate among
God's children May hi* death
in the service tor his ideals
rally Ihu generation to the tn
umph at peace wifh justice
a«i freedom tor all
May the good God Who rn
dowed and inspired him grant
our prayers and those at all
his fellow ettixen* and friends
for the repose of his soul in
the company of his Creator
ami Redeemer The Blsb
ops of the L’-S.
•
The whole world 1* shocked
and grievcsl at the death of
President Kennedy because we
looked upon him at the bene
factor of all and the champion
at those striving for freedom
We shall have fitting cere
nvofuc* in his memory that
G«1 may have mercy m his
soul Archbishop Thomas A.
Boland of Newark.
•
May God give President
Kennedy eternal rest May hit
death untie our gnef stricken
people m the struggle for free
dom and truth for which be
gave hii life ■ Bishop Join
J Navagh of Paterson
•
Members of the Catholic
archdiocese together with
their Arrhbtthop are sad
dened amt shocked by the sud
den and tragic death of our
President We offer to his wife
and, (amity our deepest sym
pathy. amt assure them of our
prayer* that the taxd ot ail
of us will give him peace and
rest in holy and happy com-
pany Msgr. James A.
Hughes, sirar general, New-
ark Archdiocese.
•
The tragic death of our tie
loved President. John F Ken-
iV'ty. 'b*« -stunned both t.v
nation and the world It leaves
the (icopie of the nation grief
stricken He died a martyr m
thr cause of justice am) right
for all mankind His memory
will be cherished for many
years to come and the day of
hi* death. Friday, Nov 22,
1963. will be an outstanding
date in the annals of American
history —Msgr John J >heer-
In. sicar general. Paterson
Diocese
•
The tragic death of Pr«-st
dent Kenarsly is a great lows
not only to his family and his
nation. but U> the whole world
at well
President Krnnrdy. by *• *
youthful enthusiasm, by hts
devotion to the eause of free
dom and to the progress sd the
people of all nations. by hu
energetic leadership and by
ha broadness of vi*i<m tn na
tional and world affairs, had
commanded genuine respect
and admiration His country
knew him as a sincere and
dedicated President, and the
Catholic Ch irch as a faithful
son People of all continents,
races and faiths Join today in
grief and in prayer.
May the laird give eternal
jmace to his noble soul and
i«>u; nation ami comfort to
Mrs Kennedy to their chil-
dren and to the othrr mens
bers of his bereaved family
T > the great country which he
lev! for too short a time may
God give the strength and the
{xi* er to continue the ta«k to
which he gave the best of his
« I ar ! *, • r- r, | \ rt h
bi>h-ip Fgtdin \ agtm/ii. \jx>%
Inlic Delegate tn thr l s
•
A* the Rivhopad Dallas For!
Worth I am deeply shocked a!
the new s cd the v lolcni death
of President Kennedy To hiv
wife and family I express my
deepest sympathy, a* to Uy-
whole American people
In these days of violent
political upheavals it is deep
ly to be regretted that even
In our own. country of demo-
cr:dic traditions the growing
resort to violence in so many
nations should once again
have taken violent form in a
successful effort to take the
life of the President of the
United States
Tins traii-dy has brought
recent event- throughout the
world home to us We may
n * real.n more fully what
tin violent solution of real or
i mag miry ! 'satisfaction real-
ly means, and be awakened to
the violence that is rampant
throughout our modern trou-
bled w irld
Naturally I am. very
pleased to b-am fr >m the re-
ports that n;r ’ Dallas priests
*i re m the alert and able to
give this fine Catholic man.
' e fsr't President of our
Faith the consolations of the
l**t sacraments
Mas God grant this gnat
' ■!*> in' " •• a historic per-
vonage in the history of the
United SU 1 ' eternal rest
and peace May his country-
men b >n <r him with the place
h de'ersc- m the story of
A met »r uf. Bishop
Thomas K Gorman of Dallas-
I ort Worth
A FEW OF MILLIONS - Above and at right are scenes that were repeated in churches the
length and breadth of America Nov. 77. Above, Rosalie Lipke and Mrs. Germaine
White of St. Paul’s. Jersey City, lights candles at St. Patrick's Pro-Cathedral, Newark.
(The woman at left is unidentified. Mrs. While holds her child, Loro). At right, David
Manganiello and John Crumbley of St Patrick’s School and Arlene Landi and Judith
Urno of Good Counsel proy at the cathedral's outdoor Fatima shrine.
Vincentian PriestAdministered
LastRites toPresidentKennedy
DALLAS. Tex. (NC>- The
gunshot that cut down Presi-
dent Kennedy sent two Dallas
priests speeding to the Presi-
dent's hospital bedside to ad
minister the Last Rites of the
Church.
.
The Last Rites were admin-
istered to the Chief Executive
in Parkland Hospital by Very
Res Oscar L Huber. C M .
pastor of Holy Trinity Church.
He was accompanied by an
assistant pastor. Rev. James
N Thompson. C M
FATHER lIUBER said he
anointed Mr. Kennedy and ad-
ministered all the Last Rites
conditionally "except Com-
munion, which the President
could not receive " Mr Ken-
nedy never regained conscious-
ness after being shot
The priest said he "did not
know" whether the President
was alive or dead at the time.
"He appeared to be dead.
I didn't see nim breathing So
I gave him absolution and Ex-
treme Unction conditionally
But 1 could not give him Holy
Viaticum." he said
The prayers of absolution
and anointing, said in Latin by
the priest, state: "I absolve
you from all censures and
sins in the Name of the Fa-
ther. and of the Son. and of
the Holy Spirit. Amen." And:
"1/ you are living, may the
Lord by this Holy Anointing
forgive whatever you have sin-
ned. Amen."
FATHER lIUBER said that
at the time of the assassina-
tion he was watching the
presidential motorcade
through Dallas on television.
Suddenly at 12:30 p.m. the
news came that the President
and Texas Gov. John B. Con-
nally had been shot
Without waiting to be sum-
moned, the two priests rushed
to Father Thompson’s car
and sped some three miles
from their rectory to Parkland
Hospital which lies us the par-
ish. There they were taken at
once to the President’s bed-
side.
As Father Huber offered
prayers for the dying, many
of those present Joined in the
responses
MRS. JACQUELINE Ken
nedy was at the President's
bedside After he had admin-
Uiered the U»t Rite* to the
Preudent. Father Huber lpnfce
to her and extended coevdoj
racri
“She craooutljr thanked me
arxl atkrd me to pray for the
Pre»»dent She appeared
•hocked.” he aatd
Father Huber, a Vincentian,
pried. ha> been pa dor of Holy
Trinity for four year* He u
a name of Perryvtlle, M-
Cardinal Eulogizes Kennedy
BOSTON—Richard Cardinal
Cushing of Boston, in a nation-
wide eulogy to President John
F. Kennedy, said the chief
executive’s tragic death has
"made more sturdy the hopes
of this nation and Its people."
The long-time friend of the
Kennedy family spoke at the
close of a nationally-televised
Requiem Mass which he cele-
brated in the Boston Archdio-
cesan Television Center.
CARDINAL CUSHING offi-
ciated at the wedding of then-
Sen. Kennedy to Jacqueline
Bouvier in 1053 and baptized
their two surviving children,
Caroline. 6. and John Jr., 3.
Just three months ago he
celebrated a Requiem Mass
for a third child, Patrick
Bouvier Kennedy, who died in
infancy.
The Cardinal recalled that
he had watched the former
President "mature with ever
expanding responsibility." He
continued:
"I have been with him in
joy and sorrow, in decision
and in crisis, among friends
and with strangers, and I
know of no one who has com-
bined in more noble perfec-
tion the qualities ot greatness
that mark his cool intelligence
and his brave heart."
"KOR SJE." the Cardinal
said, "it will be proper to
recall him
... as a husband
■nd father, aurrounded by his
young and beloved family.
"Although the demand* of
office carried him often on
long Journeys and filled even
his days at home with endleas
labors, how often he would
make time to share with his
son and daughter those few
minutes that could be his."
Values Brotherhood
President Johnson's Record
Strong on Religions Liberty
SKY* YORK i RNS) - l.yn
don It Johnson of Texas
thr dtith President of the I ’nit-
cd States is a member of
thr International Convention of
Christian Churches (Disciples
of Christ) who has shown that
he will carry forth the prin
ciplrs of faith and impartiality
of his young, assassinated
[ircslecessor
Mr Johnson, an early can
didate for thr 1960 Democratic
nomination for President who
became the successful running
mate of John F Kennedy,
was sworn in as the nation s
Chief Executive within hours
uf President Kennedy's death
IN HIS YEARS as Vice
President. Mr Johnson repeat-
edly expresird his firm belief
in religious liberty and reli-
gious conviction
In February of this year,
Joining President Kennedy amt
Evangelist Billy Graham at
the annual Presidential Prayer
Breakfast in Washington, D C.,
he said that while the nation
believe* in separation of
church and state, there “la no
separation between the men of
the state and faith in God.
"The private unity of pub-
lic men with their God in
prayer is the enduring aource
of our unity Godless na-
tion* may become powerful in
the world (but) poo
pie do not prosper when their
leadrrs ar« godless
The Texan also has pointed
ly stated his belief in brother
hood. In 1962. issuing a special
message for Brotherhood
Week, sponsored by the Na
turnal Conference of Christian'
ami Jews, he stressed that
Americans "cannot afford to
waste our most valuable re
source* human ability-be-
cause of petty prejudice and
intolerance
"IN AM. OCR pursuits as
cllitcna. we must work to
gether in a spirit of reason,
fairness and brotherly love
This Is the Job for every
American
This year. Mr. Johnson led
the U S., delegation to Vatican
t ity to attend the Solemn He-
quiem Mass (or the late Pope
John XIII. In September 1962
he had a 40-minute private
audience with the Pope He
eoin mended the former Pon
tiff:
"In a time of grave trial*
and trouble." he said, "the ex-
ample of the good Pope has
reminded us of the influences
that could be exerted upon the
affairs of man by a tingle life
dedicated unselfi'hly to the
cause of peace and Justice for
mankind "
In 19G1, the Grand Cross of
Merit of the Sovereign Order
of Malta was prevented to Mr
Johnson for hi* significant
humanitarian contributions
"
The order is one of the oldest
in the Catholic Church
A special award of merit
wa> conferred on the new
President m 1982 by the Cath-
olic Interracial Council of
Chicago for his "outstanding
leadership in the cause of in-
terracial justice and goodwill"
and last April he received the
1963 Human Rights Award of
the Anti-Defamation League of
It'nai B'rith in recognition of
his efforts in behalf of equal
of opportunities.
Among the messages to Mr.
Johnson was one from Dr.
Gaines M Cooke,. executive
secretary of the International
Convention of Christian Church-
es:
"In this hour of tragedy, a
group of executive* related to
the International Convention of
Christian Churches (Disciples)
were in session as you were
sworn into office and send their
expression of confidence and
assurances that you are in
llielr prayers."
OLD FRIENDS - Prasident Ly ndon B. Johnson has met Church officials on many oc-
cosions, the most recant being his trip to Rome to represent the U.S. at the funeral of
Pope John. Her. Mr. Johnson is shown with Amieto Cardinal Ciognani, papal Secre-
tary of Stale, when the latter was Still Apostolic Delegate in the U.S.
Not Told of Death
BOSTON-Mrs. John F. FiU-
gcrald. President Kennedy's
98-year-old grandmother, has
not been told of his assassina-
tion. Because of tier age, the
may never learn of the tra-
gedy, sources close to the fam-
ily said.
Nation Mourns
. . .
(Continued from Page 1)
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Equality—Not Preference
It’« difficult not to question the sin-
cerity of breast-beaters. This is particu-
larly true when they perform their peni-
tential practices In public. But perhaps
we shouldn't question their sincerity as
much as their wisdom.
* THE CHAIRMAN of the New York
City Human Rights Commission was not
■alone when ho recommended preferential
treatment for Negroes in job-hiring. Many
others have been heard chanting the same
theme. They would also extend prefer-
ence to housing and education as well as
employment. The whole idea seems to be
1 that this alone will atone for past injus-
•tlces.
Me do not completely agree with
them. We have no quarrel with those
who wish to make personal atonement.
However, making preferential treatment
a public policy will result in reverse dis-
crimination. Treading on the rights of
. some is no way to compensate for the
violation of the rights of others.
And where will the atonement end?
And should atonement be extended to
those against whom injustices have been
committed in the past? And does anyone
really think that this generation is going
to assume the guilt for the sins of the
past? For many it is enough that they ac-
cept, voluntarily or involuntarily, the re-
sults of the trangressions of their fathers,
but the blame never. In short, the phil-
osophy of atonement Is not the answer
to the civil rights problem.
Negroes have the right to ask for and
receive equal treatment. The more pru-
dent among their spokesmen have never
asked for more. Realistically they know
that equality is a hard enough goal to at-
tain; preference is out of reach.
DISTINCTION BETWEEN these two
terms must always be made. Too often
Negroes have been accused of seeking
preference when they were only asking
for that which is theirs by right.
They know, too. that gains made by
preferential treatment will be short-lived.
They are insulted by hand-outs. They
don’t want charity, unless it be that char-
ity which is the basis for social justice
which their dignity as human beings de-
mands.
Youth Speaks
. weeks ago, at the CYO conven-
tion in New York, young people were giv-
en a national forum for their opinions.
Unfortunately the vast majority of their
audience were others of their own age.
Too bad more adults could not have heard
them. They would realize not only that
;youth does think, but that very often his
opinions are worth listening to.
STEADY DATING: "It not onlv
stunts emotional growth, it limits social
knowledge. Be the first in your crowd to
label it childish and practice what you
preach.''
Teenage drinking: “A status symbol
Some teens feel they have to have a drink
in their hands to be* accepted. It’s the
worst thing in their lives. First, because
it takes away their intelligence, and sec-
ondly because it knocks down their mor-
als."
Wrecking party: "It goes w ithout say-
ing that it’s morally wrong to ruin some-
one elie's property. Maybe these kids in
Southampton, because they are wealthy,
have no idea of the value of money. Few
teenagers who have worked after school
to get money for college would ever de-
stroy what someone else's work made."
Example: People in high places go
haywire. The Bobby Bakers and the John
Profumas adopt the lowest standards
Somehow, Tor a moment, a kid's ideas of
right and wrong go down the drain.
Should you cheat just because it seems
the w ay to succeed in business, in govern-
ment, in anything, without really trying’"
THE APOSTOLATE: “We re terribly
interested in the council It's going to
have a big effect on our lives This is not
the time for complacent Catholics Our
generation must prefwre itself to accept
the challenge of the apostolate
"
It's about time we abandoned the
idea that these youngsters should be seen
and not heard If wo listened to them a
little more often we'd be more optimistic
about the future.
A Question of Idealism
It is not without significance that the
first Apostolic Letter of the pontificate
of Paul VI is concerned with vocations.
Certainly the edifice of the Church needs
constant replacement and repair, the mind
and heart of the Church need nurture
and strength. The priesthood Is the start-
ing point for renewal and refreshment,
and Pope Paul VI recognizes this as he
makes vocations his first concern.
VOCATION'S ARE essentially a
question of idealism. For too long a time
the idealism of the young man seeking
the priesthood has been the sole concern
Now. His Holiness nukes it clear that
there is another idealism which must pre-
cede the realization of a Divine call to
the service of Christ. It is the idealism
which must animate the thinking of the
Catholic home, the idealism which must
motivate the desires and actions of Cath-
olic parents.
With the lnerrant perception wtych
characterizes the Papacy, Paul VI realizes
that a home which magnifies social es-
teem and material benefits is scarcely the
cradle of the vocation which, forsaking
all else, will take up the Cross of Christ
and follow Him. The recognition of the
primacy of the spiritual and the necessity
for the supernatural is not sufficient iii
one generation to produce a priest. It re-
quires two generations
Fathers and Mothers by the pattern
of their own lives must awaken in their
children the conviction that sanctification
takes precedence over success, that good-
ness must be the preface to greatness.
Parents cannot expect their offspring to
seek tlie things of Heaven if they them-
selves seek first and foremost the things
of earth How expect the adolescent to es-
teem those tonsecrated lo Christ If the
adult is lackingveneration for those whose
life is -pent in advancing the spiritual in-
terest-* of mankind and the glory of God.
THERE In A NOTE of sorrow, too.
In this lettor so aptly titled, "The Word
of the Most High God
" Paul VI is not
unaware of the numerous defections with-
in the ranks of those who should be in-
separably attai bed to Christ through par-
ticipation in lUs Priesthood Again the
defection quite clearly is the result of
one generation idealism The one genera-
tion idealism of the defecting priests is
simply insufficient to withstand contem-
porary pressures.
A \oung men who feels drawn to the
priesthood need* an idealism indelibly In-
grained in soul from hts first conscious
moment It must 1* an Idealism that comes
to him from his parents as much as the
gift of life itself
The Men of Nazareth
Reject Lord’s Sermon
By FRANK J. SHEED
Mott of iu think instantly of
Nazareth a* Our lord's rity,
jnd we are hardly aware of
Captumaum at alt Yet of the
30 year* In Nazareth, not one
thing that Our lord taut or
did has come down to us,
while it if an almost wartime
(-xprrience to make a tut of
the thing* that happened in
Caphamaum
Nazareth muit have been
displeased that Jesus, a citizen
of Nazareth, chose Cana for
His first miracle and Caphar-
naum for His secund.
ON HIS WAY back from Ju-
des to Galilee after St. John's
arrest, He passed through Na-
zareth, and that time He did
preach in the synagogue there.
St laike tell* us of the ser-
mon. Our lord read from
Halts: 'The spirit of the lord
Is upon me; He has anointed
me, and sent me out to preach
the Gospel to the poor, to re-
store the broken-hearted; to
bid the prisoners go free, and
the blind have tight; to set
tha oppressed at liberty , ,
An He finished the resdlng,
He said “This Scripture Is to
day fulfilled." Those present
wero overwhelmed, we are
told, that such splendor should
come from the son of. their
own town car|>enter.
As St. Luke’s description
continues, there is so complete
a change of mood from ad-
miration to murderous rag*-
that many think he has chos-
en to insert here an account of
the second sermon in the same
synagogue, which Matthew
and Mark describe as happen-
ing later—after He had raised
the daughter of Jairus from
death to life in Caphamaum.
St. I.uke, indeed, hat Our
l-ord actually saying at this
point that they must be want-
ing to know why He had not
done in Hla own town the
things He had done in Cap-
harnaum. Matthew and Mark
give us the reason He could
work very few miracles in
Nazareth because lie found
there so little of the faith
which called his healing pow-
er Into action.
TIIE CONGREGATION In
the synagogue still marvelled
at His wisdom and Ills mir-
acles; but the emphasis la now
stronger on the improbability
of It all. “la not thu the car-
penter. the son of Mary, the
brother of James and Joseph
and Jude and Simon?" It was
almost aa though they felt that
God had no business giving
such |towers to so total a no
body.
Besides, Caphamaum, where
*o many of these miracles
happened. w»» only x mile*
away
They mu»t have heard
ol the astonishing claims He
had bei-n making about Him-
-elf, awl the repealed offenses
lie had given U* the Pharisees,
the religious trader* ol the
l>«-ople Was lie still a true
Jew, and not rather an apos-
tate and a rebel?
lie did nothing to allay tha
last doubt Usdeed. He touched
to inflammation point one ol
their tenderest spots: He re-
minded them ol instances in
the Old Testament where Gen-
tiles had been prrlerred to
Jews,
ENRAGED. TIIE MEN ol
the congregation thrust Him
out ol the synagogue, and
“they brought Him to the brow
ol the hill, on which their city
was built," meaning to cast
Him down to His drath. But
lie passed through the midst
ol them. Nazareth was not to
see Him again.
Ills own comment waa; "A
prophet is honored every-
where, save in hta own coun-
try, and his own house, and
among his own kindred,” A
totally natural comment, one
feels, but for the last wort.
Our Lord never wastes words.
What bad Hi* kindred done,
thu* to be included?
'Gos's Work Must Be Our Own' In his inaugural address, president
Kennedy said that "here on earthGod's work must truly be our Own." This photo shows the President addressing the natio n
on civil right, when he said "We are confronted primarily with a moral issue...
whether all Americans are to be afforded equal right, and equal oppartunities."
Administrative Skill
In American Church
By REV. ANHREW M. GREELEY
One ol the comment* Ire
•JoenUy heard about the Sec
ood Vatican Council is that the
American Bishops are not
speaking as much' as they
might because they are "ad-
rr.us-.strata;i and not tneefa
gtan*
"
Without attempting u> dis
cuaa whether the American
Bishops are not speaking out,
a word should be said about
the disparaging implications in
thu charge
IT IS PROB ABLY true that
in the American hierarchy
there la a amailer proportion
of professional theologians
than in the European hier-
archy: for a vast variety of
historical reasons the 1‘ S is
only now beginning lo produce
theological scholars in cohtsd
erabie number!
It is also unquestionably true
that the ideal Bishop would
share In the talents of both
the theologian and the admin
lstrator However, it seems to
me 1and thu is probably a
typically American biaii that
II one has to choose between a
theologian and an admlautra
tor. then the choice mutt b«
clearly in favor of the latter
A Bishop who is not a pro-
fessional theologian can find
someone to do hts theotogtrtng
foe him. because the really
good administrator recognizes
the need for theory and Is al-
ways looking for aomeonn to
provide >» fnr him On th-
other hand there ts nothing tn
thr experience of a theologian
which will either qualify him
aa an administrator or even
enable him to understand the
need for competent admin
istration
Tills ONE HEARS from
Europe that thr dioceses of
Mine of the most brilliant
episcopal theologians are In
administrative chaos and that
the wonderful thaone* arc not
filtering down to the grasx
root* level*
Indeed part of the reason
for the current theological re
vival in Europe is the fact that
because of administrative In-
efficiency land other reasons
toot the Church lost rontact
with the working class
It Is worth noting that fur all
our presumed theological nai-
vete this did not happen in the
U. S It 1» further worth not
mg that the various revivals
sweeping through Europe,
have not yet reclaimed the
working class or come any-
where near it
IT l> Nt»T v purf*-re -
this column to "defend**
American bSshops; r..,r do 1
If) dffi) lh«* iffipAflinre
ideal, espariany
am,
UHe rlearty the Amen
C*ii Cbsjfth hat much V* tit**
from Europe about . tbeoksgj
that is relevant to the prob
lems of the modern world But
Just as (Warty. Use European
Church has much to Warn
from us about efficient admin
istraOon
This is not to say that w#
has* always been tmpres
sivejy efficient, we have made
mistakes and will probably
continue to do so However tn
comparison with our European
ceJWague* our effiewney Is
high indeed At a matter of
fact. • cate could be made
for the argument that if the
ideas of the Johanmne and
Pauline a g(torn a menu* are
ever tn be rescued from -Hie
pure theory, the at-
isn.iatmr.al *k»Us q Amer:.
tens are going to be essential.
IN MVNY rriprrti Vrref
tf»n C*tbolif:»m suffers ’by
coCTipansnn with European
( sthofai.m. bis many rc-
’P* '* it does not I (>r one
base no patience for Uvwe who
argue that American Catholics
may t<> to Church but do >K
practice a "sit*! Catholicism
ft comparison with Europe.
Perhaps but at least they
gu lo Church *ad it u by bo
means certain that for *U the
bfilbsr.t theorizing coming ©sit
>t Europe there are very
nan* more ‘vital Catholics"
* r that
ra«e
P
th* historic,
ihurthe* are so very different
V-encan l sthejics hair httie
reason for c«— piacee.ey neith-
er . there much ;rouf.dt for
»- infrriontv mmole.
For Vocations
Members of the Aposto-
late for VocaUnna can gain
a plenary indulgence under
ill* ordinary conditions on:
Nov. SO, St Andrew
Dec 11. The Immaculate
Conception
And once a week, for re-
citing dally, with piety, any
prayer for vocations ap-
proved hy the ecclesiastical
authority.
A partial Indulgence of
300 day* can be gained for
each act of charity or piety
performed for the Intention
of fostering vocations to tha
priesthood.
The Tress Box
John Kennedy,
Lav Apostle
By JOSEPH R. THOMAS
,Mwm|is{ Filler
In tun brightened Washing
ton, it was windy and raid
the temperature was ZS d<
grreg on Friday, Jan as
l»t
A hatless John r Kenned*
seemingly immune to the win
try wind swirling around the
Capitol Building, stepped for-
ward to take his oath of office
aa President ol the Ended
.Slate*
The short ceremony over, he
fared a crowd that had stood
for hour* waiting for this mo
meat. Vs he spoke, hts breath
misted and then evaporates) in
the coW air.
SOME MINUTES later
he concluded what must rank
as <*ne of the most memorable
inaugural addresses in Ameri-
can history ; an address parts
of which already are almost
as familiar to schoolboy* as
Abraham Lincoln s Gettysburg
Address,
The right* of man." he
said near the start, ‘ come
not from thr generosity at the
stale but from the hand of
God." Amt he concluded
" . . here on earth fiud’s
work must truly be our own."
If one phrase can sum up
John F Kennedy's tragically
shortened term ■—a term with
a youthful fuU-of-promtse dash
that never broke m tha face
<»f repeated frustration it
is that during it he earnestly
tried to make God's work his
owo.
SOME WIIX quibble. Pm
sure. But what was Christ's
work? Preirhing* Yes —but
more than that, too His con-
cern was for Ifce poor, the
sick, (he downtrodden, the op-
pressed, the outcasts
These, too, were President
Kennedy's concern Never
mind for now the pros and
cons of the particular pro-
gram! he chose to translate
his concern into meaningful
action. Look behind the me-
rhanict fa the principles ani-
mating the peace Corps, tha
National Service Corps, the Al-
liance far Progress. foreign sid
minimum wage revision Look
behind the mechanics lo the
principle* animating his as yet
-nenseted proposals for civil
right* far all citizens mrdirai
car* far the aged, liberal.red
immigration law*
Yes. the mechanics tn some
cases can be argued But not
the principles The principles
ar* the same is those
enunciated by Pope John
XXIII in hi- encyclical Pacrm
in Tertis, Their base u man's
dignity, man a stature s* a
creature made in the image
and likeness of God.
PRESIDENT KENNEDY
was truly latholtc in outlook
as well as tn religion lie sn,
il you will, one of the Church's
truly outstanding lay apostles,
if you understand thr las spot-
tolat* in terms of bringing a
« brisiun influence to bear on
your environment
"Today more than ever,"
>»ml Pop* Piu* XU in tn ad-
drrs* tn the second World
Congress of the Lay Apostolate
in IM7, "laymen must cooper-
ate' in all forms of the a pot
tolate, especially by nuking
the Christian spirit penetrate
all family, social, economic,
and political life."
To argue that this call
this lay vocation ~r was Its*
than perfectly answered by
President Kennedy because In
certain arras « civil rights, far
instance) he didn’t fight far the
maximum Is to overlook the
fart that politic* la the art of
the possible. And it was in pol-
itic* that John K. Kennedy
had to live out his Christian
vocation.
Now he ha* been taken from
us from the Church at wall
as th* nation. Hit legacy la
that "here on earth God'a
work mutt truly be our own."
The Question Box
What Kind of Talk
Is Uncharitable?
Mwi"* » from The Que.tion /)»*, S ept. 10 .
OVI, by Bttbop W alter IC. Ctntii, nou of Bridgeport. Sine* it
•»iw*t, ,*i fT *l qutitiom reonlly p oled to lh ,
°Uu ! ?“rr n ,
R
,
OXI *"/ 1,0 , Jrlty- y, lJ - K" Sober,
; , r : D ' ol CoHc*p,ion Seminary, Darlington,•hey Iccl Hi repetition is timely.
<l. Where can we draw the
line between charity and tin-
charity in speech? Is it per-
missible to Just “talk” about
the imperfections of others? Is
il permissible to correct an
other's behavior bv telling him
his faults? I, there such a
thing as "telling anmeone off"
in a polite way so as not to*
offend?
A. St James tells us If
anyone does not offend in word
he is a perfect man, aide also
to lead round by a bridle the
whole body . . , the tongue no
man can tame . . . with it we
bless God the Father and with
it we curse men, who have
been made in the likeness of
God" <3.2,7.91
It is not easy to draw a
hsrd and fast line between
charity in speech and its vio-
lation
Perhaps the easiest way
to think of the matter is
to reatue that chanty dictates
the wishing well and the do-
inn well to another.
Hence when speech is aimed
at helping another, at doing
good far him and not at hurt
mg him. It usually is charit-
able; but if the intention is to
hurt or if the speech is al-
lowed to hurt or cut or sad-
den when no adequate reason
permit* this sad result, the
conversation U uncharitable •
l MIEK THE general word
"uncharitable" are included
by aiany not just cutting or
harmful words or actions but
‘-he sms of detraction and
calumny a* well
Detraction is the unjust re
i elation of the fault* of
another
There tre times übm
the fault* secretly known to
<cc may h* another. There
ar*- liars - r. fau!?>
reUy known Li ooe may
be revealed tn ttus
when th* lommon g-»vd or the
i,ao*l of an innocent party, or
the goc*i Of ooe spoken again.!
demand, tht* Ur m** lea*
it tn our read*,-* to an*»cr
whether this u the usual c**<-
when secret failings ar. re-
vealed in ordinary ropversa-
tic at -
We mutt add that while de-
tfjrtWi it a %folatif*i jtj*
Uce it •;!! b*> unju*t if
the fault it weil known to the
hearers But since conversa-
tions about the known faults
of another can scarcely be
•aid fa help him. but rather
w-oukl hurt him if he knew
that tt went no we must state
about known faults, will twdin
arily be un< haritabl* tvernal-
!; sot
Calumr.) exist* when false
sms or faults are impute.) ta
another Obviously this :* rn
ttreTy out of order bo fan are
those v!> remarks that imp's
wrongdoing., even if they do
not say it outright Our neigh
I*<>r has the right to have hit
reputation protected against
the assaults of another’s ton-
gue
Wf. MVY thus answer th*
questions.
Generally Is is not permis-
sible fa just "talk" about the
imperfections of another. If
the Imperfections arc mad*
known in this way to others,
detraction is present. If the
imperfections .ire well known
to the group the con-
versation is uncharitable be-
cause it does not help but ra-
ther hurts ones neighbor.
Should there be an adequate
riav*n for revealing these
faults or discussing them, there
is no sin present. Thus the
secret faults of children
1 an be revealed to their par-
ents; and the parents can dis-
cuss the imperfections of their
< f ildren in order to guxia
them
There are times when we
may correct the behavior of
another by falling him his
faults.
Superiors do this fre-
qurntly and rightly so since
they are charged with th#
training of those under them.
In dealing with our equal*,
like neighbor* of friend* we
are not obliged to correct their
fauhs unless the correction
wosild tie accepted by them
and would not cost us
* great deal like the lessening
of friendship.-
In general if the telling will
do tome good and will not do
harm th* correction may b#
made.
In ca*e of doubt we art
permitted fa seek our coo-
fessor t advice
"TELLING - - corse n”' 1
ji .‘ia,r a different meaning
1 many people lie? s *ay this
at east It •» permissible to
'rd another that he has over-
stepped the bounds of pol::*-
r.> of lawful cut -*it> and
•• ukc ! I- .. ar.- oot obliged
fa accept manifest imposition
frr*-'. another On the "othei
hand w* must guard against
anger and pni* which often
-auae uj to speak harshly when
the situation dsd not cilt far
si.h action Then it is anger
and pride that *peak and not
rightful concern for one's own
or inothfr'i
We return to the original
point that us ordinary speech
*e may usually tell whether
-perch » charitable or-not by
S'kfti if it wtU h* ip- or hurt
December Intentions
The Holy Father's gro
,er*l iotooUstt far Decem-
ber is:
That world peace may b*
promoted by, mutual ei-
teem trust and chanty
Tha mission inteotioo rec-
ommended fa the Vpostie-
,»hip of Prayer by the Pup*
U
That the missions may
help to establish the peace
of CTinat throughout tha
world
Our Parish
"She's making a retreat."
4 THE ADVOCATE November 28, 1963
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Letters to the Editor
Tb» nnme tni diirttt of fie writer mmil ie indndei in • Utter
intended for publication, but they will be uithheld if "incited.
Backs Protest
On ‘Life' Cover
Eugene P. Blewitt.
Wayne.
Editor:
Our heartfelt thanks to
Msgr. Scully for his letter to
the editor and to The Advocate
for publishing it (Oct. 31), in
which he let it be known that
he cancelled his subscription
to Life magazine because of an
Indecent cover picture.
Its being socially acceptable
makes this evil all the more
pernicious It presents a real
problem to parents who strug-
Rlc to guard their children
from its foulness. . .
It was sad. however, to read
succeeding issues of The Advo-
cate and find not a single com-
ment to Msgr. Scully's all too-
important letter. Can it be this
evil has become socially ac-
cepted to the point where even
our good Catholics don't mind
having it around’ I prefer to
hope that most do care, but
can't seem to find the time to
write k letter . .
Take a look at your "family
newspapers" and "family
magazines " Perhaps you will
also find a cancellation or let-
ter of protest is in order.
Semi a copy to Msgr Scully
at 580 Katzer Rd . Wayne, and
let him know that there are
many Catholics who do care
about the filth that's being
foisted upon them.
Cursillista's
View of Story
Arthur J Malone.
Newark.
Editor:
Asa cursillista, 1 am deeply
interested in the progress of
the cursillo movement and
anything which may affect it.
I am onfident that the spread
of this movement throughout
our area is inevitable
Your article captioned
"Cursiliista* Invoke Holy
Spirits Aid" (Nov. 14) was
impressionable, but unfavored
in several respects. . .
It the intention was to pro
mote the cursillo movement in
any way. I wholeheartedly
commend your intent If the
purpose wa» merely eventful
reporting, then some of the
comments deserve clarifica-
tion
This is particularly true con-
cerning the part where you
told of members confessing
past sins during group visits
to the Blessed Sacrament, and
made the follow-on comment,
which Implied that such an act
was essential for participation.
This could not be further from
the truth, as confession in the
said circumstance is neither
suggested or encouraged dur-
ing the cursillo
IN' OTHER areas of the
»rt--'le it is difficult to dis-
tinguish between fact and per-
sonal opinion It is a fact that
cursdlistas are encouraged to
perform acts of piety and
charity, aimed at self sancti-
fication. but it is not a fact
that they are commissioned to
perform specific arts for a
•pecified number of or lengths
of time
,
Early in youi article you
followed up y >ur rsderence t<>
a "revival meeting designed
to play on the emotions." with
a brief description of the cur-
stlio movement, as offered by
Rev Nicholas Mas, CM.
Even the hint of such a com-
parison in this case is some-
thing less than tasteful In con-
text, inference is' easily
drawn that a revival inerting
with all its emotional displays
is at best undesirable In faith,
we know this is not so. I add
however, that if the joyful
(inging of the cursillistas con-
veyed a spirit of enthusiasm to
all within earshot Amen:
Many of your views and
opinions were necessarily
based upon hearsay; as it is
obvious that you were not a
spectator for the entire cursd-
lo
Mrs. Murray
And Friends
Mrs Angelo D. Checki,
Lyndhurst.
Editor:
Mrs Madalyn Murray and
her mother. Mrs. Leddie Mays
burn me up with indignation.
In a predominantly Christian
country as ours is. how can
a small minority such as
theirs successfully remove
Clod from the public lives of
the citizens of this nation?
Why should the irreligious
seek means whereby they will
force atheism down our
throats? 1 think that since re-
ligious freedom is guaranteed
by the Hill of Rights; then Uie
Supreme Court’s decision ban-
ning public school prayer
was wholly unnecessary.
Now Mrs. Murray and her
mother challenge tax exemp-
tions for church property.
This, of course, includes
church connected schools. . .
Surely these people have
not examined the records of
the parochial schools which
show how many millions and
millions of dollars are spent
each year on school buildings
alone.
What I can't understand Is
why people who have so much
time and money don't proceed
to spend some of their re-
sources on making this planet
» better world in which to
live, since they seem to have
no hope of finding a better one
in the hereafter
Let them give to medical re-
search. to replanting forests
which have been destroyed by
fire the converting (oopsl
is this word tabu in the die
tionary of an atheist*) of
ocean water so that it might
be acceptable for human con-
sumption.
The list is endless, even
within the confines of atheism
Morris County
Organisation
Ann Noll,
Denville.
Editor
For those not acquainted
with the Siena Club of New
Jersey. I woukl like to inform
them of our activities
Meetings, followed by a so-
cial hour, are held the second
and fourth Sundays of each
month at St Catherine's
Church hall. Mountain l.ake«
Bowling, dances, cocktail par-
ties. trips to New York, a col-
lege football game am) a win-
ter weekend are among the
activities planned An annual
Communion breakfast and a
day of recollection will high
light the religious side of the
calendar
Membership is open to all
single Catholics over 2t from
Moms County and vicinity
Readers may obtain informs
tion by writing to the Siena
Club of N J . St Catherine of
Siena Church, Mountain
Lakes
On Interracial
Marriages
Sheila M. Curtis,
Jersey City,
Editor
Although 1 missed your edi
tonal of Oct 14. I feel com
pelled to comment on Joseph
Kressman’s letter (Nov 7)
emcermng interracial mar-
nsges
1 irst of all. -I believe that
a> a Christian. Mr Kessman
could use his time much more
P* fitably if he were to worry
ir -re about the injustices and
irvd.gnilzes heaped upon his
V _ro brother since we whites
f'-rced him to come here as a
Cave hundreds of years ago
Instead of getting all upset
aNut the few situations which
maj possibly be unpalatable
to : -rsons of til will, would it
n-q he better to seek ways and
means to bridge the appaUtrg
gap we totalled Christians
have created or at least al-
lowed to exist for so long be-
tween our professed beliefs
an»t osir actions’
Secoodly. why should Inter-
racial marriages be such a
source of consternation to
him’ It is, a personal matter
between the parties In-
volved ami really none of his
business No one is forcing
these people to marry and
since there is nothing morally
wrong with an interracial
marriage, would it not be a
more valuable occupation to
concentrate on eliminating the
many evident moral evils in
pur society today’
Also, although Mr Kessman
apparently imagines that the
Negro is just dying to marTy
his daughter, he it mistaken
For hit information, the Ne-
gro would have approximately
the tamr probability of being
ostracized by hit family and
friends at would the white
person It seems very sad in
deed that whites should find
this to difficult to compre-
hend
THOSE PLANNING an In
terracial marriage, particu-
larly in this country, face
many more trying problems
than the usual couple There-
fore. this it not a situation
eagerly sought by ordinary
people. Negro or white. These
two mutt love one another
very deeply to find the eour
age to face a hostile, cruel so-
ciety of so-called Christians
who make it a point to dit
play their disapproval and dis-
gust by the hate stare (un
fortunately too well known by
the Negro already) or the
rude uncharitable rrmarkt
which many feel so impelled
to express even to total
strangers.
Also, since these two people
have obviously rejected the
false racial stereotypes set up
by our society and grown to
know and love each other as
fellow human beings and chil-
dren of God. their main prob-
lems are unlikely to be found
in their home. Their difficul-
ties start when they step out-
side their door and encounter
the cruel. un-Chrlstlan at-
titudes of many of the people
they must come in contact
with every day. Also, should
the couple happen to be Cath-
olic, unfortunately they will
face the same attitudes among
far too many of their fellow
parlshoners aa they leave
Mass on Sunday . . .
Tragedy Has
A Meaning
Mrs. Joan Tierney.
Glen Rock
Editor:
The extreme conditions un-
der which President John F.
Kennedy lost his life on Fri-
day, shot down by an avowed
Marxist-communist, arc a tra-
gic. Jolting reminder that law-
lessness is still the path of
communism to wmrld domina-
tion . . .
Communism is a sickness
which breeds betrayal, ap-
peasement, murder ami vio-
lence. The nation is in shock,
but the nation has learned a
leason that communism is
our mortal enemy . .
The tragedy will be remem-
bered because it united 180
million Americans
against our
.’ommon enemy—atheistic com-
munism Pray for the soul of
our President and tor the fu-
ture of our beloved America
which may find in this tragedy
anew birth of free tom ami
redrdicatioo to American prin-
ciples
God Love You
Millions Ready
For Martyrdom
By BISHOP FULTON J. SHEEN
ROME The other night,
** »e dined with about eight
een Bishops from behind the
Iron Curtain. »e a iked seven
of them who were nesr us at
the table to add up the number
of years they had spent in
prison and in concentration
camps because of their Faith
The total was twenty six
years'
We then totd them that
Christ hss various kinds of
presence in the world one is
in the Church, another is m
the Eucharist, another in the
poor, and the other presence
of l hrist is in the suffering of
His Bishops, priests and pe»>
pie who are "witnessing to
Christ" by their lives Millions
and millions of our faithful
Catholics live in a state peep
arstory for martyrdom
Youths in many countries
think not so much of living but
oi dying lor the Faith
WONT TOl' identify your
selves with these holy men
and women by bale acta of
self denial, so that you may at
least have pin pricks to set
alongside their scars’
tine of the great advantages
of faabng Is that by doing
without something you want,
you become one with those
who are In need St Paul says
Uiat if one member suffers
for exsmple. the hand the
•hole body suffers with it So
it is in the Church, the poor
ami the suffering are part of
our body If you denied your-
self just one cigarette a day.
you eotild semi the Holy Fa
thrr, through hn Society for
the Propagation of the Faith
about I* a year or li 73 more
thin the average per capita
contribution of I S Catholics
to the Vicar of Christ for the
missions ami missionaries of
the world May the Holy Spirit
inspire you to love those who
love unto death'
(.nil U)\ E YOt lo JA H
for t! 'I am 12 sears old and
am sending you lour weeks- al-
lowance hoping I! will beip
a little " To RR K for *lO
"In thanksgiving for the short
wait m the expectant fathers
room far number six to ir
rise ' To Mr xnd Mrs F E O
Jr for 1)40 "We could have
paid a few score hit’s • th th.s,
but the stores wiU be r>a*d .n
time anyway TV (•»< and
suffering of the mui :«i. on
the other hand, have ’een way
overdue lot a payment’ from
us
"
Cut out this ro'-mn. pin
your sacrifi re to it and
address it to Bishop lulu* J
Sheen National ti rector, S*>
ciefy for the Propagation of
the Faith. MX Fifth Ave .
New York nr H.<- -, Mi.-t n
W Stanton 31 Mulberry St .
Newark or Msgr W.lbam
F Louis. 24 Degraste 54.,
Paterson
‘Commonweal
Catholics’
Ry JOSEPH A. RREIG
Sometimes the tipped scales
are rebalanced here on earth
When that happens, the event
is likely lo lie filled with
quietly powerful drama. It was
so a lew weeks ago when John
Cogley addressed-al their in-
vitation—the Bishops of South
Africa attending the ecumeni-
cal council in Rome.
Cogley wras in Rome doing
revisions of articles on Catho-
lic topics for Encyclopedia
Rritannica. He is an occasion-
al eolummist for. and former
editor of. Commonweal maga-
zine.
The drama lay In the fact
that this man whose very
orthodoxy has at times ben
doubted by some Catholics be
came, as far as 1 know, the
first layman in the English
speaking world to be asked to
speak to an assembly of coun-
cil Fathers.
COGLEY REFERRED to
the suspicions he and his as-
xorialrs endured in the past
"Less than a decade ago."
he recalled. "America's 'lib-
eral Catholics' or 'Common
weal Catholics’ as they were
sometimes called with disdain
—were frequently anathema-
tized in powerful sections of
the diocesan press, and were
more or less excluded from
respectable Catholic com-
pany.”
That was so. said Cogley.
despite the fact that what
the "Commonweal Catholics"
were saying "was mild in
comparison with what we have
heard from some highly emi-
nent spokesmen since the
(ecumenical) council began"
Some "Commonweal Catho-
lics," Cogley said, grew dis-
couraged and went into secu-
lar work, others "hung on (to
specifically Catholic pursuits)
more or less by the skin of
their teeth" Said Cogley.
probably on a note of happy
amazement
"FEW. IF ANY, at short a
time as five years ago. would
have been willing to entertain
the idea that the concerns
which possessed them would
be treated seriously and
prayerfully by the highest
authorities of the Church Uni-
versal gathered in council in
I*o and 1963
"
The fart was. Cogley went
on. that the “liberal" Catho
bet "did not cunt on a Pope
like John XXIII "
Nor did we." said Cogley.
put as much trust as we
should have in the perennial
youth fulness of the Churrh "
TV question now arises
•h> was there suspicion of the
orthodoxs of "Commonweal
' * , b<vlies* | think the answer
• ' that most of us had been
trfrnsive t stholirs from child-
"or,d. »e had felt ourselves
and our ancestors, and the
Church, to be under siege; we
bad reacted by widening our
t atholir loyalties * to include
ail kinds of things which were
»ot necessarily Catholic at all.
<>ut were merely habits and
attitudes handed down from
feneration to generation, or
institutions whjrh had outlived
their usefulness
" WIRE cS-.-sed rank
t aiholtes ant we frit that any
who suggested changes
might be giving aid and com
fort
- a the enemy It required
the miracle which bore the
name Johzi XXIII to make us
realize that the enemy" was
timo), waning far us tw lift
<wir vlberdt so that we could
be : lends
And so we have come lo the
drama of an address to a
tzoup of council Fathers by
John Cogley. whose forgive-
ness we need not ask because
it has been given all along.
Cushing Hospital
RtiSTuN .( RNs >—Plans to
build a MO bed genera! hasp),
tal named far Richard Cardi-
nal Cushing of Boston were
announced here It will be
located in Rrorkton. Matt.
Your World and Mine
Council Lay Auditors
‘Highly Clericalized'
By GARY MacEOIN
ROME On the subject of
whether a Bishop should be
retired if incapacitated by age
or illness, every Bishop is an
expert. Each knows what he ii
talking about; his views are
hewn from facta.
Such intimacy of knowledge
and vital relationahip has not
appeared in all the dixrus-
sions. Many observers felt its
absence whenever the role of
the laity in the Church has
been under discussion The
subject it delicate There is
lota of talk, lota of criticism,
but nobody wants to be quo-
ted.
TEN I-AY’ AUDITORS were
named Oct 1 to attend coun
cil meetings, have acrest to
documents, advise the Fathers
informally on matters in their
area of interest and compel-
ence. Three more were added
later. All are men. and all are
or have been officials of in-
ternational CaUiolir organiza-
tions Not ail are in Rome all
the time, sometimes more
than half the group, some-
times less.
Several difficulties arise im-
mediately. The reluctance of
the clergy in many regions to
give the laity a true initiative
in their sphere of competence
is sadly reflected in the com-
position of not a few of the
international Catholic organi-
zations
Developed from above and
on a theoretical foundation,
they lack financial independ-
ence They must often find a
dedicated layman, whose in-
come comes from some cleri-
cal source as teacher or ad-
ministrator. to accept the add-
ed chore of president or hon-
orary secretary. or perhaps
content themselves with a big
name, even though the holder
is otherwise fully engaged
Dedicated, yes; but not nec-
essarily involved at all in the
lay apostolatr as the council
is now focusing it. the pres-
ence bf the Christian in the
world And even if involved,
perhaps not free to voice
views unwelcome t# those on
whom his career depends
THESE COMMENTS apply
neither to all organizations nor
to all leading figures in largely
paper" organizations But
the repeated off the record
criticism is that whoever
made the selection assembled
a highly rlericalized group of
laymen This observer con-
curs
Me have here a specific in-
stance of a wider council prob-
lem When discussing the
laity s role, the Fathers railed
for revival of active lay par-
ticipation m the Church’s work
from which lay people wrre
rsrioded in thf/lth century
Willie they hive long shown
their desire to resume their
proper function. powerful*
clerical elements apparently
still seek to change appear
•aners and not realities
Cardinal Itugarebwa <Tan-
tanyikai has urged broader lav
representation, and Cardinal
Suenens (Belgium) has plead-
ed that women be included
Rumor insist* that this wdi
come at the next session, but
a discriminatory ruling that
excludes women from the
council Mass to which journal-
ists regardless of sex were
hitherto invited in groups
makes the rumor seem less
substantial.
ADEQUATE LAV repre-
sentation will be most needed
when the council discusses the
lay a postulate in detail. Quali-
ficd laymen, have, it is true,
been shown the draft on the
laity to be submitted to the
council Many of them, how-
ever, feel it is a hopelessly
clerical document which
should be written with a
basically new approach, while
they so far can merely modify
details
The entire structure, func-
tions and responsibility of lay
activities have to be re-as*
sewed Unless this is done
on the basis of knowledge of
experts as familiar with the
problems of Christian testi-
mony in today's world as are
the Bishops with the problem
of episcopal retirement, the
result may be a revamping
when a fresh start is needed.
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Think ahead!
There's one aure way to shape your future ... at least from the stand-
point of financial security. Start now! Open a savings account at any one
of our five "Person-to-Peraon" banking offices
... and make regular de-
posits every week, or every payday. Your money grows and grows...with
generous compound interest to help it along! For further information,
phon.MA.k.t 4.7700. Bank of Commerce
ten
•DMVtIN MM INS UIVICI • FAH PASSIM AT AU. OFFICII
o«po*H Imuunc* Corp.
NOW
ENROLLMENT FOR
-v SENIOR CITIZENS
REOPENED
'
November 1-November 30
Enrollment is reopened during the entire month of Novemher for
persons 63 and over wh,* w ant the expanded benefits of New Jersey
Blue Cross and Rlue Shield’s “Senior Citizen” health care programs.
These programs offe r a realistic answer to the financial problems
that so often accompany illnos of elderly people. Applications will
be accepted until November 30 for coverage commencing January
1. 1061. .Vo health statement is required and there is a waiting period
of only g months applieable to pre-eristing health conditions.
New Jersey residents aged 6.'i and over who already have Blue Cross
and Blue Shield coverage may convert to these new programs if they
wish to obtain the broadened
benefits available in mast cases
at a somewhat higher rate.
Send coupon for application
and full details!
MONTHLY RATES
for Senior Citizen Coverage
(Payable Qua rterty—€ very 3 Month*)
BLUE CROSS
for Hospital Bills
Hospital Sarvvca Plan of New Jersey
BLUE SHIELD
for Doctor Bills
Medical SurgicalPlan of New Jersey
Camden NEWARK Trenton
YouJDwm It to Your Family j
BLUE CROSS BLUE SHIELD
P. 0. Box 420 • Newark 1, New Jersey
□ Please send details and application for
"Senior Citizen" programs.
Name
Addreee 1
City or Town
Plays in Brief
By JOAN T. NOURSE
A Penny TMat NimaM an Hi* Way
H Hm Farvm l-ow. leaneh (arc*.
*n*a ■OMn, baead upon comic
attx-ae* going bark lo riauiiu.
taHail aTTha M Cala Macabra
Aiwa fcatWni drama about a ml*,
matad couple and a dwarf wtm form
a tarrlbla tnanala at thwarted bora.
larilMt In tba Park I-auah-
laadad. li*M adult romrdy about tba
adjaatmanl problem uf nawlywada
wboaa dream houaa la aa Icy Mth-
Boer Him with Waking read.
Aayand in* Prtnaa TV 'harp aad
witty audal comment! <d a queries ad
round Itrlttabara. tnrludee vary emu*-
In* aatlra ad Shakespeare* klatory
Play*.
Black a— Ranroroue. tatter comedy
blaatta* all ooanr atora reepoaaibie
lor racial Inbiatbe. Both dlalOfue aad
■eneral aptrtt are aaatUy rtadlctlre
Casa al Libel Emotion char fed
trial (Rama baaed apparently on the
RamotdeTeder euit lauyrr bare ac-
repta eatra marital allatra aa "normal'*
and retail taeUleaaly la Chrtet la
prove a le*al point
China With Iverytninf Peeatmutta
Bnttak play ts which aoma round RAF
rocralta find ctaae barntra atilt hopa-
Wealy rt*kd.
Carrvpttan la the Cevrtt ad iwhte
•ombar European play in nMrb aoma
lodpaa acenaad eg ukln* bribaa dm-
aavar bow complex gutit caa be.
Dell re Under the lime Vintage
O'Neill drama la which a New England
farm family La tom launder by Bale,
greed and luaL Otdfaetuoned. betjgttd
ragged euaff.
Inter Leuphlag Funny. adtea toueb-
btd oomrdy in arltlrh a Jew lab lad
daring tba daprraalon ta determlaad la
proM hi meet! aa an artor
■tenet tabbalh Forthright, watt-
acted Blackman’ drama about Edith
Rtadn. tba brUliant Jewiah comert who
became a Carmelite aad died la a
aad caoreotr anno mop >family I
Pantaatlcha WhiniatraJ comady.aartouaiy adfactlva. la whirh two
round paopia Had lhair romarew mere
evctuilg when ebeterlea are deiterd
Han't Lava tVliglaful holiday
maatral la which a wua dafartmeni
arcre Santa etna tba trad od a aad.
UkapUeal tittle girl, family faro
Maw ta lerceag la Bealeaae wmevt
Ready Trying (Vter. anphtur ated
wdeal apaodtad rhaarfulty the type
•he rteee In the toe by oaderupwlauaty
paayta* an tba mglra
Irraaatar Vert ia lava Thin tmt
waibatagad Bratlab remedy ta Which
uaderemndtng parerta uy W ted their
mar ally acraytag atteyrtag eadety eel
Radaaaa to taka taint at fur a aery ear-
lonely.
Jennie Vibrant Mary Marita !<bka
Wow ta fair amatral aboef iba real Id#
Mala ad aa actraaa lowing in aid-
Um* malixirama*.
Lvtlwr 1h.atrk-Rlly forrWul *t u<\y
•I RaWmatitAi taAdrr. Not mlllUntly
antKhurch, but #nmr*hai distorts his-
tory by ovsrsimpllfylng
Mso sod Roy MatUrly acting hy
wytr bolMrr* limp dr sms shout the
fail o 4s tut Men world Itnsnrlrr. l*n-
•svory episodes involve Illicit low and
perverskm,
Mary. Mary _ Rollicking light come-
dy hy J«sn Ksrr In which a bright
)ounx woman almost wuwcrarkg her-
sail out eg a good marriage
Nsvsr Tso lata Wry comedy about
S long married pair smtdenly eipeclant
psrsttts again. A bit oo ths earthy aide,
but otherwise amuaing
Oh Dad, Poor Oad. t H. - Od«f astir-
Ic I arcs, wmriimn verging oo the
rmeanme. Ineludea scene* In poor
tails.
Ohvtfl Handsome productum and
tlvelv wore make this a generally m»Stable o| the beloved thefesns
smy|.
RMw Over the Cvckee’t Nest
Odd sane ossiiic May. with much raw
*Ams. about the vain rsvoft <M a
MdlSl pattern again at a power mad-
dened nurse
111 ta the Shade Engaging, rtv
manUe musical about ahrigtv* but
Kant farm girt gnvtrt) a needed roocaie
***** by a «at struct eonman.
The rnvata far sod The Pv»bc
irs Two clever short Rntuh piavs.
one gaily and one poignantly maistina
that cHy tMe »an be rewarding te those
attuned te beauty.
Rehearsal incnptas rieach I'uowOjr
In whtch a married count vainly aeeha
traa Hne *Mh an mieophi at tested flit,
tadctly worldly attitude Urn aid Uliett
levs
ihe Laves Mai - Wlstfutty gay
eoeretta about the ramaiuw id two
European shop darks who*ve written
each other ip -flyw-e* levs nctea
aiagmg a»4 tine arts la this ore
taeeo R yff Wen preaented port.
Ir Sketches ftesmtaag a canoua (roup
a# small team Rud***Urtm«
ttep the War Id I Want ta Get
OH Am cvuioal. rather faenaating
but the character* them-
selvae are M very tstereetiag Or*
cawedtj riwjue
•trseta e# New Yarh - ll.ghly agtw*
•kle MlBrnadway el •
IMcntarv msledrama a# hne and
greed ta the bl*. wwkrd edy
TtrsrkS rwmghtM tnumral com
edy stag aa* eillrd grand decheae and
ttmmvt werhtng ss a*r>ar.f • ter
Aowncaai la Paru dunag
Whe‘s Afraid ei Vtrpteta Weettr
A night eg Ilanguage Sari» •«
aa itaflattsi ail peoteasoe aad his «tts
verba*:* lash each other M the press sue
•# two pwvg gweet*
Interfaith Talks
On Morality
Due on Radio
NEW YORK - Moral quc*.
tion* bt*«d In contemporary
social *n<l civic Issues will hr
discussed by members of th«
Catholic, Protnstant and Jew-
ish cleruy and laymen on a
now radio program, Tri-
iloguo," Sunday evonings at
11 p m. on WINS 11010).
The program will premier
Doc. I with a discussion of tba
morality of gambling and off-
track hotting by Itov. Norman
J O’Connor, C.S.P., of I‘aulist
CominunlratiiMu: Rabbi Marc
Tanncnbaum of tlit> Amorican
Jcwidi Committee, and tli»
Itov. I)r Dan Potter of the
N.Y. Pnttoiiant Council Spe-
cial guest will b« Magr. Timo-
thy J. Klynn. bureau of in-
formation and radio-TV com-
munications of the New York
Archdiocese.
Upcoming topics includes
•chixil integration (Dec. 8) and
secularuatutn of religious holi-
day* (Dee. 15 )
NCWC Bureau Lists
Family Publications
WASHINGTON (NO - The
NCWC Family Life Bureau
ha* compiled a listing of
"Recommended Publicationi
on Marriage and the FtmUy”
that gives the title of 250
books, paperbacks pamphlets
an«l leaflets
The bibliography is available
free from the NCWC Family
Life Bureau, IJII Mass-
achusetts \ve , SW , W ash-
ington, 5, D C.
ADVOCATE want ads are
Inexpensive and jet results
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Films on TV
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Movie Reviews
By WILLIAM H. MOORING M
Me Lin lock (Good; family)
If you ever wish they’d make
Westerns the wsy they used
to. this csttls baron bit plsyed
tongus in check mo*t of the
wsy Is your big chance.
I,ord nf the File* (Good;
adults, adolescents) Moving
drama of British schoolboys,
representing ths upper, middle
and working classes, who are
cast up on an uninhabited ia-
land and set out to survive un-
der a cooperative system of
self government.
The PHte (Good; adults)
Suspenseful cops and-robbers
melodrama around a commu-
nist plot to kidnap a prlre-
wlnning German refugee phys-
icist
Christophers Start
12th TV Season
NEW YORK (NC (—The
Christopher Program haa com-
plied filming anew series
which will launch Its 12th year
on TV’ in the United States,
Canada and the Armed Forces
Network.
Rev. James Keller. M M .
founder in IMS of the Christo-
pher Movement, laid person-
alities In the new senes, to be
seen on 113 stations, are
Barbara Billingsley. Ann
Rlyth, Joe E Brown, Jeanne
Crain. Ruth Hussey, Steven
McNally. Hugh O Brtan. Gigi
I’erreau, Cesar Romero. Dick
Van Dyke, Harry Von Zell
Lawrrnee We|k and Jane
Wyatt
‘Krail ami Unite
, , .
’
HAVERFORD. Pa (NC)
"Read and Unite Our Chang-
ing World*’ will be the theme of
Catholic Book Week, to be ob-
•erved Feb 0-3. 19*4
MOVIES
Ft<tara»ion of C«fh«tlc Alumna#.
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Announcing a special series of Christmas programs
PRESENTED BY FATHER PEYTON S FAMILY THEATER IN COOPERATION WITH YOUR LOCAL RKO-GENERAL STATION
The Five
n
13 dOVIU
THESE FINE FILMS. NEVER BEFORE SHOWN ON TV. TELL THE CHRISTMAS STORY
IN A LOGICAL DRAMATIC SEQUENCE
Mysteri
WORTVckaahel § WEDNESDAY—DEC. 2511:30 AM-12.00 NOON THE PROMISE-,h. •lory of the fulfillment
of a prophesy—narrated by Bing Crosby
THE FAMILY THAT PRAYS TOGETHER STAYS TOQETHIR
WE
CHALLENGE
YOU
TO FIND
■ ETTER
FOOD
ANYWHERE!
FREE PARKING
am coNomoNio
la HOMI MAM
Ravioli Cavatelli
Manicotti
3 PRIVATE BANQUET
ROOMS
935-31 Weft Sid* Ave.
met iivinio
Jertoy City. HI 3-R945
3RESty
*
4s You'll Like
It For
Your Pleasure
JOHN i. MUtfMT HM
THE BRASS HORS
Banquet Roomi Available for
AH Occo«ioni # Open Daily
CW-r I w Or.x 4 Ml ImMK. N >
"KINGSTON RESTAURANT"
WNINO IN TH| MNUT TIaOITiON
Mbit Mmih
OMucmto PACiitTiit pot
WIODINOI - UNOUITJ - COMMUNION ttf AKPAtTf
Mil MORRIS AVI., UNION MU 6-2537
Nim *1 *• TWi. K. U< Ml W>
THE ROCSDERS RESTAURAS!
Invitet you to cnpoy iti *upcrb
Prime Ribs of Beef
»•# lwi.n««i Cal CePPai 1-4MJ - IhM ip NJ
FOR THE ULTIMATE IN DINING PLEASURE
ll,r OASISstyled/
145 WHIPPANY PD.
WHIPPANY
TU 7-3333
OPEN DAILY
9 WEST PARK ST.
NEWARK
MA 4-1489
CLOSED SUNDAY
LUNCHEONS • DINNERS • COCKTAILS
3 Sisters
RESTAURANT
HIGHWAY 46, DOVE* N. J.
■ Ca>a,in| Pal faaqwaPa
• Private Partial • W*44>»|,
* Spatial Pvactlaai
For Retervollont
Call FOxcroft 6-3644
; Si£s
LOBSTER
GOLDEN LANTERN
RESTAURANT AND COCKTAIL lOUNOI
ClUrtßl 10- VYoddlm Korepii.ina tlan«ju«U. Piriifi 4b UtfclMOM
LUNCHfONt AND OiNNttft »MVIO OAILY
1900 Eatt Edgar Road, (Route 1)
UMDSN. N. 4. WA Met*
May bis noble soul rest in pence.
May bis memory be perpetuated in our hearts
as a symbol of love for God, country and all mankind,
tbe'foundation upon which anew world must be built
if our civilization_ is to survive. ' Richard Cardinal Cushing
Nov. 24, 1963
John Fitzgerald Kennedy, the first Catholic president of the U.S.,
meets with the 261st Pontiff, Pope Paul VI. President Kennedy
bad planned to visit Pope John XXIII, but the late Pontiff's
fatal illness intervened.
He began bi, inaugurate day by attending Man. after which
he was greeted at Georgetorn’s Holy Trimly Church by Kev.
Martin J. Casey. two years and 10 month, later, the Holy
Sacrifice was celebrated for the first time in the White Home
at John F. Kennedy', body lay in repose
A warm ideal of family life was placed before American, by the Kennedy
family. The president took his oath of office with bit hand on the family Bible
spent every moment be could spare from his official duties with his children,
observed holidays with his parent, and brothers and sisters -as he was to
observeThanksgiving, this Thursday. Have the Pres ident leads daughter Caro-
line Mrs. Kennedy leads son John-John,to Mass at St. Stephen the Martyr,
Middleburg, Va.
It [?] Crdinal C[?]hing (them as Archbhop) who [?]
caroline Kennedy a little more than six years ago. The Cardinal
married John F. Kennedy AND Jacquctine Bou[?] on Sept. 12,
1953. gate the [?] as President Kennedy's inaugura-
tion on Jan 20, 1961, and on Nov. 25. 1963. celebrat ed his
requiem "I dare say we shall never see his like again, siad
the Cardinal of his friend, Jack Kennedy.
The devotion between the Kennedy children and their
father, the Presideal, warmed the heart of the nation.
Here Carolina admit, the Presideal's pocket flap as they
are photographed lea, leaving St. Francis Xavier Church,
Hyannis Port, Mass., one Sunday morning, this summar.
The Lactare Medal. No[?] Dame University's award fpr out-
[?]sanding Catholic Laymen, was presented to Priesident Kennedy
by Rev. Th[?] H[?]burgh in Nocember. 1691. His secent
catation by the Pro[?]tant Council of New York for its
"Family of Mn Award" was called " an bistoris break[?]brough"
in Protestant-Catholic relations.
It was appropriate that the first Catholic president should
receive this [?]acsimile page of what is belived to be oldest
record of the Church in the U.S. —a baptismal record from
St. Auguiline, Fla., being presented by Rev. Wichat! V. Gan-
non of Sombre de Dios Mission. four day, before the Presi-
dent's death. A few days earlier the President had urged CYO
members in national contention in Sew York : work for your
Church and your country.
7
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Father Welsh Says:
Program for Social Justice
Summons Every Catholic
WE W ARK Rev. Aloysiu.v
J.\Welsh, archdiocesan coor-
dinator of interracial Justice
programs, said this week all
Catholics "have a role to play
in implementing" the pledge
of our Bishops to place all
the resources at their com-
mand in the service of justice
and brotherhood."
Father Welsh commented on
the 1963 message of the Bish-
annual message of the Bish-
ops. He noted it was the sec-
ond time in five years that
the Bishops had urged full
recognition of Negro rights.
This coupled with their proc-
lamation in August of this
year, "should leave no room
for American Catholics to
doubt the priority" we should
grant the race question, he
said.
“Ol'R BISHOPS invite us
ami all Americans to rediscov-
er our roots and to renew our
dedication to common goals
against the threat to Ameri-
can union poised by racial un-
rest," he said.
Father Welsh noted the chal-
lenge and opportunity faced
by the Church in the Archdio-
cese of Newark where six
cities showed Negro popula-
tions of 21G- or over tn the
1960 census. Four others have
large concentrations of Ne-
groes.
However, he said, conver-
sions should not be the sole
motivation for Interest In in-
terracial Justice. He pointed
to two other compelling rea-
sons; (11 the obligation to the
temporal order as described
by Pope John XXIII in Pacem
In Terris; (2) The fact that
the world Is watching as we
are tested in morality and
democracy.
FATHER WELSH cited
"major inconsistencies be-
tween the moral Ideals Chris-
tians profess and their con-
duct in the temporal sphere."
Noting that Catholics face
"daily decisions in interra-
cial matters." he said, "their
faith should enlighten their de-
cisions and supernatural char-
ity should motivate them."
Father Welsh also announced
an evening of recollection at
Essex Catholic High School
Dec. 4. Rev. Edward Ciuba and
Rev. Anthony Padovano of Im-
maculate Conception Semin-
ary will discuss the "Theology
of Race" following Mass at
6 30 p m.
Rare and Religion
Racial Justice Material Issued
WASHINGTON <NC) - The
National Council of Catholic
Men has published anew kit
of program materials "aimed
at bringing the potential
strength of parish lay organ-
isations to bear on the race
problem."
Entitled "Release from
Racism," the kit includes pro-
grams in three areas par-
ish. community and special ac-
tivities.
THE MATERIALS range
from a discussion program
suitable for organisations
treating interracial justice for
the first time to materials
dealing with such specific
problems as delinquency, em-
ployment and legislation
Information and resource
pieces are also included,
among them the Rev. Martin
I either King's "Letter from
Birmingham City Jail" and the
Newsweek magazine poll.
"What the White Man Thinks
of the Negro Revolt ”
The U. S. Bishops' 1963 pas-
toral on racial harmony and
Justice la a part of the kit.
In a related statement.
NCCM president Frank 11. Hel-
ler said that while some Cath-
olic organisations are making
' Important contributions" in
the race justice field, "the ma-
jority of parish organisations
are simply standing by."
"Consequently we are offer
ing this program to them at a
comprehensive Introduction to
the prohlem. and a senes of
reasonable and effective activ
ities they can conduct." Heller
said.
Copies of the kit are avail-
able at t3 each from the
NCCII. 1312 Massachusetts
Avr , N W . Washington. D C.
awa.
There are reduced rates for
bulk orders.
•
Aftf Council
PHILADELPHIA (RNS) -
A small group of laymen in
the Philadelphia Archdiocese
•he are interested in inter-
racial justice and goodwill
have formed a Catholic Inter-
group Relations Council
The new group will re-
place a Catholic Interrraclal
Council, once active, that vir-
tually "died out' a couple of
year*.
The new group, comprised
largely of college professors
ami mm in city state ami
federal government positions,
plans to promote interracial
home visitations, beginning tn
Thanksgiving »«•<»
UN Calls for End
To Discrimination
UNITED NATIONS. N. Y
(NC) - The UN General As-
•embly has adopted a declara-
tion calling for an end to all
forma of racial discrimination
The decision was announced
as unanimous, but G P Jooste
of South Africa denied that his
country endorsed the declara-
tion. noting that South Africa a
apartheid policy "was specific-
ally smglrd out for condemna-
tion."
THE DECLARATION con-
demns all discrimination based
on rare rotor or ethnic origin
as an offense against human
dignity, a denial of the prin-
ciples of the I N' Charier, a
violation of the Universal
Declaration of Human Right*,
ami an obstacle to friendly re-
lations among peoples It
speaks out against racial bin
in the eaernse of civil rights,
in housing, employment, pub-
lic facilities, education, civil
service, public office and reli-
gion.
U. S Ambassador Adlai E
Stevenson registered a formal
"reservation" over a passage
in the declaration which urges
governments to outlaw organ-
nations that "promote or in-
cite ' racial discrimination. Ha
sand that the Ug, has no in-
tention of "whittling" down the
principle of freedom of speech.
After adopting the declara-
tion. the assembly passed a
resolution calling on UN spe-
cialised agencies, government*
and pnvate organizations to
publicize It widely.
A third resolution, calling on
the UN Human Right* Com-
miuion to draft a treaty on
eliminating racial discrimina-
te for the i»64 alterably,
drew 14 abatentioni but patted
18-0. The atacmbly's Budgetary
Committee must approve the
resolution'* financial implica-
tion*.
Racist Marriage
Laws Scored
WASHINGTON (NC)—The
advisory board of the Faintly
Life Bureau of tho National
Catholic Welfare Conference
ha* scored laws in 20 state*
prohibiting interracial mar-
riages as "immoral."
In a resolution adopted at
ita annual three-day meeting,
the board also deployed "the
attitudes and rruel behavior
of American society, which
penalizes and ostracizes those
persons who exercise their
fundamental human right to a
free choice of marital partner
by entering into interracial
marriages "
Issue Declaration
Of Conscience
INDIANAPOLIS. Ind (RNS)
Protestants, Catholics and
Jews here issued a "declara-
tion of conscience" after a
day-long conference on the
problem of racial unrest
The conference was spon-
tored jointly by the Human
Relation* Committee of the In-
dtanapob* Church Federation,
the Catholic Interracical Coun-
cil. and the Jewish Communi-
ty Relations Council
"We believe that employ-
ment. housing, education, pub-
lic faculties and accommoda-
tions to every child of God. re-
gardless of hit color, culture or
religion." they said
Clergymen Ask Elizabeth
For Human Relations Move
ELIZABETH Recommen-
dations are being made for a
reorganized Mayor'* Human
Relations' Commission here by
priests, ministers and rabbis
of the city.
Rev. Francis A. Reinbold,
administrator of St. Michael s
Church, wa* a member of a
three man committee repre-
senting the Concerned Clergy
o( Elizabeth which met with
Mayor Steven J. Bcrcik last
week and outlined the plan to
re-establish the commission,
which has been inactive for
tho past few years.
The committee asked that a
budget for the commission bn
presented to the City Council
*nd that It include provision
for a professional staff located
at City Hall The recommen-
dations for commissioners will
be msde during the nevt two
week*
The committee, on which
Father Reinbold served with
Rev Theodore O Gr»nherg.
pastor of Elmora Presbyterian
Church, and Rabbi Gervon P
Chertoff of Temple B'nat Is-
rael, outlined various servlrrs
which a reinvigorated com-
mission could perform In lea-
M-ning tensions and providing
civil rights guidance in the
city.
Meetings on Race
ST. LOUIS. Mo. (HNS) -
All pastors in the St. Lout*
Archdiocese have been asked
to attend a series of meeting*
to discuss racial Justice tn
parish neighborhoods
Each meeting will be ad
dressed by a pnest from an
integrated parish or one in
which a large number of Ne-
groes reside. Theological
presentation of the moral is-
sues involved in rsrial just
lice are also planned
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Non-Catholic
Mother Wins
Custody Suit
TRENTON A 7-year old
boy, baptized •« a Catholic,
*** awarded this week to hla
mother, a Jehovah's Witness,
bv the N J. Supreme Court.
In s unanimoua 7-0 verdict,
the rourt held that there was
“nothing before us to Justify
interference with the denial of
the father's claim for sole cus-
tody . There is no occasion
for considering when, if ever,
a court would be justified in
interfering with the custodian's
religious selection and guid-
ance."
The boy's parents were mar-
ried by a Baptist minister In
KLktnn. Mil . in 1953, the wom-
an was then a Protestant. She
joir.ed the Witnesses in IBM.
and the husband filed suit for
custody of the boy two years
later, giving hts wife's new re-
ligion as h,s main objection
Superior Court had granted
Joint rustnd* tu the parents,
and both then appealed to the
Supreme Court for sole cus-
tody
SERRA BREAKFAST -John W. Cannon, chairman of the scheduled conference of District
22ofSerra I nternational, greets Msgr James A. Hughes, vicar general, at the Com-
munion tea fact Nov. 23 at Essex Catholic High School, left to right are George H.
Smith of Bloomfield, former president of Serra International; John A. Donohue, who
greeted the members; Msgr. John J. Cassels, chaiplain of Serra Club of Ridgewood,
and Joseph B. Reilly, district governor. The conference was called off offer the break-
fast due to the death of President Kennedy.
Cubans to Fete
Foster Parents
DOVER A committee of
Cuban refugees from the
Montclair East Orange srra
will rspecs* gratitude to
American f ster parents <V
Cuban children who entered
ta.-s country w.thoot their own
parents at a party
i
in Knights
of Columbus Hal! tvere Dec t
at 4 p m
The Cuban Relief Office of
Dover, under the direction of
Mwi Vin.eat E Bums of
Queen of the liol) Rosary
t’ *ui h h> re ioge(r»«r with A'
soriated Catholic Chantiei of
Pate son ha« brought in, me
dkieesr !S3 Caban childrrn. of
»i»ic. v; fcacr txwn rejoined
by thrir parents
Prrs-nt at t.K will be
the American families who
h.ie are-t far the cfiiltrcn
officials of the Cuban Relief
IK;.* turn! ar.d many Cuban
refugee* Mm Relglea Ros de
Prmandet at East Orange u
rhairm an
Chritmas Novena
At St. Cecilia's
EV.I.EWimD The an
Buai Christmas novena in boa
o* »f t’e Infant Jesus and St
Theresa w.!! begin Dec 1 an!
root.r. e through Dec t at the
Eastern Shrine at the Little
Flower at M fee ilia's Church
here
Res Quentin J Duncan. O
farm wit! detiwer the set
mon* at the services scheduled
for Jlt pm and 111 pm
daily The theme of the no
vrn* »iii be Old Testament
Prophecies Fulfilled ta the
New ~
Anti-Catholic Persecution
Reported in South Vietnain
By REV. PATRICX O'CSNNOR, S.S.C.
SAIGON Vietnam fNC)
The tliships of South V.etnam
this week told Catholics to co-
operate with the new regime
“for their country s good and
their fellow citizens welfare ‘
at the same time that stones
of anti-t Jtholu- activity wrie
reported in the Asian nation
The Bishop* statement a<t
issues! in Rome and was dated
Nov J. before Several Bishops
returned home Referring to
the coup which had overthmwn
the government of President
Ngo dmn Diem, a Catholic
whose administration was ac-
cused of Ruddhish persecution,
the Bishops said this
“In regard to every govern-
ment, the Church trachea her
chiklrrn to he faithful to their
fatherland and love it well, lo
resperl public authority and co-
operate laithlully in everything
that is for the country’s good
and their fellow citiiens’ wel-
fare '*
AHOI T It* FAMINES who
became Catholics some four
years agu have been forest to
renounce their Faith in a vil-
lage in Thua Thien province,
of which Hue is the capital.
Catholics here and in adjoining
provinces are being threatened,
falsely accused and beaten,
borne have been made prison-
ers; some have been Irrrorurd
into taking down the Crucifix
in their homea.
High pressure intimidations
arc being applied to force
Catholics converted in recent
years and those now under
Instruction to abandon Chris-
tianity.
I visited a parish where a
band of young men descended
upm two villages, obliged the
Catholics and catechumens to
gather and harangued them
with accusations and.ihrra’s
The young men accused them
of killing Buddhists and de-
manded that they remove their
religious emblems
In another village, a Catholic
woman was seued and terrified
nto accusing four Catholic men
of murdering HuddhisU by put-
ting them into nee sacks and
thruwmg them into the river.
IN ONE DLSTRIIT head
quarters, an official assured
me that no Catholics ws-ip
held pnsonrrs. although a
t atholic school teacher seized
in another village was even
then under detention.
Catholics have been beaten
and tied with wire Victims
wounded by heatings in one sil-
lage were reportedly rrfused
treatment in the small govern-
ment medical station lo which
they had recourse
In Quang Tn Province north
of here the situation is parti-
cularly disquieting
ONE VILLAGE police chief
has been leading a group of
young men making night raids
on Catholic houses Buddhists
in that area are so inUmidattd
that they fear to be seen go-
ing to a Catholic hospital that
ha* hern serving people of alt
religions.
The Ugmn of Mar* has been
singled nut f--r attuk, »> has
aim Catholic. A-i n
The anti Christian campaign
in the villages did n t hc„,n
until about one week, it) some
places U days after the coup
that overthrew the govern-
ment The pattern It follows
and the kind <f accusations
made familiar to those who
watched the anil-Christian
campaigns of C hinese commu-
m*U IJ years or so ago lead
lo «u»prst communist influ-
met.
ONE HI >ll T mu be the
weakening of the whole vil-
lage defense system in the
provinces closest to the com-
munist North Militaryrevolu-
tionary leaders, who have gua-
ranteed freedom of faith and
religious equality, with to
avoid ail religious conflicts
But new local authorities in
some places sr#m weak,
either through inexperience or
fear of “the crowd,” which is
actually an aggressive minor-
ity certainly not representa-
tive of authentic Buddhism.
Jewish Leader Defends
Record of Pope Pius XII
WASHINGTON (NC) A
nationally known Jewish lead-
er has defended Pope pjus XII
against ihe accusation that am
hitmn or rv[u-dtency mops ate 1
him in his attitude to the nszi
persecution of Jew*
No one wh I reads the r«c
ord of Pius XII - aetinns on
behalf of Jews ran suhscrihe
to this accusation says D
Jovejvh 1. I.trhtrn. director of
the B nai B nth Anti Defam-
ation league s inter cultural af-
fairs department
Dr luchtrn says the assis-
tance rendered by Pope p tU s
in helping Jews esc ape from
the nans hiding them ant
presiding fie their material
aad spiritual needs was of
inestimable value
"
TllE JEWISH leader s ar.alv
sis w contained in a heavily
documented 40 page pamphlet
“A Question of Judgement
Pius XII and the Jews " The
pamphlet is being published
Nov 29 by the National Catho-
lic Welfare Conference Publi-
cations Office, til* Mastachu
setts Av» . N» Washington.
DC 3Xt& tSingle copies 2$
cents. 12 toe ten 14 for 1®).
The occasion of the pampfc
let is a controversial play.
The Deputy." by German au-
Uvor Roil lloehhuth Produced
in several European countries
the play is scheduled for a
Broadway production nest
year
Dr IJebtrn had already
published in ISM an article tn
the Anti Defamation league
Bulletin. Pope Pius XII and
the Jews “ which outlined the
aW given by the iate Pope to
the Jewish people throughout
nail occupied Europe Dr l.ich-
ten has since been engaged
in extensive research on the
subject
the CVJiE FOR (he late
Pope he says is -That in
relation to the insane be-
has tor of the na/ls, fn-m
overlords to self-styled cog*
like Eichmann he did every,
thing humanly possible to
save lives and alleviate *»if-
ferine among the Jews (hat a
forma) statement would have
provoked the nans tr -brutal
retaliation and would sub-
stantially hase thwarted, fur-
ther Catholic action on be-
half of Jews
Dr 1 « Mrs- w • , was burn
to Poland and Is now an
American ciUieti. during the
war served with the embassy
of the Polish government in
exile in Washington In recent
years he has written ant
lectured widely on topics re-
lated to the improvement of
Christian Jewish relations
Quoting Ernst von Weittae-
ker. German ambassador to
the Vatican during World War
11 he says it <ai precisely
because they wanted to -help
the Jews ' that such institu-
tion* as the International Red
Cross and the Holy See “r«
framed from making any gen-
eral and pubiie appeal*"
again*; the r.aai extermination
program
HE SAV> p. ,e 1 > *
tence’ . , . rater, < : to |cr«
ewUons of Catho! * tv well ’*
In thu connect**- he quote* a
mcsiagrf.om th- nsi; Foreign
Secretary Joachim v -«i R:f>te-
trop to Von Wetivackcr threv’
ening ' retaliatory measures”
if the Vatican were to oppose
Germany “cither politically or
propagandlslically ’
He suggests that there waa
an ohjeel lesson for the Popn
in Holland, where a protest
by ihe Dutch Bishops against
naai jciaures of Jews provoked
n ■ nan* ’o round up and de-
i«>rt to concentration camps
all i alhol.c pricsta and Re-
ligion* of Jewish blood ”
lirhten details the wartime
ant to the Jews by Pope Plus
and his representatives in such
countries as Slovakia. Ruman-
ia Hungary Holland. France,
ami Germany He quotes a let-
Ur from I bop (later
• ardinal) von Preysing of
Berlin in which the Pope said:
WE I EA\ F IT to the (lo-
f 1 Btshoj vetch the cir-
cumstances m deciding wheth-
er or Out to > sernse restraint,
ad rnswra mala vitanda (tn
avoid trea’cr eviii This wouM
be sdstsah;* if the danger of
reta.iat -rs and coercive meas-
ure* would be imminent m
cases of is-ibtic statements by
the Risbc-; - Here lies one of
reasons we ourselves re-
nnet -wr public sUtemenls "
Urhten ip aks of the so-
called Operation Baptism tn
Italy which with Vatican
.knowledge provided “thouv-
ands of false baptismal cer-
tificates to Jew,
With the arrival of Ihe Ger-
man* Us Italy m 1943 he con-
tinues emigration operations
on ‘•ebalf of Jews there came
to an end ami effort* to hid#
•Jews began
The f\ -e *rr,t out the order
that re » % h,,:;.ngs wer*
to g.'e rs! ti Jew*, esen
at th- pr • of great pervoeal
sacrifice «n the t-*rt of the:r
occupants Thousands of
jews the figure* run frf-ra
4 •*:»; tb 7 ■*»» were hidden,
fesi, rk'the-.f and bedded in the
I*4 known ; an -of refuge in
\atiran ( -tv ayell as in
other ; art-. itTltaiv includ-
ing the Pope s summer red-
der** at t asteigandoifo, Llch-
ten write*
Although it remains a ques-
lion of jw :->niint whether a
( irmal con :• n natum by Pop*
Pius could have stopped the
r.an slaughter of Jews, never-
theless “no one who read*
the record of Pius Xll'* ac-
tion* on behalf of Jcwrs can
subscritie to lloehhuth* ac-
c.isa’ion against the Pope's
motives, say. Dr Uchten.
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Priest Cites UN’s Vital Role
In Assisting Developing Areas
By ALBA ZIZZAMIA
UNITED NATIONS. NY.
(NC) United Nations dis-
cussion* may seem long and
repetitious, but they do even-
tually end in positive results.
This is the opinion of Itov.
Job Rajaobelina, S.J., senator
from the Malagasy Republic
(Madagascar) who is attend-
ing the UN General Assembly
session as a member of his
country's delegation. Mala-
dy. consisting of Mada-
gascar and the Comoro Arch-
ipelago, Is an island republic
in the Indian Ocean off Afri-
ca's East Coast.
FATHER RAJAOBELINA
explained that for countries
like his own. in the process of
economic development, the
economic and social aspects of
UN activity are the most im-
portant. Items dealing with
discrimination and colonialism
also are of intimate cuncern to
the people of Madagascar, he
said in an interview, adding
that he feels that the UN is
on the wav to finding a solu-
tion of these problems.
Madagascar's people arc im-
pressed by the idea of a world
assembly, he said.
“It is good for nations, even
the smallest ones, to be able
to express their views freely."
I -ather Rajaobelina obser\cd.
“It is a forum where all are
heard, an example of demo-
cracy in practice."
"The Malagasy press carries
all UN news." he continued.
"but it gives most play to the
work of the Economic and So-
cial Council. Madagascar
counts a great deal on inter-
national or UN assistance for
its development program. In
fact, while it is happy wit'
bilateral aid, it prefers tho
multilateral approach provid-
ed by UN assistance. A coun-
try feels more independent
freer from pressures —with
UN assistance "
MADAGASCAR HAS no TV
(only two or three African
countries dob but it has con-
ducted a successful "transis-
tor campaign" to develop the
use of radio throughout the
country. The government owns
and operates the one radio sta-
tion in the country. Its pro-
grams include Sundav reli-
gious instruction for Catholic
an<! Protestant listeners
Church-State relations offer
r i problem in Madagascar,
!• ather Rajaobelina explained
"Our ronsitution affirms that
Madagascar is a nation that
believes in God. And it is very
specific on the right to free
dom of religion
In Madagascar's population
of six million. Protestants and
Catholics number 1 5 million
each The rest follow various
ammist and similar religions,
and there is also a Muslim
community of about 300,000.
In addition to the Senate the
Malagasy parliament include*
a national assembly of 107 rep
resentative* elected on the
basis of universal suffrage
The main problem of the
Church in Madagascar, he
said, la finding funds to pay
salariea of leachera in the mis-
sion schools, Even with gov-
ernment subsidies, these
schools cannot match those
paid for teachers with the
same qualifications in govern-
ment schools. Mission schools
—both Catholic and Protestant
—constitute about one-half of
the elementary srhool system.
Institutions of higher educa-
tion are government-run.
Says A-Bombing
Is Permissible
NEW ORLEANS (NC) - A
priest who carries scar* re-
sulting from injuries suffered
during the atomic bombing of
Hiroshima 18 years ago said
here It is wrong "to feel that
atomic weapons are immoral
under any and all circum-
stances"
' There can be extreme dan-
gers for survival of a country
in which it would be morady
permissible to use nuclear
weapons ” said Rev Humbert
E Schiffer, SJ
. director of
Loyola University's business
research council and editor of
Social Action Digest, a monthly
magaiine
Father Schiffer spent two
>ears in a Jesuit house outside
Hiroshima recovering from
concussion, radiation and in-
juriea caused by splintered
glass
MOUNTAIN CROSS - Twenty-six years ago, a rurol mail
carrier, Wayman Presley. envisoned a shrine for all
Christians atop an Ozark mountain four miles from the
Southern Illionis town of Alto Pass. The dream has now
taken shape - on 111-foot-high cross which can be seen
for nearly 50 miles away both day and night, when it
is illuminated. The crass cost $250,000 and was built
with contribution* from more than 60.000 people
To Open Bro. Andre's Tomb
MONTREAL. Qur (RNS>-
Another step in the process
for thq beatification of Brother
Andre, CSC., founder of ihe
world famous St Joseph's Or-
atory here, will take place in
December with the opening of
his tomb enshrined in the
great basilica atop histone
Mount Royal.
Rev Jean Durand. CSC,
vice postulatnr of the beatifi-
cation cause. *aid the proce-
dure it aimed at the "official
recognition of the remains of
the Servant of God ~ Atm of
the ceremony, he takl. is not
to determine whether Brother
Andre's remains have been
preserved unrorrupted Such
a phenomenon is not one of
the cnodilioat foe beatifica-
tion. he stressed
Introduction of Brother An
dre'* beatification cause, a
majoc *tep toward cannon a
tion. ha* been studied by the
Sacred Congregation of Rite*
in Rome
Brother Andre, born Alfred
Besette. died in 1837 at the
age of 81 He joined the Con
negation of the Holy Cro** in
1170 a* a lay brother
In IBM he built a small
chapel at Mount Royal where
he ministered to the spiritual
and physical sufferings of
many pilgrims Many cures
hate been' claused through
hi* intervention
The chapel wa* enlarged
gradually and today the great
Baniica of St Joseph stands
at the iite
Extension
Unit Meets
VATICAN CITY i NC) - The
annual Esteoston Society dm
per here developed into a re
union between the l' S Huh
ops snd clergy withs former
apostolic delegate to the t S
Amleto Cardinal Cieognam.
now Papal Secretary of State.
*ii among the guest*
In a welcoming address Al-
bert Cardinal Meyer of
Chicago that it wa* a trs
dibon never to base tpeeche*
at the dinner but because of
the "unuiual privilege of hav-
ing the presence of the Car
dinal Secretary of Mate he
asked Cardinal Orognam to
address hit "many old
friends **
Cardinal Cieognam said 'this
first meeting of the Extension
Society in Rome demonstrates
“your lose and teal for the
Holy See and for the Pope "
In a parting tnbute. he told
the American Bishop* You
will always be far me the in-
spiring Bishops of (he Catholic
Church. I have seen how you
have worked to develop your
dioceses, to make your aem
mane* the very belt, but
above all to keep your clergy
close to your hearts This »u
my experience and my spiri-
tual food for 20 year* "
Franciscans Plan
Honduran Seminary
NEW YOHK (NC) -US
Francttrans will build a (500.-
000 seminary in Honduras next
year, There are fewer than
200 prteita to serve the spirit-
ual needs of the country's 2
million people, almost all Cath-
olic
Four priests from the New-
ark Archdiocese maintain a
mission in Tegucigalpa.
TIIK ADVOCATE blankets
the seven counties of North
Jersey with a paid circulation
of over 124,000.
Reading Program Vital
In Missionary Work
One of the missionary's chief
duties is the creation of a
Christian literature In the ver-
nacular. This represents a
mighty tasks and the mission-
ary's beat efforts are required
to put correct ideas Into cor-
rect expressions that may
readily be understood
The field of vernacular lit-
erature embraces the transla-
tion of Holy Scripture and all
fields of Christian literature.
The native Catholic mission
literature permits the Lord's
Prayer to ascend heavenward
in all languages, the Credo to
be uttered by all lips, the
Magnificat to be sounded by
ell generations. If you wish to
have a hand in this literature
program for the missions, send
your contribution* to the So-
ciety for the Propagation-of the
1 ailh.
Negro Vocations
Need Expanding
American Negro Sister* now
number about I.bOO. according
to a recent survey by the Di-
vine World Mi**ionarie* Three
religious orders account for
75", of them
Holy Family Sisters of New
Orleans, have 33*. the Ob-
late Sisters of Providence at
Baltimore have 325. and the
Franciscan Handmaids of the
Most Pure Heart of Mary. New
York, have K The remaining
Suters are -scattered among
IW other communities
The survey also revealed 131
Negro priests and 2DO Broth-
er*
We should have many many
mace Negro religious
Typhoon's Problems
Still LingerOn
The winter is fast approach-
ing for people m an ivlawd off
Seoul in the Yelk)* Sea. not
far from enemies in North
Korea
Rev Edward Moffett con
ducta his mission there and
is cheerful m spite of the pov
erty and cold, at he kites the
native Koreans who are hun
gry and needy and dependent
po him and on h.i friends far
aw as
For those who would like
to know of the situation.'’ he
write*, "we are still prostrate
from typhoon ‘Shirley,’ and the
resultant foal shortage arti
s a ted tuberculosis otherwise
dormant in so many bodies
"
As pastor, he fights against
awful odds for hi* utaod
people
Father Moffett write* that
the local hospital hat received
a roomier able amount of med
Icine*. although more could be
used
Fortunately the rice har-
vest was goat prices for
that commodity dropped, hut
with winter only weeks away
it it the fuel problem that
steals the sleep of men “
o*>al must be imported from
the mainland and all the help
forthcoming at this lime will
be for that commodity "AH
the help that you and I ran
give will be squeered into bur
lap sacks at coat." he says
Father Moffett has already
gotten help which enabled him
to shelter refugees on
Paengyong Island He also has
been able to build a nursery,
a T B pavilion, the lepers'
babies bouse, .the hospital, the
orphanage, the Old Folks'
Home and 17 refugee centers
Although these services ex-
ist. they require support and
from time to time repairs and
improvements are necessary.-
lie asks that those who read
about his mission will give him
Ihe help to continue hi< work
The Society for the Propaga-
tion of the Faith will gladly
forward your gifts Those who
cannot help Father Moffett
financially are a«krd to pray
that he ran ronlinue his good
work
Mission Appeal
In W. Orange
Msgr John F Dan* wiß
make an appeal on behalf
of the Society for the prop
agaitwn of the Faith Dec 1
at Our Lady of l»urde».
West Orange. Rev John T
Law lor. pastor
Bishop Stanton thank*
Father law lor. and other
pastor* of the archdiocese
for making these appeals
possible
Society for the Propagation
of the Faith
Archdiocese of Newark:
-Most Rev. Martin W. Stanton, R.T.D.
Very Rev. Msgr. John F. Davit
31 Mulberry St., Newark 2. N.J. Phone 523-8308.
Hours: Dally, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.; Saturday, 8 a.m. to 12.
Diocese of Paterson:
Rt. Rev. Msgr. William F. I>ouit
21 DeGratse SI., Paterson I. N.J. Phone ARraory «-(M(K>
Hours: Daily, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.; Saturday, 8 a.m. to 12.
tiomtiom to the Satiety for the Propagation of the
T*ith set i monte tax Jrilutlihle.
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Savings
Suggestion
for
CHRISTMAS
CLUBBERS!
Been promising yourself to start a regular savings account? No
better time than right now! Take a few dollars of your Christmas
Club money... take a few minutes ofyour time... and open a SavingsAccount at your neighborhood First National Office. It’s a great
way to begin the new year! Plfkl Vft Oikif l«t |f Oiiitin
...anddon'tforget our 1964
Christmas Club! It's likehaving all
your Christmas gift bills "pre-paid"l Ul. Ckfll
ffigl
aCHRISTMASSTAMPS
THE
FIRSTn
ST
NATIONAL RANK
OF JERSEY CITY
Marti Oxmit lawrtaca CwyonllM • frti'i! Itttrvt Inin
Main Office: One Exchange Place, Jersey City
...
and ten other convenient offices In
Jersey City, Hoboken, West New York, Harrison and Kearny
vA_ SERVICEI
As Long
As You Live
y— »Lil roi«
hCFKNDAIItr.
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MAN.
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«'•*!
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wmtx »o« rmut in»o«mation
SOCIETY OF
THE DIVINE WORD
AMulty Dept. (iIRARI), PA.
WEEK-END RETREATS
FOR THE LAITY
JUNO A WKKENO WITH GOD
For: MEN, WOMEN,
HUSBAND and WIFE
by tko monki •!
Join* • Abbey
J»m U H U Hut6«n4
W.*e Rtrtlf
>1 H M - M»e'» Rttrul
f"«»w m*ke rtteoMMU iirly
WriU lor ini or motion to
OlllCTOft OR ■ITRKATI
O*oon and Pik« ■•• reef H*wm
tl Root** Abbey Newton. NJ
Bishop Tharayil of Kottayam, India, Writes *
TANARUS»«Hmy F«Fc- 1 Hiikm AU
If l*« OnraW Ckfik
Kl t»t It Ml.%h|UN In tbr midil of the Jacobllet en iiirtrd
SI yean age on March lit. ISIS with the reunion of it fimlllr*
received Into the Chuirb by the Uto
MVK ALEXANDER ( 111 El PA-
RAMHIL. Bithop of KOTTAYAM.
A MiMlon Home waa bull! but lUli
the people hare only a rhapel la
the buildinf. 100 imall for the pres-
ent congregation. During the mon-
•oona. oater often enlen into lha
chapel and the faithful rannol
rone to Mau. I am appealing to
the generality of our dear bene-
factor! to help ua buy land on a
higher Irrel and to build a Churrh
Ihe roil aould be SS.bM. May God
bleu our bearfarton nth llu rholreit gifta. ThU hi my heart-
felt prayer . . Mill you help ihta dedicated Itithop In a land ad
inch great poverty? \ny amount la appreciated
thk m u-m ii. poinsettia
S'any Chrtatmaa legend* concent flo*era and children.
Recall the alorv of tis* little Mencan girl on her way to tuit
Baby Jet.* on Osrjtir.ar r.te With no gift to gne. her aadnrta
mrreated a.th ever' atep la diimay. a.te knelt and prayed.
In A beautiful cr.n p- naef' a bloomed before her eyet
'Flower of the He.. Night ire Meuraai rail It . . We'll tend
a card of PRI'-'-Hi FLOWERS from the Holy Land and a
CHRISTMAS GIFT CARD to thru# to whole name you with tp
♦end a g.ft Suggrttioni
A Man raid 'or them by one of our mtuionary pnetti
Q ' memberthip .n o.r \a»otlaUOß Single pen n S’ a 'far:
Family SJ a year. They ahare in the grace* o' 1J 000
Mataet every day. Perpetual Memberthip Individual
$2*V Family Sioo
- A STRING LESS GIFT for a moat needed tmtaiooary work.
I MEMORIAL GIFT foe a rhapel
S2S
:o
is
15
rtg
Suit aend ua your doaatioi
• •ay Your Chrittrrat
*pi g.lt lat and we'll attend to it
ihhpptng worrin trill end
111! lIOUIK' \Rf H»R COMT.MPL\TIOA
Thui thought the myiUe« Wheat and frulti were for the bode
bwt the tptrtt needed the Hewer* Henee the wld protrrb~lf
yen hate two Iwatrt tell ane and buy a Illy sou ran male
••ratboot Bower in the M\R kSD MIDDLE l ist by hrlpmg
to educate a temlnarlan like VICOLt VILOTT \ era s|,ter-
twbe like SISTER M\»V UDI VIW The eott SIM ,
fue ala tear* fee the aemlnartan SIM a year for two year* for
the Settee Mav be paid In inataltmenu
VOI K \l>\ 1 NT WKE \TH
F .r Sundavt and four ,rand.e* before Chrsatmai w 1J
"ef-en the anticipation of O.rtil'a coming Chrt*tma» mt*hr.f a own land wont he p>i*ant for the million refugee*
un eta we r rto the r bid SlO wilt procure a FOOD PICK-
*2.
U * ! * T " lh t: *' n buv * HHWH’IV
FNMILS a warm Rlankrt The refugrra hate had a long anddiaital «a.t of ;5 'ear*—a ronttant reminder of Chrtat» wordi
to feed the hungr.
Dear Menaigwer Ryan;
ror IMed pirate And for
Name
Street
City
State
tmlllearSst(Hiss ionsj£i
FIANCIS CAIDtNAI SHUMAN. Fr.tldant
“•s' T. tywn. M«M Soa'y
4*^2E2!LNaMB ASSOCIATION480 Uklngton Ay of 464 h St. N*w YoHt 17. N. Y.
END MARKET UNCERTAINTIES
ENJOY
t SUE AND DEFINITE INCOME FOR LIFE
on your inwstmonit through our
MISSION CONTRACT
(AN ANNUITY)
YOU WILL RECEIVE A CHECK EVERY SIX MONTHS
WE TODAY
FOR FURTHER
DETAILS TO
REV. FATHER RALPH S.V.D. CATHOLIC UNIVERSITIES
316 N. MICHIGAN / CHICAGO 1
Carols Permitted,
Court Aide Says
WILLIAMSPORT, Pa. (RNS)
Christmas carols may still
be sung in public schools, the
U.S. Supreme Court aide told
a 10-year old girl In the sixth
grade. In answer to a query
from Carolyn Bindrrup, a pu-
pil at Sheridan Elementary
School -here, a letter from the
clerk of the highest tribunal
said:
"You are advised that there
has been no opinion of this
Court covering the singing of
Christmas carols in schools."
CAROLYN SAID she had
written the letter to the Court
as an English class assign-
ment. She said while most of
the other pupils wrote to
movie stars, she picked the
Court because. "I wanted to
know about the Christmas
carols."
The query is symbolic of the
confusion in many local school
boards to what extent religious
practices may be held legally
in public schools.
When the Supreme Court
ruled against Bible reading
and devotional prayers in the
schools last June, it took no
action on a Florida case
involving other religious prac-
tices. which included singing
of religious hymns ami bac-
calaureate exercises.
Instead the Court returned
this case to the Florida Su-
preme Court with instructions
that it be decided in the light
of its prayer decision.
Hearing Set
On Prayers
BOSTON (RNS) - Massa-
chusetts Attorney General Ed-
ward W. Brooke has asked the
State Supreme Judicial Court
to force a local school board
to stop its defiance of the U.S.
Supreme Court ban on public
school prayer and Bible read-
ing. Earlier. Brooke had
warned the North Brookfield
School Committee that refusal
to comply with the ban could
result in legal action.
North Brookfield’s school
committee recently voted 5-2
to reaffirm its decision to con-
tinue Bible reading and pray-
ers in the school.
In answer to Brooke's writ.
Judge Jacob J. Spiegal set
Dec. 4 for a hearing on the
case.
Serra Building
LOS ANGELES (NC) - A
new state office building in
downtown Los Angeles has
been dedicated as the Junipero
Serra Building
News About education
Ask Dismissal of School Aid Suit
ANNAPOLIS. Md (NC) -
The State of Maryland and
four ’ church-related colleges
have called for dismissal of a
suit that challenges the col-
leges’ right to receive state
aid
The suit was filed in Sept-
ember by the Horace Mann
League, a public education or
ganitation. and 10 Maryland
taxpayers.
The plaintiffs allege that
aid to the church reUted
school vinlates federal and
state constitutional provisions
on the question of Church-
State separation.
The state and the colleges,
asking Circuit Court Judge
James E Boylan Jr to dis-
miss the suit.’ stressed the ed-
ucational and public service
performesd by the schools.
The state said its policy Us
aiding the schools "is ground-
ed on its interest in the
.general welfare of the cituens
of the State of Maryland
which is promoted by etscour
aging the higher education of
these cituens "
At issue are four state laws
granting $2 5 million m eon
struction funds to Hood Col
lege. Frederick: Western
Maryland College, Westmin
ster the College of Notre
Dame. Baltimore, and St Jo-
seph’s College, Emmitsburg
Notre Dame and St Jo-
seph's, both Catholic schools,
were to get $750,000 each for
new science buildings, while
ssto.(Wo each w»» earmarked
for Hood (United Church of
Christ) and Western Maryland
(Methodist) for the construc-
tion of new buildings.
In appealing for dismissal of
the suit, the college* cm
phaaiied that they are open
to students of all religions
•
Defiance on llible Hit
AUGUSTA. Me (HNS) _
Attorney General Frank E
Hancock has ruled that Bible
reading in Maine a public
schools whether required
by law or ordered by an in-
dividual tearher it clearly
unconstitutional
Maine's chief legal officer
declared he was alarmed by
those who urge defiance ' of
the US Supreme Court's rul-
ing
If soctrty must depend oo
the public schools to pro-
vide the only tsuch of devo-
tional teaching tor children "
be skid, "then we should ad
mil to failure in parental and
community guidance and lead
rrthip
Religion being» in the
home and tn the church The
Court i ruling should focus our
concern fur our children upon
this simple fart "
Gov John Reed stated that
Hancock had done a “rood
yob" in presenting hit view*,
nevertheless the governor held
that the Constitution should be
amended to permit such ever
clsos
o
School llible Suit
MOSCOW. Idaho (RNS)
A suit was Lied in U 5 Die
tnct Court here to test tho
ronatitiMjanahty of the Idaho
law requiring Bible reading m
public schools
Protestant churchmen and
parx-ftts of Moscow who signed
the complaint said they wished
to hall the practice of "re
ligtnui mdnetmatson" tn pub-
lic schools, arrumg The
place for reading the RibW for
ptayrr and worship ta the
church and the Some, nnf la
lh« public srhml classroom **
Idaho law require* daily
reading from the Rihie with
out comment The law Is still
operative, despite the rrcertf
VS Supreme Court ban na
devotional acta tn the public
School!,
Hesitation Allotted
HARTFORD. Conn <NC>-
< onnectfcut Atty Gen Harold
Mulvey has ruled that formal
prayer u not permitted In
Connecticut public schools but
silent meditation and other
activities With a religious con-
tent are
Mulvey ruled that "it Is
clear that neither the reading
of the Bible nor the recitation
of the lord's Prayer, as part
of a formal religious exercise,
la permitted '*
The attorney general baaed
his stand on the U S Supreme
Court * ruling* on these is-
sue*
However. Mulvey said, si-
lent meditation Is permitted
in schools, a* are the study
of historic documents and mu-
sic, oratory and art with a
religious content, courses m
religious history and compara-
tive religion, and study of (be
Uible for its literary and
historical qualities
•
Silent Prayer
concord, mi .no
New Hampshire public school
pupils may observe a "mi
rrrrjt of silent prayer" during
school hours. State Atty Gen
William Maynard ha* ruled
He also advised Gov John
W King it It up to local school
b-ard* to decide whether to
allow me at ichool building*
for voluntary prayer gather-
ings
Scotch Plains
Parents Want
Rides for Kids
SCOTCH PLAINS Over
too signatures- oc a petition
for bus transportation for stu-
dents at SI. Bartholomew s
School here base been delis-
ered to the Scotch Plama Fan-
wood Besnl of Flues lion
The petitioos have asked for
a reply from the board by its
Dec 19 meeting The Town
snip of Scotch Plain* and the
Borough of Fanwivsd are
served by a Hint board of ed
UCS’.KXI roicrtng the same
ski as ivi St fUruvo
lomrws paruh
The petition cites state taw.
the state Constitution and a
t S Supreme Court (tension
to back the power of the board
to grant the bus rides
It further aska that funds be
included in the 19M65 budget
now being drawn up. for the
transportation.
At the present time 6Qt
rbiklren from the school are
being transported tn 11 buses
at a cost of $ll,OOO a year.
Parking Spars* ,
It Dnvrr Ndir
DOVER A group of moth-
ers from Sacred Heart SchucJ
have asked the Board of Al-
dermen here to provide park-
ing spare* for the lay teach-
ers from the school
Mrs I* A Bulmer, a lay
teacher, had a*kod for a free
space over a month ago and
the Parking Utility turned her
down
The Board of Aldermen
•aid at their last meeting, at
tended by many mothers, that
they would res lew- the situa-
tion
Fr. Every Elected
Dominican Provincial
NEW YORK - Very Rev.
•Robert L Every, OP, prior
and pastor of St. Vincent
Ferrer Church here, was
elected superior of the Dom-
inican Province of St Joseph's
Nov. 13 at Washington, DC.
The province rovers the
eastern half of the US. and
includes the Dominican prior-
ies in Newark ami Jersey City.
Father Every, who comes from
Bellatre, L.1., Is the youngest
Dominican provincial in the
world at 36.
Talks on Council
Set in Bayonne
BAYONNE-M.gr. Henry G.
J. Reck of Immaculate Con-
ception Seminary will open a
aerie* of four lecture* on the
Second Vatican Council at Star
of the Sea School here Dec. I.
The talks will ba sponsored
by the Confraternity of Chris-
tian Doctrine and will be held
in the Marian Room. The pub-
lic U invited to attend. There
U oo charge.
Msgr. Heimbuch
To Guide Tour
ELIZABETH M»gr Wit-
l.am C lteimbuch, pastor of
M Genevieve * Church, will
be spiritual director of a psl-
tfrtmagr to home.
l-ivie-us and lucerne next fall.
The group will leave New
York Sept 9 on the Lfueen
Elizabeth and will return in
t*cto6rr from on the
Vuswo Mary While m Rome,
they will visit the four major
basilic a* An avelMoc* with
Pop* Paul VI will be request-
'd through lb* North A user ,
can College
Kewers I’auoi and inquiries
for the trip are being received
at us# American Eipress Tra-
vel Service to Newark
Public School Groups
Attack College Aid Bill
WASHINGTON (NC)-Three
public school groups have
lannched an attack on the
$1.2 billion proposal for fed-
eral aid to college* because
it Includes church-related In-
stitutions.
The legislation was pictured
as a menace to public policy In
a private statement sent to
members of Congress by the
presidents of the three associa-
tions.
Hrpresented in the protest
are the American Association
of School Administrators (a
group of public school princi-
pals and superintendents), the
Council of Chief State Schoj|
Officers (organization of the
state Commissioners of Educa-
tion), and the Diyision of Coun-
ty and Intermediate Unit Sup
ertntendents of the Nation*!
Education Association
THE Hil l under attack by
the three public school group*,
was passed by the House >n
Nov 6 It is pending in the
Senate It proposes five-year*
of assistance to accredited pub-
lic and private colleges,
through either outright grama
or repayable loans
The three public school
groups alleged that mcius -a
of church related college* and
universities in the bill is un-
constitutional
•‘This legislation la contrary
to our adopted educational
policies," their joint statement
said.
"It would use Federal aid
to undermine the public poli-
cies and educational policies
of the states as expressed in
state constitutions and laws.
"It would open the door to
Federal tax support of private
education at all levels, leading
to erosion of public elementary
and secondary education by
splintering its tax base."
Meanwhile Ihe.rxecutlve »ec-
retary of the Council of Chief
State School Officers told th*
council in Portland. Ore., that
moves to include church-relat-
ed schools in federal aid muat
be "blunted "
Edgar Fuller, In his annual
report which the council adopt-
ed without dissent at its con-
vention, charged that a "cam-
paign" has been launched to
include private and churcb-r*-
lated schools and collegts to
federal aid proposals.
"Unless it is blunted, th«
public schools will be financial-
ly undermined.”
UN SYMPOSIUM - College students from four continents took port in o panel discussion
on the United Nations Nov. 21 at Seton Hall University, left to right are P.A. Abraham
of India; Norbert Aminzia, a Seton Hall student from Africa; Dr. Luther Evans of Colum-
bia University, Mrs. Benjamin Mahler, chairman of the Governor's committee for UN
week in New Jersey; Maurice Bean of the Peace Corps and Anthonio Videira, a South
American student at Princeton.
School Report
Due on TV
NEW YORK (NC) - An
hour long look at Catholics
and their schools will be
televised by "CBS Reports"
Dec Ik at 7 30 p m. on the
CBS-TV network
Described as a study of
the place of Catholic
schools in American life
and of their relationship to
(he federal aid to educa-
tion controversy, the pro-
gram will feature lrgivla
tors and public and private
school educators.
Among those scheduled
to appear are Msgr. Fred-
erick G Hochwalt, director
o( Nt’WC'a 'department of
•-duration, William Carr,
executive director. National
Education Association; Sen
Abraham Kibicoff of Con-
necticut and Robert Hutpb-
ir.» director of the Center
for 'he study of Democratic
Institutions. Santa Barbara.
Cal
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•O PARK AVKNUI
NEWARK
MU 4.7200
YOU GET ALL THE *l4”,
FOLLOWING FOR ONLY
• Safety Check • Winterixotion & Anti-
Freeze • Motor Tune-up • Lubrication & Oil
Change • Steering & Brake Check.
I FREE with this offer a BeautifulChristmas Santa Sack
i▲
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£tt. 1932 l. Ambrotino
3085 HUDSON BLVD.
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lOTS OF FREE PARKING
>»’■« »••••«• m M ima l.< ,
DM M«~. » M ,m
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The Monks of St. Paul's Abbey
onnounct a
VOCATION RETREAT
Fri. evening, Dec. 27
Sunday afternoon. Dec. 29
Op** *0 o’ 1 Hgti S<*-OoJ b«7l U'. - M.,
It ■*...
Vocation Director, St Paul"* Abbey
NEWTON, N J
ctooti rout houoat outt mom
out GOtOIOUt COUICTION Ot m,smi
DIUONItS SAMAU AND FASHION SHOW MAti
Modern Matters
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VI lit
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HANDBAGS
...
GLOVES and ACCESSORIES
AT lOWU Than
DitCOUNT MIC It
313—3rd ST., JERSEY CITY • 01 9-9300
II Sleek ott N»-oik A.. I Op»» Da.l, 9, s
CAU TO AtIANOI lOi A OOIOIOUS tAIHION SHOW
AND HAT SAll tOt TOUI CMUiCM Ot CHAIITY
CALLING ALL
YOUNG CO-EDS to our
Christmas Headquarters...
WITH (hit joyout gifl-glving holiday jutt around tho eornor, wo can outfit you
with all of your gift nttdi . . . tkirtt - bloutos, drottot. twoatert tki jacket*
lingorio . . . novoltiet . . . infant life* - boy* • g.rlt tiiet M4, 1-4 toddler, boy*
pre-teen* 614, juniort 315.
Wo will Chritlmot wrop all lt«mt free
YOUNG CO-EDS
OF MILLBURN
241 MIUBURN AVI. • FREE PARKING IN RKAR
our tompl.l, Umt of CrviMooor
Hosm Coll, 01 44W0
Dpun Mon. and Ifctrr. loot.
Starting Dor. 3 to CMitmai
Reservations
• Tickets
• Planning
t
Trained traval aiparta will
maka your naxt trip an aaty
and relaxing axpartanca.
MCA TtAVIL AOINCY
240 CENTRAL AVENUE
EAST ORANGE Hu 4-8820
•
484 CENTRAL AVENUE
NEWARK —Hu 4 8830
IItVINO N ATION AllY
TAMOUt INITUUTIONT
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COATS - APRONS
FROCKS - TROUSERS
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INDUSTRIAL UNIFORMS
ACME
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TOWEL SUPPLY CO.
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QUINN MOS.
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*•« MifhaH SlaiwUnlt al
• Quality • Sarvlca • Supply
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R robert treat o KNOTT HOTEL
Invites your reservations
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lAIII MUTING
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CLEARANCE
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C pmpaMl
Dtrtctocr *
ww CYO
M's
CLEANS,
STORES
RUGS
4 DRAPERIES
Hudion County
435-6600
.
ftcrgen Count;
568-7900
HIPAIHS a. AUCKAtIONS
WALL to WALL CARPET
CLEANED on PREMISES
vVali vou can have musical fan
A S/J
l
t ■■■
T
i
oLowre\ rcnn
You play pleasing melodies fight trom the
start 1 Beginners, children, adults—-
anyone can play right away—it's so easy on
a Lowrey ... and so easy to own! The
Starlet brings you Lowrey's glorious organ
voices—plus many exciting
and exclusive effects.
• Ftoett wood tabtneli, anhanetd with turnout
hand-rwMMd ftotmbai, m authentic mahogany nt
valnat • Toucb-babe Hr Mir playing . Exclusive
Lowray Glide Hr Hawaii in cult at and trombone
slide affaett • Vibrato Hr paltabng affaett • SaH
Übt actant voices • rad 13-noto pedelboerd
ONLY *25 DOWN A LESS THAN *4 A WEEK!
»
GRIFFITH Piano Company
605 BROAD STREET, NEWARK, N. J. MArket 3 5880
Open Monday & Wednesday Evenings Until 9
PARKING AT 16 CENTRAL AVENUE (rear of store)
35 Souih St ~ 627 Park Ave 50 Kmderkamack Rd.
Morristown. N J, Plainfield, N J Oradell. N.J
JElferson 9 6505 Plainfield 7 3800 COllai 1 3800
ALL SUBURBAN STORES OPEN MON. TO FRI. UNTIL 9 SAT. UNTIL 5 30
President's Legacy:
A Woman's Courage
By SUSAN DINER
President Kennedy is dead
but he has left much to the
world including Jacqueline
Kennedy.
In her one can see great-
ness, courage, an example o(
Catholicism and womanhood.
What makes her great?
Beauty, wealth, talent, knowl-
edge? Ves, these and more.
Her warmth in words and
actions, her humilitary and
and her sincere concern for
others adds flavor to her per-
sonality.
FRIDAY CLIMAXED to
years of her public life which
evolved around her husband.
Ten years ago she shared him
primarily with Massachusetts
when he was a Senator, then
almost three years ago with
the country and the world
when he became President.
Now she shares him with his-
tory.
From their courtship almost
every moment of their lives
has belonged to the public,
when he won the election. Mrs.
Kennedy said if he had lost
it would have killed him. he
woo, still it killed him. Rut the
world is richer for it.
WHEN I FIRST saw the pic-
turc of Mrs. Kennedy after her
husband was shot I couldn’t
help but be impressed by her
outward cjlm.
The picture of her standing
to President Johnson's left as
he was sworn into office
showed no bitterness but dis-
belief and support of the new
President. Later she asked
Mrs. Johnson if she could help
the new first family move
into the White House
There was, too, a phone call
through her brother-inlaw to
express sympathy to tho wlfn
of the Dallas policeman who
was killed trying to apprehend
the suspected killer.
WELCOMED CATHOLIC WOMEN'S GROUP - Member, of the board of director, of the
National Council of Catholic Women were the first Catholic
group received at the White
House after President Kennedy took office. He is shown on the happy occasion wth (left
to right) Mrs. Roland McSweeney of Burlington. VI. NCCW vice president; Mrs Charles
A. Gartland of Charleston. S .C . secretory. Margaret Mealey. Washington. executive
secretary, and Mrs. Arthur L. Zepf of Toledo. Ohio. president.
American Named
To World Union
WASHINGTON (NC) -
Mark Thompson, Salt Lake
City, has been namrd secre-
tary general of the World Un-
ior of Catholic Women's Or-
ganisations, according to an
announcement made by Mrs
Albert R. Spillman of Hemp-
stead NY., vice president
general of WUCWO.
W’UCW'O is a federation rep-
resenting approximately 3S
million Catholic women in 61
countries The National Coun-
cil of Catholic Women, which
represents about 10 million
Cathohe women in the US.
is affiliated with the World Un
ion.
Miss Thompson, former na-
tional board member of the
US. council, was named by
Senorita Pilar ReUosillo of
Spam. WUCWO president gen-
eral. Miss Thompson's term as
secretary general, equivalent
to the post of executive direc-
tor In this country, will be-
gin Feb 1 at international
headquarters in Paris. France
Sacrifice, Love
Exemplified
Sunday morning when Uia
President's casket was being
transferred to the Capitol.
Mrs. Kennedy emerged from
the White House, following her
husband's casket. She stood
erect in a black suit and man-
tila veil holding her children's
hands I shared tears with
countless others as 1 watched
and marveled once again at
her self control.
Earlier she had removed her
wedding hand and pressed it
into her husband's hand, sym-
bolically burying her heart
with him.
She made a personal sacri-
fice again when she asked that
her husband be buried in Ar-
lington Cemetery Her decision
forfeited the possibility that
she would some day lie at rest
next to her husband and their
children.
TEN YEARS \C,<) when
Senator and Mrs. Kennedy ex-
changed their wrddlng vows
of love, honor, and sacrifice
oh. what they were to mean
The instruction before mar-
riage. . And so He gave to
Christians anew vision of
what married life ought to be.
a life of self saenficing love
like His own . you begin
your marned life by the vol-
untary ami complete surrender
<»f your Individual lives in the
interest of that deeper and
wider life which you are to
have in common
"Henceforth you belong en-
tirely to each other, you will
be one in mind, one m heart,
and one m affections and what-
ever sacrifices you may here-
after be required to make to
preserve this common life, al-
ways make them generously
Sacrifice u usually difficult
and irksome Only love can
makr it easy .
Mrs Kennedy has made the
ultimate sacrifice.
Mass in Home
LAFAYETTE La (NC) _
Mrs Peter Klein celebrated
her IOOUI birthday here prop-
ped up in bed, assisting at a
special Mass
Bishop Maurice Sehexnayder
of Lafayette gave permission
to ReV Ovila Forget to offer
tht Mass in her home The
Bishop who visited Mrs Klein
on her birthday, gave her a
special blessing She lost her
sight two years ago and is
bedridden but on her birthday
said "Life ts good and 1 thank
God for it."
North Jersey Date Book
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FRIDAY. NOV. I*
SI. IdalberUt Polish Worn
rn * (Hun, r. i tabath De-
butante ball, a Jo. Kltrabcth
Carteret Hotel. Mrs. Michael
J Zagurek chairman Eliza
beth Federation,
SATURDAY. NOV »
SI lake's Rotary, llnhoku*
—• Christmas festival Satur
day, l!l pm gym, Sunday.
?-5 p m Mrs Robert Cassidy
chairman
si Slary's School of Nats
tng, Passaic Dance I pm
auditorium
* bare h of PrrsenlaUna Ro
sary, Upper Saddle River
ice skate anil boot exchange
10 am! pm. ambulance
building
Benedictine Lradems Moth
er»' (lab. F.ilia beth Lunch
eon fashion. I pm. Hotel F.v
sex House Ness ark benefit of
building fund, Mrs William
Foley, chairman
Caldwell College Vlumoae.
Hudson County Chapter
Communion breakfast Noon
Mass. St \ed*n « Jr.-.,-*
City, brrakfatt. G Senwool.
Jersey City, Rev Gerard Krl
ly of St Aloyams, speaker.
Mm Edward Carr Carol No-
ble. chairmen
CAM ladies Luiiharv. Ft
sex County Chaptrr Dinner
honoring past state presidents.
Robert Treat Hotel. Newark.
Judge Aldona E Appleton.
Middlesex County Juvemie
and Domestic Relations Court,
speaker. Ann Svoboda. R
selle. chairman
si NDkV, DEC 1
Si. Mary's Rosary \lur.
Dumont Baraar. 9 a m -
» p in , auditorium. TVs In
cle Fred Scott featured
Sarrrd Heart Rosarv \Kar,
Jersey City Communion
breakfast. * am Mass,
breakfast. Hi Hat. Bayonne.
Catherine Krbrr, chairman
Satred Heart Colambieltrs
Council. Wnllington
party. ! p m . Columbian Club.
Mary Dragon. Mrs Stephen
Firtek. chairmen
MONDAY, DEC. :
Immaculate Conception Kn
sary Altar. Montclair Me'. '
mg. after novena, halt. Magr
Thomas W Cunningham,
speakrr. book review
Our Lady of the Valley Ro
sary. Wayne Meeting. S 30.
multipurpose room
Sarrrd Heart Rosary Vltar.
Vailsburg Meeting, * jo.
cafeteria-auditorium
league of SI. Mary's llo*
pilal. Orange Meeting, ■ 30.
St. Mary's Hnsary Vltar.
Rutherford Meeting, lot
lowing » pm rosary, high
school cafeteria
st. Thomas the Vpostlr Ro
sary. Bloomfield Christmas
Party, after It p m novrna au
ditonum. .Mrs Ralph Fass
nacht, Mrs Vera Bennett,
chairmen
M Peter the Vpostle Ro
sary. Rrvrr Edge Christ
mas program, after » p m
novena, auditorium
St Cecilia s Rosary. Kearny
Meeting *». cafeteria.
Mrs John Burns, chairman
( llhoilc Women's t Allege
( tub Vleermg » pn: Put-
!:r Service Electric and Gas
Cos. Newark Mrs Mirhaei
Cox. chairman
New Ro< he lie (allege
Vlumnae N ,-<h Je-ie> (’S*
ter - Meeting k W h-.me ,-f
Mrs |»ejr IMlUkfi Trtufly
' *ur tads of V Ivililmu Ro
sars. paramos Chrxtmn
Party, after X p m hoven
M Peter S Prep M-Hhers'
I lub, Jersey I'.ty - Chflrtm,,
party fashion * pm, gym
Mr* Thomas Torpoy. Mrs
Stanley Kierney Mrs Charles
Wiliams, chairmen
TUESDAY. NOV 1
llots (in, Rosary, llirt . p,
—• Meeting after * p m nes-
vrna. wistrna room
M Mary's Rosary. F' labeth
- Christmas Party. T 39. Tsji
• !* Restaurant Mn Bernard
Piwagj* chairman
<■l Joseph's Rosarv. H
Witt <Tir;»tmii piftv a
Pm . hull. Mr* Prvd HUnk
Vtfs Margaret- McCormack
chairmen
HFHNESDVY. DEC. I
Catholic Teachers sodibtv
N-irth Je.-sr) Chapter ( a j
party fur fashion, fp m St
Peter s College Dtflrrn avi.li
tortum. Jersey City benefit <*f
scholarship fund Mar, Jane
Spatz .Mrs M.klrcvl Dryer
si Van's t.u.ld H.‘-.k<-
.Card party fashion tpm.i,i
ditofUim. benefit of Convent
buiMmg fund. Mrs Patrick
Saulmo, chairman
SI Vrnantiuv Vltar Soeielr.
• ►range Christina* part* V
P m , Mr* John Callahan, and s
tnct chairman for social jut
-tee committee N AU'W.
speaker, a Catholic look* at
contemporary race relations,
topic
st Patrick's Rosary. Chat-
ham Christmas party dem-
on,tratxn * 30. auditorium
I Itll, VV. DEC t
Ignatian Guild. Orange* t nit
Christmas party for Jesuit
missionaries. 1 (5 p ra , Grau-
lich s. Orange: Mrs Daniel E
Burns, Mrs Eugeni McCarthy.
Chairmen
n VTI RDVV. DEC
*
Church of PrrsentatMMi Ku
sary. Upper Saddle Riser.—
ire skate and boot exchange,
10 ami pm. ambulance
building
'vetoo Hill College Vlumnae,
New Jersey Chapter Meet-
ing tea !p m home of Mrs
(lark Bullock, Wyckoff
»1 Nil VV. DE( «
Our lads of Blessed Sarra
meal Rosarv. Kovelatsi Sup
per 4»« pm auditor.um
Mrs Francis DeCoatrr, chair
Divine Chanrities
Begin 50th Year
SfVTIS ISLAND. SY
V solemn Mass of Thanksgis
mg will be offered a! St Jo
seph Hdl Vcademy here N ,v
!S to mark the opening of the
rvddm iub.ee year of the
Daughters of Divine Charily
in the US
The eoagrrgation is dedirat
ed to teaching, nursing and
the maintenance of residenrrs
far young women and hotnri
for the aged It came to the
U S in till opening its first
New Jersey school m 1911
-daughters' of Ihslne Chant,
staff St Stephen s Scbo<! Pas
I Was Thinking. ..
Reflections of a Tragedy
From a Woman’s Eyes
By RUTH W. REILLY
Early Friday afternoon my
daughter telephoned: "Have
you heard the news? President
Kennedy'* been shot. . ."
I turned on the television
■nil knelt ts 1 watched, let
ting my attitude continue my
prayer while my mind listened
for definite new, on hi, con
dition.
In my heart I thanked God
that Mrs Kennedy was with
her husband on thi, trip She
was sitting beside him when
he was shot and cradled hi*
head in her lap on the way
to the hospital.
V PICTURE OE President
Kennedy, waving to the crowd*
of welcoming Texans only that
morning. flashed on the
screen 1 thought with mother-
ly fondness "His hair never
would slay in place"
It announced that Presi-
dent Kennedy was being given
the last rites of the Roman
Catholic Church My mind
flew back to the morning my
own husband received the
Sacrament of the Sick in the
emergency room of a hospital
In spirit I joined Mrs Kennedy
and prayed the Cocfltcor as
the priest annomted her bus
band and the doctors and
nurse, continued to do all in
their power to help him phy
sic ally
It hks been easy and natural
for Americans to identify our-
selves with our young first
family and to take them to ,»ur
hearts with warmth and affec-
tion We are proud of our
President, who It the person!
fication of confident young
strength, wisdom and forth
rightness, the personification
of the spirit of America
DESPITE THE burden A
h<* high office, Mr Kennedy
was a family man The family
he sprang from rose from the
rank* It u warmhearted,
humble and closely knit In a
’alk on hi» suit U> Ireland.
President Kenned, said that
hi* forebear* brought two
things with them from their
native Ireland, a deep faith
and a lose for freedom He
proudly averred that these
qualitie* arc strong in their
great grandchildren
lie wasvopenly proud of hi,
attractive wife When Mr*
Kennedy arrived at a break-
fast reception a little lair that
Friday morning and received
a thunder of applause, the
President grinned and said
"Pm beginning to get the feel-
ing 1 had in Paris when I in-
troduced myself as the man
who had accompanied Jacque-
line Kennedy "
They tried to give their chil-
dren a quiet home life and to
protect Ihrm from too great
an exposure to the public eye
However, the glimpses we did
get. of them going to M»,< as
a family, of Caroline in her
mother's high-heeled shoes, of
the President bringing the
children to the hospital to vis-
it their mother after the death
of her new little son thi* sum-
mer and of John Jr at the
Veteran's Day ceremonies at
Arlington Cemetery a few
weeks ago. clearly showed the
closeness of the family and
the pride and joy President
and Mrs Kennedy took in
their children
THEN (AMI? THE an
nouneement "President John
F Kennedy died at approxi-
mately I p m . C.S.T . here in
Dallas " 0 God. receive him
into the fullness and freedom
of Thy eternal glory . . .
Our grammar school chil-
dren came in. sober and
solemn "The whole school
went to church and prayed the
rosary as soon as the new*
came" They joined me in
watching the newscast.
Life moves inexorably on. A
bronze casket was brought to
the hospital to receive the
President's body. Soon after it
was borne out with Mr* Ken-
n<-dy. alone and erect, walking
behind it She was accompany-
ing it home to Washington.
O God. strengthen her for
the hours and days ahead.
Cushion her grief with Thjr
bountiful grace I am remind-
ed of the lesson from the Com-
mon of the Mas, of a Holy
Woman "Who shall find a
valiant woman’ The price of
her iv a, of things brought
from afar off. and from the
uttermost coast, . . ."
University Planned
MILWAUKEE (NC) Th*
Wisconsin province of the So-
ciety of Jesu, will establish
a university in Argentina.
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Young Advocate Club
Guess the Entries Contest
Young Advocate*, thi* is gotnc to be » combined con-
test for the junior and senior club divisions.
Name
. Grade
Address
City State Zip Code
My guess of the number of entries received in the Fall
Art Contest is
RULES:
(a) Mail coupon to Miss Susan Diner. Young Advocate
Club Headquarters, 31 Clinton St., Newark 2. N J.
'b) All coupons must be postmarked no later than Dec 3
(c) Each entry must be accompanied by the above
coupon.
(and) Prizes of 33. S3 and 32 will be awarded to the three
closest guesses In case of duplicates, the earliest
postmarks will win.
ContempfatiVc Cjifts for Christmas
CLOISTER GIFT SHOP
A fifr'shop of rehyious art
ihouyhtfu( (jifts
Wth the impress of Beauty W mc£ „ (lv,£ „ fnyir
Dominican Monastery of Our Lady of the 'Rosary
543 SprirujfieU AVenue
Jersey Open pA.M. to 5 P.M.
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The Most Important Texts j*Jt,
of Fach Book Arranged for
t [Jt
’
Eas> Reading and Understanding.
N:» . to h t o Catnoi scf a ages to r t»o and
understand the great i "spi.c.ty pent' and beauty
c‘ the Sa-red Te.ts t«o *or andfamous Scr ptwe
S<soij'» ha.e compifd ths New • S.mpf.f.ed •
B*t>-It COnte •» }h« very • •cf tf , e Scr.pti.res
includes on « the MOST IMPORTANT Historical,
R ' gous. Vo’*l and Literary passages. These
sacred te«fs are presented «n t*-e »ery latest Official
Confraternity translations n the most readaVe
format Orf' 75 MAGNIFICENT ILLUSTRATIONS.
B*Wt Dictionary Se ! * ■\3e.ed. Easy Reading
IDEAL for 8181 I RFADING
. . .
MAIL ORDERS FILLED
I if
i Cl
57 HALSEY ST., NEWARK
Phone Mitchell 3-2260
o
INTEREST
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Love, Faith; Prayer Should Dominate
By SUSAN DINER
The President has been shot!
On Nov. 22 those words
•hook • world.
The Advocate staff assent*
bled in the hall after hearing
the first bulletin and rceiled
the rosary hoping the report
was not true.
But the news was true
the President was dead! I
took comfort in prayer as did
many others.
YOUNG ADVOCATES, that
evening my parents, a nephew,
a non-Catholic friend and I
went to church and recited the
rosary and requiem prayers.
Racial, religious, political and
national obstacles seemed non-
existent. It was a foretaste of
unity.
Nov. 22, a day less than a
week before Thanksgiving Day
and Instead of signaling fes-
tivltics it signaled a period of
deep mourning.
Wall Street, Times Square,
theaters and stores closed.
Churches remained open; belli
tolled.
AS I WRITE this column.
Young Advocates, I Join mil-
lions of Americana reliving the
President's life from his nom-
ination to his election, through
crises and trips and many
other experiences.
To control my tears is dif-
ficult, impossible The life of
an intelligent, marvelous ex-
ample of humanity has been
snuffed out by another hu-
man bring.
Perhaps you joined me rs
television brought to the nation
a solemn Requiem Mass being
said in Los Angeles. Prayer—-
that great Godsend that
makes so many difficulties
possible what would we do
without it’
Watching that broadcast mil-
lions heard the angelic voices
of the boys' choir being raised
to God Viewers saw a part of
the beauty of Catholicism; Its
faith manifest.-.) through its
people. —a living, breathing
testimonial of love and trust
In God Later those same
beautiful voices sang the Star
Spangeled Banner. Mow mov-
ing it was
YOUNG ADVOCATES, when
CBS rrbroadcast President
Kennedy’s inaugural address
1 couldn't help but draw upon
certain part' Kemember when
he spoke of each generation
that "has been summoned to
give testimony to its national
kiyahty The graves of young
-Americans who answered that
call encircle the globe . .*•
President Kennedy is now one
of those young Americans.
Remember when he laid
"Ask not whet your country
will do for you ask whet
you can do for your country
. . President Kennedy gave
his life for that country.
Rccell the saying "no great-
er love hath any man than he
lie down his life for his
friends." The President ro
loved this country you, me
end every American that
when he took office Jen. 20,
1961, he put his life up to pro-
tect us
For years we studied about
President Lincoln ami his as-
sassination. Now we wre living
through another assassination.
President Kennedy may be
dead; his soul has been judged
by God. but his life has been
immortalised and placed in
history.
WHAT W ERE your thoughts?
Sadness, disgust, momentary
haired for the person who
killed the President? These are
natural reactions but you
should also have thoughts of
love snd thanksgiving, bo|>e
and faith, pride and prayer.
lane for the man that
gave all for the love of hia
country Love for your country
because It Is yours snd one
day you may be called upon
to defend it, poaalbly by giving
your life
W* may have lost * great
President but even so w#
should give thanks Give
thanks to God that we were
fortunate to have President
Kennedy with us for three
years Give thanks that we are
in a free country Give thanks
that others were spared
1-ook forward to tomorrow
with hope, tor if hope is lost,
freedom is lost
HAVE I VITII. Faith In
President Lyndtm B Johnson
to carry on and complete ihe
tasks Presklent Kennedy start-
ed Faith that he will be the
president to meet the time*
he Is lacing faith m all elti-
rens to persevere Faith that
everyone will support our new
President
Ami it's a time for us to he
Proud Prosrd that President
Kennedy was so well liked
and proud of all the people
that are receiving Holy Com-
munion for him
Don t forget to pray Pray
for President Kennedy and hi*
family; pray for President
Johnson and the enormous yob
before him. pray fot Gods
guidance
And pray for President Ken-
nedy's astass o. for he needs
prayers very badly Don't har-
bor any hate or Ul feelings;
be a true Catholic m thought,
word and deed
ABO\ E Aid. accept the en-
tire event that was wrapped
and tied with wisdom God s
wisdom
The event was horrible and
Will never be forgotten but
God has permitted it for a
particular reason Since God
Is aU good, there is good in
what happened We’ shall learn
that («x| when God cboost* to
make it known
All Your Own
Altar boys have a saint
*ll their own. St, John
Hcrchman. whose feast day
is Nov 59 &t John came
from the small town of
Dtest. Belgium
Prom the time he first
started school his desire
was to be an altar boy Uke
older boys in hts school
Me started to learn l.atm
very soua after start.ng
SC bad
Emally the day earn*
when he served his first
Mass After that be would
get up extra early amj
verve as many Masses as
he could He became a
famllar figure to storekeep-
ers each morning as they
were opening for business
When he was I year* old
he viailed the shrine of Our
1-ady et Mosstaigu and
feted his Ufa to her When
he was tm college be saadr
an Art at Consecration to
Mary one* again offering
his life to her While m col-
lege he decided to become
a Jesuit priest
Owe day when John was
S3 years old be became
very Ul end shortly after he
died H« used to sey that
"If I do wo* become a aaint
• hen I am young. I ahall
never become use "
Flag Presented
NORTH BERGEN-A flag
which has previously flown
over the Capitol Buikhnj ,n
Washington. DC. »as pre
acmes! to St Bngid s School
here by Commissioner Joseph
J, JiaMuu A graduate of Si.
Hrtgid s, Jianliffi was given
the flag by Congressman
Prank C Osmers
Charter Received
NEWARK Young Citizens
of Christ Civics Club of ht
Antoninus School here hat re-
ceived its charter from the na-
tional organization
Thomas Duddy was elected
president other ufficers are
John Rommel. John Groat
weiier, John Griffin. Linda
Contursi. Eugene Scott and
Diane Costansa-
Convention Set
WASHINGTON (NCI - The
International Prdrration of
Catholic Alumnae will hold tti
Golden Jubilee convention
here Aug lft-23
ADDIE SAYS
Young Advocates can find
Uietr contest blank on the op-
posite page
WE GIVE THREE THANKS O LORD - Addle is on her knees
giving thanks to God for all the bountiful blessings He has
bellowed on our country. Addie was reading about
Thanksgiving Day recently and come up with a wealth
of information and thought you would like to know what
she found The custom spread from Plymouth throughout
the States and in November. 1709, George Washington
issued a general proclamation for a day of thanks.
Virginia was the first southern state to adopt the custom
and issued a proclamation in 1855. In 1664 President
Abraham Lincoln proclaimed that the fourth Thursday
in November would be set [?]side nationally. President
Franklin D. Dooaevelt in 1939 named the third Thursday
In November as Thanksgiving Day, Finally in 1941, Con-
gress ruled the fourth Thursday in November to once
again be the official day for giving thanks
Pius XII Tells Children ...
Turn to Your Mother
Tbit II tb* tbirj its a
iffili at «>r*y/i of afJrriMi
Pop# Pi»i XII gst # fe till-
rfrre ibt u otU os #». J bt
<#»*#! « 6#seg yrrtralrJ lo
»»« re esev ire low *../#
•• ibi l bur. a re ibt uorji
of tbt Pap.
• Par* 1 of lb* mJ4nn g rs re
As P»P# Proi XII mm Mmy 2,
1954, to o freep of JOOOO
titmmmlmry i.bmmJ ibUJrmm
mbm u #r# reeofera/ref Aior-
*#• Vr#r oAirr-see,#i.)
Wstth mil, dear ch.ldreo
Bhi.# you walk it thr stroru
or play Us# gam#s at eh lid-
baud. when you tak# up eef •
U.a nrespopors a ex! books
when you happen lo attend
shew* that edstwee* has#
brought #>#o into Uto walls at
your oww homes watch out!
Ofteo the serpent may t»e had
dra there to strike you. te
»n*tch you from Jt<vi N»*»r
•lop watching out for him he
mar bewitch you. am thea
yvu would be lost
At the first sign that you are
threatened, cry out, run to
your mother right away, and
above til to your heavenly
Mother, to Mary, wrho has at
her command the power of
God and is always near you
t ail nn your guardian angel
to enlighten and sustain you
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Matching Tonei. By A 'n ft in lilot, Pink. Aquo.
s>ie» 3-13.
*22.95
- Charge Accountt Invited -
561 BROAD STRUT J3 RANK STREET
NEWARK, N. J.
hew Jersey ha* the largest concentration of electronic re-search and manufacturing facilities per square mile of anv
1 1® w #°si Jt w Hppnjpriate that our state is calledthe Cradle of Llectronics I ’. Beginning with Thomas A. Kdi-
son and his invention of tho electric light bulb, New Jersey
has been the home of many "firsts” in electric circuitry, pr<i
vidmg the basis for the development in radio, television, tele-
phone, telegraph, phonograph, computers and
space age hardware. Now we can add Tclstar,
developed by Beil Telephone Laboratories in
jAorray Hill, to provide a dramatic communica-
tions. link with the world
There are approximately 600 Arms iii New
Jersey engaged inelectronics manufacture. It is
an industry that will continue to grow in our
atato i)ccause the ingredients necessary to suo*
ceed aro hero in abundance. tmomSKSv
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@
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In Youths' Corner
Has Good Survived the Gloom?
By ED WOODWARD
Did you notice how your own
interest*, problems, activities,
plans and work faded to a dim-
ness which just about ob-
scured them from your mind's
eye?
Did you notice how your
Srief grew as you began to
face the unwanted reality that
this wasn't some awful hoax?
Did you notice how you
genuinely wished that there
was something which you, or
someone, could do to console
Mrs. Kennedy in this terrible
hour?
DID YOU FIND when you
greeted a friend with the usual
“How are you?" that it was
met with a reluctance, almost
a guilt, to answer with the
usual "Fine?"
Did you find yourself drawn
to the television set or radio
to watch this inglorious chap-
ter in our history unfold, yet
being almost repulsed from
the same sets because it would
cnly validate the fact which
you were praying wasn't real-
ly true?
Did you find that the past
weekend may have been the
closet any of us will come to
a true altruistic feeling? Do
you ever remember the word
“I" being pushed further down
the ladder of importance?
DID TIIE IMMENSITY of
the national sorrow and sin-
cere compassion in statements
friyn so many people bring
that often-discussed restora-
tion of faith in fellow man?
Did you strive to find that
“good which is in everything"
in something which seemed far
beyond such hope’
Did you come to believe that
the answer to that search may
be in these things?
HAVE WE EVER before
been jolted out of ourselves
like this? Have we ever been
such dostf brothers with bar-
rier* of race and religion
dropped so low?
Could it be that we. through
the most tragic of methods,
have been given a glimpse of
what life could be with the
Christian unity which another
John, our late Pope, worked so
diligently to achieve?
Wouldn’t we be wise to
keep in mind our feelings of
these days and let them guide
us and help us to pause now
and then to give prayerful
thanks to John F Kennedy,
who did so much in our be
half perhaps even in death?
At St. Benedict's
Drama Guild Builds 'Globe'
NEWARK A trum-
pet will signal the start
of what the Drama Guild
of St. Benedict’s Prep hopes
will be an enjoyable Journey
into the past for the audience
at its first production of the
year Deo 6
While spectators will be sit-
ting in Conlin Auditorium, it
will seem more like being in
the Globe Theater of Shake-
spearian days
-TAMING OF THE Shrew",
set to music, will be staged
in a replica of the Globe which
was constructed by the guild
under the guidance of Frank
S Torok. director. Tor ok con-
ducted extensive research into
the subject to enable the re-
production to adhere at much
a* possible to details of tho
original theater
The stage is projected Into
the orchestra section, bringing
the audience into the action at
the play There is sn artificial
entrance which duplicates that
of the Globe Theater
Torok also plans to use an
early Italian theater device,
“the Poppirrti" young men
who wiU change the scenery
on stage while entertaining the
audience with slapstick rou-
tines and comedy dialogue
REV. EUGENE Vhwan.
O S B , director at vocal music
»t St Benedict's, has adapted
the score ai
•
Kiss Mr Kate"
to the play
The guild, which has CO
number*, presents tiro major
ptaya a jrear as welt as several
one act efforts
Snow Queens
Are Sought
MONTCLAIR Entries for
the Essex County CYO's loth
anniversary Snowball Dance
are being accepted at the
CYO Office here. The dance
will be held at the Scton Hall
University gymnasium Jan
18
Candida!?* must enter’ the
contest through their local par-
ish. which must be affiliated
with the CYO. The IK3 queen.
Miss Claire Tortnrella at Hair
Family (Nutley), will crown
the winner
Among the« prise to be
awarded is a three day trip
for two to Washington The
deadline for entries is Dreem
bor 30
NATIONAL OFFICERS - Mary Norton of St Cecillia's
(Kearny), who last week was elected secretory of the
young adults section of the Nqtional CYO. is seated (right)
with Judy Doherty of Boston. vice president Dean Manson
of Toledo, notional president, it standing (left) with Jo-
seph Scharmer of Baltimore, treasurer.
In Washington
Youths' Views to Be Aired
WASHINGTON Youths
views on human rights will be
sired extensively in the first
annual National Youth Confer-
ence on Human Rights Dec « a
at Washington
The program U sponsored by
the United States Youth Coun-
eJ. s coordinating burly for X 2
national student and youth -r-
-gin.iatxws Among the coun
ril l agfiren is Timothy Dyer
of the National Newman Club
Foundation *-
From a cangreeaional panel
on “Civil Rights Legislation"
Dec * to An Appeal to
Youth" by Dr Frank Crtham
of the United Nations lire 8,
delegate* will hear many dis-
cussions w.th most of the at
tentsm focused on the raeial
problems of the country
THE STATED purposes of
the conference are
To dramatne nationally
»nd intematnmatlr American
Youth’s commitment to the
of IV t Qim»il
Declaration <rf Human Rights.
To rnciKirage. greatrr co-
operation between religious,
political, rural' youth, young
* ’ eker, student atvl young
sdult ccganuataon* committed
to furthering the cause of tho
resolution <rf equality to insure
full rights erf cttiiraahip for aU
Americans
"To place the struggle for
racial equality m our country
in the context at the universal
quest for human rights
"
it s an ambitious program,
but it dors dramatur the ex-
legit to which youth is anxious
participate m the important
issues of the day ami the depfh
which that interest reaches
Miami School
Joins Chain
MIAMI. Fla. t.NCj -
A IHoeeite at Miami high
school has been resignated
the southern anchor in a chain
of high school satellite tracing
stations that may stretch to
Maine
1-aSalie Immaculate High
School, a co institutions! tebnrf
staffed by Brothers of the
Christian Schools and Sisters
erf St Joaeph of St Augustine
agreed to take on the project
se.eral weeks ago The station
wili be in operating order for
the launching of the first
Gemini moons hot in about two
years
G arbie Sets
Scoring Mark
JERSEY CITY - Boh Gar
bic of Sacred Heart (JO has
*et anew Individual Hudson
County CYO Football league
scunog record and he cap
lured the individual scor-
ing derby title with HI points
Garble scored 30 points Nos
IT to eclipse a mark at 1(0
set last season by Fat Spits-
letta of St Paul’s (JCI Gar
hie also set a career mark of
IU, breaking the old mark of
•M set last year by Joe Bur
nnski at Queen of Peace
(North Arlington
The leaders were
to ear es,
•*S*wSS UtH H»«j1 it i as
t*ej S IaWM u i :•
UK K S,)v • IS
-
«r
UtH Heart SIM
S4M»*4r». Sl| I .si t 1 M
< to Uktoti i t j
« rnt'i • |«
jßMtor to L«*rw» « • to
TtfTMRMg to 4Fr»n«i I 1 XI
In First Meeting
CYO Grid All-Stars to Collide
BAYONNE - With the team
honors decided and the Hud-
son County CYO Football
League schedule completed,
the spotlight will shift to the
individuals this weekend In the
league's first all-star game
Dec. 1 at 1:30 p m. at City
Park Stadium here.
The Southern Division All-
Star*. selected from the team*
of Sacred Heart. St. Paul'a and
Our Lady of Victories, all of
Jersey City, and Ml. Carmel.
St. Andrew's and Star of the
Sea. all of Hayonne, will meet
the Northern stars. St. Paul
of the Cross, Holy Rosary and
St. Aloyaius. all of Jersey City;
St Michael's (UC) and Quern
of Peace (North Arlington)
will represent the Northern
group.
COACH JACK Bridges of the
1963 champion, Sacred Heart,
will direct the Southern stars
and Mickey Albers of St.
Aloysius will roach the North.
Bridges has named eight Sa-
cred Heart players to the
team.
Bob Flannery of Sacred
Heart. Boh Gannon of Our
I-ady of Victories and Tom Mc-
Carthy of Star of the Sea will
serve as honorary players
The trio was selected for the
squad hut all have suffered in-
juries.
On the Southern Division
team are scoring champion
Hob Garble, John Darocky,
Bill McGimpsie, Tom Berman,
Tom McKelvey, Andy
Mlrabito. Joe Deßellb and
Ed Meehan of Sacred Heart;
Dennis Gibnry, Joe Geronimo,
Vince Belluccl. Carl Tronro
and Art Certosimo. Our Lady
of Victories; Bernie Solan.
Larry Centro and Pete Con-
taldi. St Andrew’a; Bill Chlud-
nnski. Grady Marrum and
Dennia Laptnski. Mt. Carmel;
Lou DeAngelo. Bob Clifford
and Jack Kasper, Star of the
Sea, and Charlie Godlewski,
Les Horton and Jim Hughes,
St. Paul's.
EIGHT QUEEN of Peace
hoys head the Northern club.
Joe Ruggio. Joe Marsello,
Richie Kelly. Rob Kassold, Joe
Hurley. Don Platter. Tom Mc-
Donough and Bob Barrett of
the Queensmen will be joined
by St Michael's Frank Aniello.
Mike Catenaro. Joe Light. Bill
Welsh. Hugh Flood and Steve
Smith: St Aloyslua* Mike
Murphy. John Nestor. Wayne
Conroy, Tom Smith and Steve
Miller; St Paul of the Croix’
Richie Schnabel. Bill Kruse
and Pat Schell and Holy Ro-
sary's George Pasalaoo. En-
rico Crincoli and Vince Strac-
quaUnio.
Queen of Peace clinched the
runner up slot Nov 23 behind
undefeated Sacred Heart The
Queensmen edged Our I.ady of
Victories. 7 0 Joe Hurley's M
yard run with the second half
kickoff provided the touch-
down
MT. CkRNFd. won the Bay-
onne city championship as
George Petrush and John
Adomaitis led the Mounties
past Star of the Sea. ZIP De-
fending champion St Paul'*
trimmed St Aloysius. »7. to
run the Paulists' winning
streak to seven straight
Joe Light closed out i bril-
liant career for St. Michael’s
by acoring twice in the Irish'!
12-7 win against St Andrew's.
Bernie Solan of St. Andrew's
notched his fifth touchdown
scored after a pass intercep-
tion to add to his CYO record.
In the only other game, St.
Paul of the Cross battled Holy
Rosary to a scoreless deadlock.
Girls Survey
Ministers
GARFIELD HEIGHTS Qhy
<NC) A survey by Catholic
high school girls here disclosed
the- most common observation
by non-Catholir clergy about
t athobc practices is Cath
otic* worship the Blrssed Vlr
gin as God u worshipped
The Junior class at Mary
mount High School for Girts
wrote to mtruitrri and rabbit
of congregations in this area,
asking them lo riplain their
beliefs and also to detail their
beliefs of Catholic practices
Winter Weekend
Schedule Set
By Hudson CYO
JERSEY ClTY—Plans for
the Hudson County CYO's 13th
annual winter weekend were
announced this week by Msgr.
Henry J. Murphy, county CYO
director.
As in past years, the trip
will be to Quebec and the
Shrine of Ste. Anne de Beau-
pre during the George Wash-
ington's Birthday holiday. The
group will leave by train from
Grand Central Station. New
York, at 10 15 pm. Feb. 21
and return at 730 am Feb.
25
The itinerary includes res-
ervations at the Chateau Fron-
tenae in Quebec and specul
bus transportation to the Basi-
lica of Ste Anne de Beaupro.
The program also includes ice
skating, tobogganing, sleigh
riding and skiing.
In addition to young adults,
parents and married couples
have made the trip in past
years
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Shadow of Sadness Overhangs Turkey Day Preparation by Schoolboy Gridders
A shadow of sadness will un-
doubtedly hang over 10
Thanksgiving Day football
games Nov. 28, a program
which might have been the
most attractive ever for North
Jersey Catholic scholastic
teams.
In addition to providing the
largest schedule In which
these schools have been In-
volved, the agenda offers a
game which will decide the
Big Eight Conference cham-
pionship. a number of long-
standing friendly feuds and a
few new Turkey Day battles
IMMACULATE Conception
(8-1). which had its ganre with
St Mary's postponed Nov. 24.
will take on its leading chal-
lenger for the Big Eight
crown. Our Lady of the Val-
ley (5-2). at Orange.
in two other Big Eight
matches, St. Luke's (5-3), will
visit St Mary's (25) and
Morris Catholic (5-3) will he
at DePaul (6-1). Two Tri-
County Catholic Conference en-
counters will have Don Bosro
C2-6) at Bergen Catholic (6 2)
and Pope Pius (3-4) at Queen
of Pekcr (5-3).
Among the independents, St.
Cecilia’s (5-3) will face Engle-
wood in an intra-city game at
Wlnton White Stadium, St. Pe-
ter'* Prep (2-2-2) will take on
Dickinson at Roosevelt Stadi-
um, Jersey City; Marist (3-3-1)
and Bayonne will meet at
at Bayonne City Stadium;
Essex Catholic (3-4) will be
host to Ferris at Benedict'!
Field, Newark, and Our Lady
of the Lake (0-6) will visit
Bayley-Ellard (l-T).
ST. MICHAEL'S (b'O (5-2)
was tchi-dulcd to dose its sea-
son at home with St. Joseph's
(WNY) (1-5-1) Nov. 27 in a
game which was postponed
from Nov. 24.
Another game which was
postponed in respect to Pres-
ident Kennedy. St. Benedict s
Prep vs Seton Hall at New-
ark Schools Stadium, will have
the spotlight to itself in a
game Dec. 1.
Also affected last weekend
were Marist at Pope Pius,
which was rescheduled for
Dec 7. Our Lady of the Lake
at Netcong and Oratory at
Harrison, (or which no dates
were set. and Bayonne at De-
Paul. which was cancelled
Nov. 23.
IN THEIR FIRST Turkey
Day meeting. Immaculate
Conception and Valley will be
struggling for the Big Eight
crown. An Immaculate Con-
ception victory would Just
about clinch the honors, un-
less tlie jit. Mary's game is
rescheduled and the Lions
lose. A Valley triumph, how
ever, would snarl the race,
leaving the Orsnge team with
5-1 and Immaculate Concep-
lion with 4-1.
DePaul could gain a 4-1 rec-
ord in the circuit with a vic-
tory against Morris Catholic,
in their first Turkey
Day —and first ever meet-
ing
This will be the second time
that St. Luke’s and St. Mary's
will be meeting on Thanks-
giving Day, the Lucans hold
ing a 19 7 decision from last
year.
If the Gaels can upset
their guests, they will earn a
deadlock with them for fourth
place
SECOND PLACE in the
T-CCC will be at stake when
Bergen Catholic entertains
Don Bosco. The Crusaders,
who hive not won In this
series since 1958 and are 14
tn all, can nail down the run-
ner-up position by stopping tho
Dons, who are in a four game
losing streak.
In the other T-CCC game,
both Queen of Peace and Pope
Pius will be aiming at third
place or a share of second if
Bergen Catholic is upset. The
F.agles. who have won their
last three games, and the
Qucensmen, who have won
tour of their last five, each
bowed. 13-6. to Bergen Catho-
lic, an indication of how tight
is the battle for second.
St. Cecilia's is coming off
two straight losses, but a vic-
tory against archfoe Engle-
wood would salve any
#
sores
The Saints, who won the T-
CCC title earlier this season,
hold two consecutive win*
against their rivals and they
would like to stretch that to
three.
IN TIIE OLDEST series In-
volving a Catholic team, St.
Peter's would like to pad its
edge on Dickinson The Pe-
treans hold a 25-23 lead with
four tics. A defeat would also
send St. Peter's to its first
losing season under coach Bill
Cochrane, a further impetus
for the Prepstcrs.
Our Lady of the Lake is
making its varsity debut this
season so its match With Bay-
ley-Ellard Is the lid-lifter for
this scries The Golden Bish-
ops formerly played Netcong
on this dale.
Essex Catholic's Thanksgiv-
ing Day game is by courtesy
of the weatherman. Its meet-
ing with Ferns was rained out
on opening day and, since nei-
ther was scheduled Nov. 28.
they shifted the game to that
date after ohtammg permis-
sion to use Benedict Field.
NJCTC All-Star Cross-Country Team
FIRST TEAM SECOND TEAM
name school time NAME SCHOOL time
John Eager, Christian Brothers 12:39.1 George Baoer, Esses Catholic »ai
Don Hobhs, Esses Catholic 12:M Jerry Boodrra, St. Joseph s 1J it
Z??***- <? *- U** »'• l> AW«, Ksm t athoix U :MTins Mcltoooe. Seton Hall U:(t John HoaoUsh, (TtrOUaa Bros 12 it
John O’Leary. Eases Catholic 12:4* Jim Nichols, Bergen Catholic \j m
Greg Ryan. Esaea Catholic IJ:34J Jim Rehenack. Esses Catholic n MTim Sheehan. Christian Brothers U:*IJ Urry Rooney. Esses ( atholic U M
(AH times lor Wnrtnanco Park)
Pirates Ready, Peacocks?
At first glance, you might think St
Peter's College has an outlook almost as
rosy at Seton Hall University for the baskrt
ball season which srjll open this week
The Peacocks have four players who
started last season just one less than the
Pirates for their debut with Monmouth
College in Jersey City Armory Nov. 30. Setoo
Hall will have its first five intact from last
season when it visits Catholic University in
Washington for its inaugural Dec 3.
HOWEVER, a closer look reveals that
coach Don Kennedy's Peacocks have just
two players who were true regulars and Just
one of those Tim Kehoe played a full
teasoo
Captain Lou Tnverio. the only senior on
the squad, was a starter before he was side-
lined at mid season by virus hrpititis Bill
Singer and Frank Heaney, who are Juniors,
made the starting lineup In the final six
games when a group of seniors were suspend
ed from the team.
Kehoe, who led the team with 16 •
points per game as a sophomore, should be
the key scoring threat with Tnveno titli
Singer and Heaney all potential double fig
ure men
SETON HALL'S veterans are all well
seasoned three with two years at regu
lars and two with one campaign Nick Wrrk
man. the national scoring champion tail sea
son with a 29 5 average leads the squad,
but he is not the only reason foe optimum in
South Orange
Coach Richie Regan hat one of the top
backcourt duos in the Esst in Sonny Sunkett,
who broke Regan's sssut record last year,
and Randy Chave.
Up front. Vkerkman it yoined by Richie
Dec. who was second tn VVerkmsn tn scoring
withs 14 9 average, and Harry Slaton, the
tallest starter at 6 7 *
PIRATE TAI ENT Isn't limited to the
starting group In fact, the reserves may
make it difficult for the regulars to retain
their jobs Particularly promising are topho
mores Tony Cuccolo. who led the freshman
scoring last season, and barkcourtraan Char-
lie Mitrhel
Saints Plan Title Defense
JERSEY CITY - St.
Cecilia’s iKearny), the de-
fending champion, will be one
of five Catholic high schools
which will compete in the
annual Jersey City Christmas
Tournament at St Peter's Col-
lege Dec 26-29
The Saints will meet St
Mary's (JC) Dee 26 si 730
p m in the opening half of a
doubleheader St Aloysius will
face Snyder tn the second coo
test.
In an afternoon twinbill. St
Michael's (JC) will meet Err
ris and St. Anthony's will play
Dickinson The semifinals are
slated Dec. 27 and the final
Dec. 29
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In NJCTC
Eagle Harriers Pace Star Squad
By ED GRANT
NEWARK As might be
expected, Essex Catholic sod
Christian Brothers Academy
dominate the seventh annual
New Jersey Catholic Track
(.'.inference season, selected by
The Advocate on the basis of
general performance during
the 1963 season
The Eagles placed all seven
of their v <r»ity on the two
trams, with Greg Ryan (run-
ner of the year), Don Hobbs
and John on the first
dub ami George Bauer. Jim
Rebenack, Frink D'Allesandro
and Larry Rooney on the sec-
ond C'BA has two first team
choices and one on the second
club
”
THE TEAM IS also dom-
mated by underclassmen In
addition to Ryan, there are
four other juniors no the first
dub Tim Sheehan and John
Eager of CBA. Tim MrLoone
of Seton Hall and Boh Ken-
nedy of Our Lady of the
Valley
The second team has
two juniors Jerry Bowdrtn
of St Joseph's (Metuchen)
and Frank DAlletandrn of
) r \ ( »th. TANARUS"
It might be well to point out
here that the tram is limited
to the member schools of the
NJCTC There sirr# two out-
standing North Jersey run
ners this season from non-
member schools Bruce Rat
Irrty of DePaui -and Greg
Micoxxi of St Bonavrnture
) RED DWYER. E»>ex Cslh
olac coach, was the obvious
choice as the mentor of the
year for producing a team
which woo seven major com
petitions during the season.
suer sear tat sS«i «* posats
Off their best times —most
of them recorded at the
NJStAA championships the
Eagles averaged under 13 min-
utes on the Wartaanco Park
course and six of them ran
under 14 minutes at Van Cort
tandt Park New York, in their
one race there
Ryan and Eager duelled ail
year foe the top spot with
Greg having s 4 1 edge in
their personal meetings Greg
Sort only three races all year,
two to Jack Endnkat of Han
over Tick, the state * top har
ner this fall, and one to Bill
Leaky of Boston's Cathedra!
Memorial, probably the best
runner in the esst Eager al-
so beat Ryan in the Seton Hall
race, won by Endnkat
CONSISTENCY marked the
performance of ail of the top
seven ami there was a dear
demarcation line between
them and the second team In
the three major races where
they all appeared, they oc-
cupied the first six places
among NJCTC runners twice
and the first five the other
Ume O'Leary slipped in the
conference championships,
Kenoedy ran a different sec
800 st the Turkey Trot and
McLoone and Sheehan dropped
back in the NJSIAA rice.
On a statewide basis. Cath-
olic school runners compared
quite favorably with their pub-
lic school rival* Ryan and
Eager belonged with the elite
group that also included
Endnkat. Steve Harris of
Scotch Plains. Don Morgan of
Clearview. Ed Shattuck of Cen
tral Regional and Lee PorUne
of Parsippany Kennedy.
Hobbs, Ed Myers of Bishop
Eustace. Micoxjti, Rafferty. O'-
Leary, McLoone and Sheehan
were in the nest set of about
* runners who rate right be-
low the leader*
Tab Monteleone
Pirates' MVP
SOUTH ORANGE - Goalie
John Montrleone received the
most valuable player award
from the Scion Hall University
Alumm Soccer Association for
his play in leading the Pirates
to a *3 2 record this season
’He had an average of 16
saves a season and gave up
just 18 goats in the season
a 1 2 average which topped his
junior year average of t 7 He
had three shutouts during his
senior year •
sports spot
Basketball Obit
by ed woodward
The pressures of a day hop
college with limited fantitirs
have proven too much foe the
inter collegiate basketball pro
gram a! Seton HaU Universe
ty * division here
Rev Thomas J Boyle,
athletic director, reported that
letters were sen! to all Pater-
son Pirate opponents last sieek
cancelling scheduled games
for the coming season
"WITH MANY of our play
ers working.” Father Boyle
explained "it »as very dif-
ficult for them to practice and
give enough time to their stu
dies Lack of facilities added
to tb* problem * Seton Hall
used Central High School's
*Jm lor a *rtuns praclwa aad
si a borne court
”W# didn't want to risk in
juries to any of the players
because they didn't have suf
fie lent practice.” Father Boyle
added "We plan to substitute
an rates mural program ”
The suspension of basket
hail, which - Father Boyle
termed "indefinite
”
leaves
the local eoilefe with no inter
eoUegiate athletics
THIS Will I D have been the
Pirates’ eighth season tn var-
sity competition In seven
years, they won 63 games amt
lost 71 under head coach Jim
Comrrford. who handled the
squad since it was organised
on a freshman level tn I*sl
The !9C season was a
high water mark foe the team
with lj victories and seven de-
feats. a Ot winning percent-
age The best effort before
that was m mo r,t when a
15 9 record including the
longest victory streak of 10
games was posted
Holding the individual spot
light during the school's brief
basketball history were A]
Poforeiec. who was the first
1 i«» point scorer and John
Ebner. who broke Pogorelec's
record the following year.
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Father LaFarge Dies, Interracial Pioneer
NEW YORK Rev. John
LaFarge, S.J., 83. pioneer in
tlie Catholic interracial and
rural life movements in thi*
country, died Nov. 24 at Cam-
pion House here. A Solemn
Requiem Mass was offered
Nov. 26 at St. Ignatius Loyola
Church here.
Born of a patrician family
in Newport. R. 1., Father La-
targe attended Harvard be-
fore malting his studies for the
priesthood at Innsbruck. Aus-
tria. wners he was ordained
in 1905. He entered the Society
of Jesus in November of that
year.
While stationed at Wood-
Mock College. Md., Father La-
Farge spent 15 years minister-
ing to people in poor rural
parishes. His work and prin-
ciples antedated the formation
of the National Catholic Rural
Life movement
In 1926, he Joined the staff
of America, where ho later
•erved as executive editor,
194214. and editor-in-chief,
-1944-48. He also directed the
Catholic Laymen's Union,
which, in 1934, sponsored a
mass meeting from which the
New York Catholic Interracial
Council was established.
Father LaFarge, member of
a literary family, wrote seven
books, four of them on the in-
terracial question His autobio-
graphy, "Tho Manner Is Ordi-
nary,” was published in 1953.
There are no Immediate sur-
vivors. Father LaFarge was a
direct descendant of Benjamin
Franklin and Commodore
Oliver liatard Perry.
George A. Pflaum Sr.
DAYTON, Ohio (NC) - Re-
quiem Mass was offered here
for George A. Pflaum Sr ,
chairman of the board of Geo.
A. Pflaum. Publisher, Inc.,
which publishes classroom per-
iodicals used in many par-
ochial grade schools.
The Mass was offered in Cor-
pus Christ! Church. Pflaum.
60, died Nov. 18 at his horn#
after a lengthy illness.
Pflaum recently had com-
pleted 40 years with the com-
pany,' 30 of them as Its presi-
dent. When he Joined it in 1923.
the firm Issued a single publi-
cation Pflaum expanded this
with eight new periodicals.
In cooperation with Catholic
University of America, Wash-
ington. he organised the Cath-
olic Civics Clubs of America,
with chapter* in parochial
schools.
Other Death*
. . .
Anthony G. Dell'Orto of
Newark, brother of Rev. Vito
G Dell'Orto of Assumption
Church. Bayonne, died Nov.
21
Mrs. Katherine C Earley,
75. of Madison, mother of Rev
Stephen B Earley. S J , of
San Kranciaco. Cal . died Nov.
18
Rev. IjwiU Schaffhauser,
S.V.D., 58. rector of Divine
Word College, Washington.
I) C., died Nov 20 at the col-
lege
Rev. John A. O'Rrlen. S.J.,
89 former president of Holy
Cross College, died Nov. 21 at
Newton. Mass
tm your pruym siio rrmrm-
brr ihtir, your JetemrJ
printi :
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Rev Anthony P Bubas, Nov.
30. 1939
Rt Rev Msgr George N Mur-
phy. Nov. 30. 1948
Rev Vincent J Burke. TOR.
Nov 30. 1962
Rev. Alfred B Oates. SJ,
Dec. 2, 1937
Rt. Rev. Msgr. William S. Con-
don. Dec. 2, 1956
Very Rev. Peter Harrington,
S.M.A., Dec. 2. 1956
Rev. Paul Liaa, Dec. 4, 1950
Rev. Henry J. Sheridan, Dee.
5. 1934
Rev. Ix>uia P. Remmele, Dec.
5. 1939 i
Rev. James Kearney, 0.P.,
Dec 5, 1960
Rt. Rev. Msgr. Metislaus C.
Lankau, Dec. 6. 1962
Rev Hugh J. Friel, Dec. 6,
1925
Rev. Justin W. Corcoran. Dee.
6. 1929
Rev. Thomas F. Canty, Dec.
6. 1934
Rev. Salvatore Mldaglla, Dec.
6. 1942
Rt Rev. Msgr Charles W.
Tlchler, Dec 6. 1950
Paterxon
. . .
Rev Rruno J. Bladek, Nov 30.
1960
Rt Rev Msgr Edward J.
Barrett, Dec. 2. 1953
Rev. Cornelius Clifford. Dee.
4. 1938
Rev Phillip P. Madden. Dec.
5. 1948
North Jersey Calendar
THURSDAY, NOV. 28
Bishop Wlgger Council. K.
of C„ Irvington—Maplewood
Annual Memorial Maaa, St.
Paul the Apostle Church. 9
a.m., followed by memorial
service, Holy Sepulchre Ceme-
tery, Newark.
FRIDAY, NOV. 29
Gregory Club of New Jer-
sey. Upper Montclair
"Blue Sapphire Dance,” club-
house, 9 30 p m. Mary Me-
Sparren and Harry Wllaon co-
chairmen
SATURDAY, NOV. 36
New Jersey Department,
Catholic War Veterans Din-
ner-dance, Robert Treat Ho-
tel Edward Susan chairman.
Holy Name Society, Our
Lady Star of the Sea, Rayonne
Fall festival. Our Lady
Star of the Sea School.
Holy Name Society, Assump-
tion, Roselle Park— Annual
dance, parish hall. 9 pm.
Family IJfe Apostolate, St.
Mary'*, Rutherford Making
of Advent wreath*, high school
cafeteria. 7:30 p.m.
Parish Committee, 81. Agnes
Church, Clark Concert - for
parish building fund by Notre
Dame Glee Club. Clark Re-
gional High School. Edward
Veltre chairman.
SUNDAY. DEC. 1
Notre Dame Alumni of New
Jersey Communion break-
fast, Graulich's, Orange, fol-
lowing 10 am. Mass. St
John’s Church. Rev. John E.
Walah. C.S.C., vie* president
for public relations and devel-
opment; Gus Ctfellt, assistant
football coach; Rev. Robert P.
Egan, director of New Jersey
Boystown. and Richie Regan.
Seton Hall basketball coach,
speakers. Ed Broderick chair-
man.
Sleua Club of New Jersey,
Mountain Lakei Commun-
ion breakfast. Pudding Stone
Inn, following 9 am. Maaa,
St Catherine of Siena Church
Dr. Francis P McQuade, as-
sistant professor of law at Se-
ton Hall University, will apeak
on "Prayer In the Public
School.”
Esaex-Unlon Chapter, Ford-
barn University Club of New
Jersey Reception for Rev.
Leo S J , dean of
St Peter'* College and chap-
lain of the club, Newark A.C.,
4 pm
Gregory Hub of New Jer-
sey, Upper Montclair Day
of recollcctioo, St Thomas the
Apoitle Church, Bloomfield, 2
p m., given by Rev. Eugene
Herbster, asaistant chancellor.
16 the advocate November 28, 1963
ALBERT H. HOPPER, Inc.
MONUMENTS • MAUSOLEUMS WY 1-226A-A7
*••«* (Oppo.it. Holy Cro.i) N. A,Hat*.
BUY DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURER
SAVE UP TO 30%
4 ■oo.oa. wHy AlW.fi H. Hopp., k tH. larpatt
■ MRufoctvrar af km N«» Jirny
• Wa ram m to ewr cw«t«mar« a
Mm*f *1 nr (« 30S by mB»«|
H»« RuftKotir.
• All wark t« d<MH by Ucol iHm
tvftin A tarvtn ka»a •( *«r
*!•"». •**¥»«*§ yaw af wiMdn
ofa Salivary.
• Taw
can i*tpa<« tfca »—aafal
Kara atwari prafraatar
• Wa Kara at aar plant a la* pa
MacK af raw aaatarial aaabliap
•a ta camplata yaar Ma aa
%Karf aatka
In Time of Seed
Consult Your Catholic Funeral Director
H hose careful and understanding service is in accord with
the traditions of Holy Mother Church
> s‘^nrrririr^r<r^r^*r, s. it y.s-.s.’.g 5
{ BFRCfN COUNTY
JOHN J. FEENEY ft SONS
232 FRANKLIN AVENUE
RIDGEWOOD, N. J.
Gilbert 4-7630
GORMIEY FUNERAL HOME
335 UNION STREET
HACKENSACK, NJ,
HUbbord 7-1010
CLIFFORD H. PEINECKE
1321 TEANECK ROAD
WEST ENGLEWOOD, N. J.
FRANCIS X. FAHEY.
Manager
TE 7-2332
HUNT FUNERAL HOME
1601 PALISADE AVE.
FORT LEE, N. J.
JAMES A. HUNT
Director
Windsor 4-1202
THOMAS J. DIFFILV
41 AMES AVENUE
RUTHERFORD. N. J.
WEbtfer 9-0098
HENNESSEY
FUNERAL HOME
232 KIPP AVENUE
HASBROUCK HEIGHTS, N. J.
ATla* 8-1362
TRINKA FUNERAL SERVICE
MAYWOOD
- BOGOTA
UTTLE FERRY
HUbbard 7-3050
VOLK FUNERAL HOMES
TEANECK. TE 6 0202
BOGOTA. HU 9 2202
ISSIX COUNTY
OORNY ft OORNY
MORTUARY
303 MAIN STREET
EAST ORANGE. N. J.
ORange 2-2414
L V. MUIIIN ft SON
976 BROAD STREET
NEWARK, N. J.
MArket 3-0660
PETER J. QUINN
Funeral Director
320 BELLEVILLE AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD, N. J.
Fllgrlm 8-1260
OORNY ft OORNY
MORTUARY
399 HOOVER AVE.
BLOOMFIELD, N. J,
Pilgrim 3-8400
FLOOD FUNERAL HOME
Andrew W Flood, Mgr.
112 So. Munn Ave.
Eo»t Orange, N. J.
ORange 4 4445
MArket 2-7530
HUELSENBECK
MEMORIAL HOME
1108 So. Orange Ave
Newark 6, N. J,
Karl W. Hueltenbeck
Director
EStex 2-1600
CODEY'S FUNERAL SERVICE
77 PARK STREET
MONTCLAIR, N. J.
Pilgrim 4-0005
GEORGE AHR ft SON
700 NYE AVENUE
IRVINGTON, N. J.
EStex 3-1020
REZEM FUNERAL HOME
579 Grove Street
Irvington, N. J.
EStex 2-8700
STANTON FUNERAL HOME
561 FRANKLIN AVENUE
NUTLEY, N. J.
NOrth 7-3131
CODEYS FUNERAL SERVICE
69 HIGH STREET
ORANGE. N. J.
ORange 4-7534
MURPHY MEMORIAL HOME
102 FLEMING AVENUE .
NEWARK. N J.
MArket 3 0514
JOHN F. MURPHY
480 SANFORD AVENUE
NEWARK. N. J.
EStex 3-6033
JOHN J. OUINN
FUNERAL HOME
323-329 PARK AVENUE
ORANGE. N. J
ORange 3-6348
KIERNAN FUNERAL HOMI
101 UNION AVENUE
BELLEVILLE. N. J.
Plymouth 9-3503
FRANK McGEE
525 SUMMER AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 2-2222
MURRAY
FUNERAL SERVICE
MICHAEL J. MURRAY.
Director
206 BELLEVILLE AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD. NJ.
PI 3-2327
MURPHY FUNERAL HOME
DIRECTORS
ORACE MURPHY
WILLIAM T. NEELY
301 ROSEVILLE AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 3 7600
HUDSON COUNTY
WILUAM SCHLIMM INC.
339 BERGEN AVE.
JERSEY CITY, N. J.
JOHN J. CARTY,
MANAGER
HEnderton 4 0411
SARI F. BOSWORTH
311 WILLOW AVENUE
HOBOKEN, N. J.
Oldfield 9 1455
Oldfield 9 1456
BUNNELL FUNERAL HOME
41 Highland Ave.
Jersey City, N. J.
Charles A. Stevens
Manager
DElawafe 3 6446
LAWRENCE O QUINN
FUNERAL HOME
298 ACADEMY ST.
(at Bergen Square)
JERSEY CITY. N. J.
SW 8 8114
RIIMAN FUNERAL HOME
1914 NEW YORK AVENUE
UNION CITY. N. J.
UNloa 7-6767
ROBERT J. SMITH
Ifx'*'*' *• !***• 1 !**!«)
230 CENTRAL AVE.
JERSEY CITY. N.J.
659-3377
LEBER FUNERAL HOME
20th ST ft HUDSON 81VD.
UNION CITY. N J.
UNion 3-1100
HOWRRO J. BRENNAN
6414 BERGENIINE AVE.
WEST NEW YORK. N. J.
UN lon 70373
WILLIAM SCHLEMM. INC.
2200 HUDSON 81 VD.
UNION CITY. N J.
WILLIAM SCHLEMM.
MANAGER
UNion 7.1000
JAMES A. MtIAUOHLIN
391 JERSEY AVENUE
JERSEY CITY. N. J
Oldfield 3-2266
MORRIS COUNTY
SCANLAN
FUNERAL HOMES
781 Newark Pompton Tpk.
Pompton Plains. N. J.
TE 5-4156
SH 2 6433
PASSAIC COUNTY
HENNESSEY FUNERAL HOME
171 WASHINGTON PLACE
PASSAIC, N. J.
PRetcoft 7-0141
OORNY ft OORNY
MORTUARY
519 MARSHALL STREET
PATERSON. N. J.
MUlberry 4 5400
OORMLEY FUNERAL HOME
154 WASHINGTON PLACE
PASSAIC. N. J.
PRescott 9-3183
QUINLAN FUNERAL HOME
27-29 HARDING AVENUE
CLIFTON. N. J.
PRescott 7-3002
UNION COUNTY
OORNY B OORNY
MORTUARY
330 ELIZABETH AVENUE
ELIZABETH. N. J.
Elisabeth 2-1415
MIUKR-BANNWORTH
FUNERAL HOME
1055 EAST JERSEY ST.
ELIZABETH, N. J.
Elisabeth 2-6664
For listing In this section call The Advocate. MArket 4-0700
'AMIIV momumint:
john r. a. McGovern
/fffifs MEMORIALS
aitiioiiizki niAUta
i iRRMEtry)II .1. c
• IOOR ROAD
NORTH ARLINOTON Ni.
<«* IHH 0i1.....
In Thn (hiht N* AriintUn Aru
TO SEU YOUR HOME FAST
ffulrt on licuai it With
//, //■
Itl »•!»•*.M« A'l n|)M
WYmon 1-4822
0»«ft b t ArMntmvnt
MICHAEL J. HARRIS
INC.
HIGH LEVEL
ROOFING EXPERTS
SHEET METAL
CONSTRUCTION
POt CMUtCHfy SCHOOLS
AND INSTITUTIONS
SPICIAUSTS IN
9 Residential Roofing
9 Leaders & Gutters
9 Siding
EL 3-1700
MS NIW POINT lOAD
* lIIZABITH. NJ.
isTAiusHeo i«is
Your Neighborhood
Pharmacist
r
HE'S THE MAN YOUR
DOCTOR DEPENDS UPON
factor knows *a (Mi rify mi
** fralnlnf (thict ink know now
* tn# otiarmocift vtia flNa Ma
proscription for you.
NEWARK
Mm A Ooorpa Martorana. Prapt.
Lilt PHARMACY
KMaMtabod o»*f 10 roar*
Four R«flato~«f Pharmartata
trm Doflvtry Opoo Evory Oar
From • am to || pm
N. J.
Montclair Avonvo
MU W74f Howard
JERSEY CITY
VALftrrrt pharmacy
iOSIFH VALIMTI, Rat. PMr.
Praarrlptfcma - Bnhy Sard*
Photo Dapt - Fma Dallrary
HI Waal fMa Avo« aop Fairvtow
Jar toy City. N. J.
PMONIi D8 }-2tS4
WESTFIELD
CIMTRAL PHARMACY
Michaal J Car mala. Ra« PKar.
Praomptiona Carr#ally
Orifi - Part*j mat - t ocmaoco
Slcfc Rootp Suppltoa
04 Cantral Av*., WKltfiaM M4M
NUTLEY
•AY DRUOI CO
Jamaa Rkcta. Bar Phor.
•aOy N»a4i
Praam Prompt}? mtod
CM Rato Onm and CnamaOco
Franklin Awa. NOn* 1-91
CLASSIFIED MARKET PLACE I
lot** 1 42c p*» l«n# 4 m*«ft.on*
40< p*» Minimum 3 l«n#*
DcodiM Monday 4 p.M.
Writ# to TX* Advocot#
31 Cl«nt#n St.. N#«rork. N. J.
O' MArk#t 40700. !*t 32
HELP WANTED - FEMALE
»« ii*vr urcniNct rua
FEMALE STENO
TYPIST
SECRETARY
MALE . SALES
ENGINEERS
EXECUTIVE
KanY irTMrxl-
BURNS
fMPtOYMENT AG€NCY
4 MA l 7103
SUM ARK
COOX
Bl f« rwiwf M lUtir
••to 4* IP. T** ».*'•-*»•.. M fl
* V»Mt % J 97 MO
SITUATION WANTEO
ft*tV**4 r«» «4 T fv* iw<
M m VYkii
fe«*WT « J«'«I iw* t+-m • t «~j
|P9wr»l. RtMfUci •«•<•««« fc*y«r
AM H—IWAiMA h* 4** .>1
TW AI>«IM. II OAMII M. Wut
> J **m
ROOM A BOARD WANTEO
'•U riMR m 4 *«R m »a
rjwi i«» mm 4 r i
FOR SALE
BARNEY S WAREHOUSE
LIQUIDATES OUTFITS
Ciulmi R>rw« W r'tmm
i* kUTT M IMTIU
*w (I* 1 j1 »f44 (U> IV**
’% l—M «
BARNEY s SUPERMARKET
DISCOUNT FURNITURE
WAREHOUSE
JC » A»«
on iimm a.
o|«a Mm . »*4* . fn M»
Pft/1 M M*r rrtMMM
PaTTA*)* i4UVft-t» CHTUKT
r A*.** « 1 m trim M* *
Om Mm . TWi 4 Fn Ml
AUTOMOBILES - USEO
1963 BUICK RIVIERA
r«a r»M» m>ui«.
Ucrvft« I t I MM
AUTO DEALERS - NIW CARS
SPERCO MOTOR CO.
CADILLAC - OtOSMOBILE
Min iraut rtun
i Im<m
•t M.mm« a\k. »< MMrr. n j
CADILLAC
«Al t* 4 tUVkI
CENTRAL CADILLAC INC.
Tim Mlkum at liH Cut
MO Cmltil An
Phon* MA 4 2255
BROGAN CADILLAC OLDS
Mr* Jtmr'c l ati*m
m*«pihuiof
Auth*riMd CADILLAC • OLDS
*AUtt A KKKVICt
r\% PtiMir a*• cun mi n i
OR S 2VT6
MOORE CHEVROLET
r«*Muti«4 vm« ns
AALKS lUVK C ■ PAATA
OK i*n> CAM
Diol EL 4-3700
t» M. BtiuO ft UuiMl
CHEVROLET
SARGENT MOTORS INC.
AuUwlaat
tAi.cs a tcnvicx
m «H|l *4. N Aftiaaua WY I-
CHEVROIETS
rave itVNnHKna
ClMaaa from a
Modala RraaUraltjr K»Aac»4l
l & s
CHEVROLET
•OCE HESITATION
It VOCE SHfmDCTlON-
nrr Mima An , Uwa mu a a
CHEVROLET
COEVAIR CORVETTE
(CONNER CHEVROLET
"Om ot AntHfl'i bianl
Claavralal IHiW
m BloomfWld A»a Caldwall
CA 6 6666
DEMARTINI CHEVROLET
Attßortaad iulm hum
Chevrolet - chevy o
COEV Aim - CORVETTE
Caamdaaa Uaa M 0004 Uaa* Can
Mi A aiarl An.. ciiHMOa rare
AUTO DIALERS
- NEW CARS
cMaT«t.ta
. M.VMOITH . vauant
TOWNE MOTORS INC.
Dlraat Ftftafy Phlh
r«u Arror*
l —.l Cara Mr (ha*
PKon* HUnter 6*1400
it ti o*~r t . Ax . w Ijadaa. H j
ZRAICK FORD
pancmansa s r»r.r a
rairstttiUT rraui i• r.*i ra
r rrvrr IdlmH
IkUD uati r. rear*
CxHrrr law a fmm I m 4 (art
MU 4 4400
■t VittM « . rrttra
EDWARDS fORD
A«*mu«4 iU!3 4 cnvkl
rimi» c iu 4 Ttttu
riuoM
Tin
At Wit O CAt |
TE 3-3200
mmißS ?rm none. * j
PATERSON
UNCOiN MERCURY
*l4rn Ci
r>
ItUhwuM ritUn
UVeM.N MIJU IIV .»»nct
win ftsaut ran
AR 12700
A-I#m
FUTCHIR
uvn> trji ii twtr
j|N< 4 trvi| 4 4 »MR
Mr* »*i C*r«
o nUXKLXM n. u mm;t * J
CR 7*0940
T+* TV* lUM l***J HI ’ -
OIDSMOBiIE
*m jov t <iu»a<»*ui
• 4.RV, «*| 4 HfWR
• ttwr»atß«4 l «HI t •»#
PI 4 7300
IM Gtot IhU«
(
Ah
Plymouth . valiant
PULLER MOTOR CO.
4 rkMtM I>MW
rv« l*t >, tw . VAUAXT
ULU A Mtvrtl
ttl (.data A..4 l M tut. A 4
UN.on 6 6300
PLYMOUTH - CHRYSLER
VALIANT . IMPERIAL
Ml »rit» AMUA Mttlua Iti u
UUI A aUtK.k
a*t (mihmM lari <an
Elnaboih 5 5600
M N Inaa a*. laiaaalt. R 1.
toppeta motors INC.
l AUAVn • nl Mr ATM*
CMRiiuai . ivriaui.*
Omoh»< Cm 4 Cm*
fAan • idi\ri • mov nor
D.ol HU 3 0013
tit A«A M»»r|
PONTIAC
Na« Car talra aauM • Part*
Ijuuu<ta4 l aa.l ian
rua« Mi Mark A Rapaar krttaa
TROPHY PONTIAC
•M R air. Car HU, »i aaraaata. NJ
HE 7-4900
SMYTHE RAMBLER. INC.
amm i<n rambcui imm
MLtt uavkl • PART*
OwialrM l an Cara
CR«ttvi«w 3-4200
**• Maria* Art. SaaMaß. N 4.
1964 PONTIAC • TEMPEST
AU Modala aad Catar* AtaUaba*
Par laaauadtau lwi.tr,
RUT DEAL IN ffTATK
MAXON PONTIAC
UTT N Rraad It Haltaid*
PHONE. WA 3-6900
RAMBLER
"(art In l naanUad la an h a Plaaaa"
WOLF RAMBLER INC.
Maa. tar.tea. r»ru. Tvalaa
Raad Mrka Itadr Wan
NOrth 7-2233
M WaaAlaalaa An. NaUay. N. 4.
RAMBLER
■aa Jarrr tunara
ELM AUTO SALES
lAIJU auVKR PARTT*
WYmon 8 7311
In Kaaiajr A»a Kaaraa. M. 4.
AUTO DEALERS
- NEW CAR
C. J. DIUON INC.
U!« . tnvrt r»«T»
[<>»■ >lO i iftinj
CA 6 8620
VOLKSWAGEN
TAViro worn* uta pac.
AadNTLWR tXMf
IAtXB • tKftVKK • LSAI2HO • fA.m
PKorv* 489 • 1300
aa « rou a. ~4
■ rat. is coasts
AUTO SERVICE A REPAIRS
G. M.. Tron»m.»».on S«rvk*
Kr 4. LWir»4t. UM»
L IRI RUt* #*»• ••
'fttUJl a ir****•
• I »’ «* « -0-0.1 M
* * >*'•• » «*; wrvtm ;?« mm
*. S++*l\ #.# RTMR taß Mi
»UM * a M . • •* ll
BOARDING HOMES
HIGHLAND MANOR
m
r\* i nma ««o unt
Twr vkbt »crr
W'RA Ml*«
in iaw? n u u h nfMt
BRIDAL SHO^S
Emily*icay bridal salon
Mini l CHTfTTi
• roan a i • s, . * • n
4M> lUM MAPC o*r\»
ur tnimiKw
Opm TVi 4 ft. »••» 4 I Ml
n fena#*u s J
D.ol EE 9 8826
BUILDING MATERIAL
VIOLA BROS. INC.
Ma»« 4 l«Mw Mar?
centrum u\ r or m iuumj
turniuu 4 « ma>
r« rtKM tßaMtarv l afl
NOnh 7-7000
ia wmmm sahy s ;
ELECTRICIAN
tcatan. »r<>rT*>sv iLmirtuvi
»« It»«« vn.a, • ark. Litaaaa rfcXl
raw mm an HAMtAL o>sT»nTva»
Cm>m. S i CtMla MM
TOTAL ELECTRIC HEAT
FUEL OIL- OIL BURNERS
Si W*/i lUfiwrt
QUACICENBUSH
4 *OM IV
r\tL oa. ■ uiumatk
mctcjio i»cu\ ijui*
Tra
muiAtct uilo*%tk
Oil ftwwft
Diol Otivtr 2 626?
Hll M4M A*t fit U«l
JOHN DUFFY FUEL CO.
~Slaitaj 4 vniri rntifctt
Mm IMi *
Oil Nrntn ImiilM 4 Wntttl
W«u>*4 (ifiutmi >4 H* it Mn^rt
Diol: Ml 2 2727
1541J4 A4«ma M Nttlfl N J
LANCIA OIL CO
ATV4VTIC HKATI*C OIL
* K>*+%s * Hr* a>|
24 HOI H smvn r
Oil Sfiw U)H 4 IIiUUMMI
Dial AR 8-1020
tti K R»<hui Ait.. TMtrMW
FLOOR COVERING
MOHAWK FACTORY OUTLET
Room tin n>«. Ham l:f <*. mi)w
Irooi Bit » rMmu (XL. Ml lf»il|
11.14 »•« . Newt Bl • nos
FLORISTS
JONES THE FLORIST, INC.
Niitio‘t oi4n( rioitM Km itoo
Call It for Y«« floral Nh4i
NOrth 7-1022
llart and GiNnhoun
iM Faaaal/a Ava . NulUr N. J.
MICHAEL'S FLORIST
PI 3 3132
“Our rnulM IWhU It
<w fUftHMMat"
naUvttt nn>m . Htinbni m>
m lUU.toy A>». IHpfrfuU. NJ.
HARDWARE . PAINTS
THOMPSONS
HARDWARE (TORB
• Ctrt * Dunn • niObt -«h r»mu
• Bowl 4 Rrwlß • lUnl*« Htrdvtr*
rr.« IXHxrir rtMti PI 4<MO
i>mh PrVUf t>«
••I PARK rr UPPKB MO« i CLAIR
INSURANCE
VIVIAN PODASKI
ACENCY
INSURANCE CONRULTAWT
All U*m W iHtftm
AitU lltM . LUt • Ptr*
Caaultjr • A k H Ew .
Phooai 263-1783
m *uu m.» «it. ruwu, m. t.
MONUMENTS
FARRELL'S
tiftr* \m
Mfwurvr works
• Mw—i»ii • MMBoiMM
• Smw Mukfft • Mt/kffi
MUlbtrry 4-4045
R M r»n Tnmr* *4 JIT
1 T'OTUWA AVC M liar»(a Rrv****
rArcjuu-% 4
MOVING A STORAGE
MARK E DALY & SON
MON IMS - fTORACK
m4 lM|
MWU l« CREYHOt M> VAJI LtXVS
c*a rtei > mi
mm **»-•• rju*« . 4*3
UJ4 A«« IrtutgUa. H J
•
«» CAf M 4 A1 14m (Mi-
di
GAUAGME*
HOUSO 4 VTOH.SCC INC
DELAWARE 3-7600
Far Mr*i aal tax tamn av-na*
HENRY R TOWNSEND
»mivi - storacc - rtau*c
At TM hM|«
CH 5-7483 • MU 8-4463
RL 5-1811 • AD 7-4464
Ml A*« » »MTlt M
MATTA'S
t* »M%O * «T'MLACS
U* *i » u»s»i i»ifT\vi
•nr arc 4 n*x «ihg
Dial MA 4 1597
tit r kiyncy rr mi 4RK
i|M« *«* 1 MA!*4TV3VTt k A M
s 4
NURSING HOME
uric. Hanoi —a cr*Ttrtit)
HOHI f«* •r*+r\9 m+n ■»•»>
tUmt »md r«r« rilH r*i«M
IM*. MIM, f O I*l IM
IK'M N«* Y«rl
PIANOS . ORGANS
HAMMOND ORGANS
OF PATERSON
u • <U« MUI •
OfTTUI. MAMMoNt* oft&AS 4GKMCY
al*. »oni n* mviAt
IUBGC UXCITKAN Of MAV4
at utwutt run
KNAir HAtiiN AND NAWIJN CD*IGE
vm k ~ ottuuniDf nr.vTAL n *
niAftK ruN iti rot novra
\m mvim • w j
AlMf I'M
PLUMBING A HEATING
SO MOSEY DOWS S« M*"»*«» Nr •
RtMIH 7 t* mi •nuriilHi Mnt
Vr.l/1 M 1 4MO r.U«n»N n. >MO
MK.IUB T »Ai nCmMASM
l«l WILLIAM tT HItUM L N J.
MAKRIT »!*«
TRAVEL AGENCIES
JOS M. BYRNE CO
TftAVIL fcUINK*
ft*niM th# lim IM
Kmimh » 4 4ir RNirttUMM
rtvn CrvUti N
•m itr—4 m .
COSTELLO Tfovtl Sdvic* Inc.
AriIMLM4 Mwu W • 4« • lUU
Cniiwi • Tmti • R»wru • H«*U
CaH *anm
II Niltt) U Kmml
REAL ESTATE
ESSEX COUNTY
HARRY J. STEVENS. INC.
REALTORS
M Yuri at lim Lmilm
R*W« • Appraiaala • M*i>*s*m««t
n»«lrt • • TT»a OIIMM
Opaa Mm A W*d I«<
BLOOMFIELD
HIP )R ■ or REAL EATTATE far
RAPtI) RELIABLE RESILTS rail
R. MARASHLIAN & CO. Realtor
IT* Btm4 EL. ll—flPt SJ PI Id IT
CEDAR OROVE
IMS Spill Ulll. « bMrocnu. Ar«
IWIMUM I* KkaM>. kl—rUIM. dp
r*«4 S3® too Call <— CR HIM
CUFTON
ALBERT A. STIER.
REALTORS
Inc
Phon# PRcscott 9-4546
OLEN RIDOI
NATHAN RUSSELL. INC.
EalahUMM Hum ISM
REAL ESTATE - I.SaIAANCE
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Catholic Audience
Applauds Graham
BELMONT. N..C. <NC) -
Evangelist Billy Grahim won a
standing ovation from 2,000
priests. Sisters and laymen for
his first address on a Catholic
college campus.
Before the overflow crowd
in Belmont Abbey College gym-
nasium here. Mr. Graham
called for Christian unity;
praised the Second Vatican
Council and the late Pope John
XXIII; confessed he lifted
some words and phrases of
Bishop Fulton J. Sheen for use
in his sermons; strongly con-
demned America’s sccularistic
trend, and underscored present
day revolutions Christian,
racial, moral, political and
scientific.
"WB HAVE on our coins," he
said, "the inscription ’ln God
we trust’; we have chaplains
in our armed forces. And we
have people who seem bent on
removing these things from our
way of life. We must remem-
ber that God honors the na-
tion that honors God.”
There is "a great revolu-
tion" now raging in Christen-
dom, he said.
"1 don’t know when It began.
Perhaps during World War 11,”
he continued. "I think the em-
phasis that the late Pope John
brought, the Ecumenical Coun-
cil of the Bishops in Rome it-
self —a council that has the
prayers of all Christiandom
herald the present Christian
revolution ... The emphasis in
our time may be on the Holy
Spirit. Everywhere people are
gathering Protestants, Cath-
olics and, yes, Jews to pray
together. I know of 1M such
groups on Long Island itself.
Is the Holy Spirit in our time
doing something that is beyond
any of us?"
In a brief news conference
prior to the address, Graham
denied reports that he has ac-
cepted invitations to speak at
five other Catholic colleges. He
said he has received one verbal
invitation.
HOLY NAME DINNER
- The Hudson County Holy Name Federation honored Its spiritualdirectors of Scheutzen Pork, North Bergen Nov. 21. Seated, left to right, Msgr.Thomas M. Reardon, pastor of St. James. Newark, speaker, Msgr. James A. Hughes,
vicar general; Msgr. James A. Hamilton, county spiritual director, standing, Daniel
McCormick, president of the Archdiocesan Council of Catholic Men. George Davis,
toastmaster, and State Sen. William P. kelly, representing Gov. Hughes.
Convention Post
BUTLER Robert F
Gaiser Of Butler has been ap-
pointed co-chairman of the
January,1965, convention com-
mittee of the Natiooal As-
sociation of Catholic Publish-
ers and Dealers in Church
Goods, which will be held in
New York.
Raise Given
By Knights
NEW HAVEN. Conn (NC)
office workers st the head-
quarters of the Knights of
Columbus here voted to ac-
cept anew three year con-
tract which contains a pack-
age increase of 15 rents an
hour
The workers are members
of Local 12). Office Employes
International Union. AFL-CIO
UNION representative Jus-
tin Manning said the new
contract includes a wage in-
crease for each of the three
years There will be a raise
of S3JO the first year and S2
each of the remaining two
years
The contract also calls for
full payment of bospiUbuhoQ
benefits by the order, im
proved sick leave provisions
and a "greatly strengthened ‘
seniority clause according to
Manning
The weekly wage rates
for uffire workers at the K
of C Headquarters are now
M JO a week higher than that
paid by other employers in
the area for comparable
work
Press Croup Fleets
Summit Man an VP
CHICAGO - Msgr Robert
G Peters of Peoria. 111. was
elected president of the Catho-
lic Press Association by its
t«*rd of director* here Wil
lists Holub of Summit, N. J.,
geoeril manager of the Amer-
ica Press, New York, was
qlrcted > ice president
Holub was elected CPA
treasurer m May, LM2, and
reelected in IM He retains
that office as well as that of
vice president
Addresses Changed
For Two Chaplains
NEW YORE The Military
Ord .narrate this week an-
nounced two changes of ad-
dress for chaplains from the
Archdiocese of Newark.
Rev Thomas A. Kenny can
now be reached at the t'S
Naval Station. Miramar it.
Cal Rev. Charles J. Brown is
at Yuma Proving Ground.
Yuma. An«
Jesuit to Speak
At Church Dialogue
JERSEY CITY - Rev. Vie-
lor R YamteUi. SJ . director
of student personnel services
at St. Peter's College. will
•peak at the Church and So-
cial Order dialogue Nov 2) at
James Mooroe High School.
Brooklyn
The conference la sponsored
by the Bronx region of the
National Conference of Chris-
tiana and Jews Youth Divt-
sion
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Montclair Novena
MONTCLAIR - Re- Ra-
mood Lorenti. CSV., of the
New York Piuhit Fathers Mis
sum Band will conduct a no-
'em at Immaculate Concep-
tion Church here, beginning
Dec 1 *
Priest Testifies for Medicare
WASHINGTON (NC) - The
Social Action Department of
the National Catholic Welfare
Conference has backed the ad-
ministration’s medicare pro-
gram in testimony before the
House.
Rev. John F. Cronin, „SS,,
assistant director of the de-
partment, told the House Ways
and Means Committee the bill
would lift "a substantial fi-
nancial burden" from the
shoulders of all older Amer-
icans.
THE COMMITTEE was hear
Ing testimony on the admlma-
traUon’a proposal to help fin-
ance institutional care in hoi
pitals and pursing homes of
persons who have retired un-
der Social Security.
At the same hearing, the bill
was opposed by Dr. Edward R
Annla. president of the Amer-
ican Medical Association, as
unnecessary and dangerous, lie
said that aged persona "who
need help in meeting medical
bills are receiving It:"
Father Cronin told the com-
mittee that the NCWC depart-
ment favors a program by
which people will build up in-
surance, rather than be given
aid only wlp-n they have no
more resources.
"We strongly favor." he said,
’’prepayment insurance pro-
grams that tend to prevent in-
digence, in contrast to exclu-
sive reliance
upon a program
thatus effective only when our
aged have exhausted their re-
sources.
"FROM A religious point of
view, we consider prepaid In-
surance to be more consonant
with human dignity," Father
Cronin said.
He continued:
"Ai citizens, we feel that
most Americans prefer to earn
their own insurance and to be
able to pay their bills as a
matter of right. Charity may
be a noble action on the part
of the giver, but it can often
hurt and possibly degrade the
receiver.”
Literacy Program
MADRID (NC) - Spaid has
announced creation of a Na-
tional literacy Council to
teach the nation's 1.7 million
illiterates to read and writs
by 1968
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A planned village el New England and Colonial Home* situated on
more than 100 acres of wooded New Jersey countryside. No ex-
pense In materials or decor hos been overlooked. Tastefully situ-
ated on large wooded H acres estates, 4 models consisting of 3-
4 5 bedrooms Invite your most critical Inspection this weekend.
Modestly Priced Prom $26,500
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THE DARWIN 81-LEVEL
pacious
.and the complete price is only *13,470
Only St 1 0 Down —No Extra Costs
E Tcr 7*^ ,n l *bout thii bi-level it in gencrou* proportion*—the 3
bedroom*— the kitchen—the dining irci— tiring room are all roomy
-phi* all the wonderful ratra tpare on the lower level provide, for
load* of bring fun. It’* hard to believe—but—true—that tliia big
roomy home it priced *o low! ... No wonder it it Tom* River’*
”fa*iMt telling home" . . , and nobody in all Tom* River offer* you
a prettier telling The rolling terrain—full grown tree*—the tafety
de.igued no throughtraffic street*— will quickly win your fancy, too!
Drive through Holiday South today. See our Model*, the attractive
model area, the lu.h lawn*, intperl entire *ite . . . then you’ll know
what we mean when we tay it’* very appealing.
Aa Little as $ 101 Monthly Pay. All!
2 Other Modelt
RAISED RANCH AND CAPE COD
HIA and Conventional Mortgages Available
HOLIDAY,
-fVAUGHN AND lAY AVI.TOMS RIVII, N. J.
DIRECTIONS: From North l*r**y, toW* Gordtn Slot* Park,
way tooth to Enit 12. tom right on to Rout* 37, go *o*t
appro*. 4 mile* to Vooghn Ave. (third troll* light), tom
left, go on* mil* to Modal*.
Js*na*.i^
Modal* Open Every Day
11 A M. to Dutk
Telephone 244-1111
Says Reds
Persecute
Orthodox
NEW YORK (NO _ New
evidence of com muni*? perse-
cution of Christians in the So-
viet Union is contained in a
letter smuggled out of Russia
and addressed to the Orthodox
Patriarchs of Jerusalem, Anti-
och and Constantinople.
The letter tells of the closing
of churches and monasteries;
of aged monks imprisoned or
turned into vagrants; of par-
ents arrested in their homes
for rearing their children as
Christians; of public mockery
of holy things; of trumped up
charges . against devout reli-
gious, and of collaboration by
many Orthodox clergymen
with their church's oppressors.
TIIK DOCUMENT, written,
perhaps, sometime aftier Aug.
6. 1963 the latest date it
mentioned was addressed to
the Orthodox Patriarchs by
persons designating them-
aelves "parishioners and pil-
grims of the Orthodox Church-
as throughout Russia ”
The letter documents Its
charges with names and plac-
es. but these acre omitted in
publicity releases to protect
the writers and the Christian
communities they represent
"Since 1959," the letter
•tales, "the Antichrist in Rus-
sia has been persecuting the
Orthodox Church dreadfully ”
In 1961. the letter says, local
“authorities forbade Holy
Communion and church at-
tendance by children from J
to IS years of age. giving as
the reason for this that the
school is responsible for the
education of children The
mockery has gone so far that
the representative stands next
to the door of the cathedral
spying on the children If he
finds any children in the
church, he tells the church-
warden and this servant of
Antichrist collars the children
and knocks their heads against
the wall/*
THE LETTER tells of the
widow S, once a partisan
fighter, who sacrificed her
health in the fight against Hit-
ler and who. today, is very
Ul. S herself is very devout,
attends the Orthodox church,
gives her children a religious
upbringing and opens her home
to Christian pilgrims
“For this,” the letter de-
clares. ”S. and her children
have been cruelly persecuted.
First, the investigator M.
came to her house, took all
the ikons from the walls, col-
lected all her religious books,
all the sacred things in it. in-
tending to carry off every-
thing. including S. herself.
Her children began to
scream and pull her hack.
Hearing their cnes, a neigh-
bor interfered and prevented
this barbarie act After all
this mockery, people came to
the S. house In the middle of
the night, and began to break
do»n the door of the room
“The frightened children
again began to scream and
they vanished like evil spir-
its After all these unsucessful
attempts to aeue her. she was
followed in the streets, but her
children always accompanied
her and the plan to sene her
secretly in the street was foil-
ed."
TIIE LETTER aayi every
effort is mede to prevent the
religioui education of children
and tells of the closing of a
famous monastery and the ex-
pulsion of a 97-year old monk
who had been a resident there
lor more than 40 years
Christians have been forbid-
den to take in pilgrims, it
states, and the government
summons Übeiout witnesses to
testify against monks and re-
ligioua persona.
“In order to exterminate the
Orthodox faith and to speed
up the closing of churches.”
the letter charges, "the gov-
ernment is aecrtrly training its
godless communists as priests
They appoint them as heads
of churches and cathedrals and
make them Bishop* and
pnesta. Other priests, from
weakness, have become the
•ervants of Antichrist” The
letter names a number of the
collaborating prelates.
“HOST OF OUR clergy do
not fulfill the traditions of the
Apostles but the orders of An-
tichrist." the writers charge.
"The Antichrist prohibits ser-
mons in the churches. The
clergy that do uphold the tra-
ditions of the Apostles are the
object of persecution by Anti-
chriat end by those priests Who
have submitted to Antichrist."
"The Orthodox Church is in
great danger," the warn. "The
Antichrist may well convert
the Orthodox Church into a
heretical church. Antichrist
will think nothing of changing
the symbol* of the faith . . ,
The monks alone, and the
clergy in small numbers,
stoutly defend the traditions of
the Apostles and do not yield
an Inch to Antichrist.
"But these true pastors have
• terrible life from persecution
by Antichrist. We cannot be
silent. Our true psstors . . .
hsve not, sod will not abandon
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Anyone For Table Tennis?
LOADS off FUN ffor EVERYONE!
TABLE FOLDS
...ROLLS!
Get better bounce from
the sx9’ weather re-
sistant hardboord top
(3/16” thick).
Finished Playing? . . .
just use the tem*-outo-
matic mechanism to
fold the aluminum legs
. . .
then roll it away
easily on 4 ball casters!
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PRE-SEASON SPECIAL!
ONLY 200 PIECES! WHILE THIY LAST!
"HOMKO"
SELF-PROPELLED
SNOW BLOWER
RIDES DOWN • DIGS IN • EATS THROUGH ICE AND SNOW !
LIST
179.93
1-YEAR
GUARANTEE
Plus FREE
RICKEL
FACTORY
AOTMOEIZID SERVICE
12966 CASHandCARRY!
• Big3 H.P. 4-Cycle Briggs 6 Stratton Engine
with Heated Carburetor
• Power Drives into Drifts... Digs Out Ice and
Snow in Minutes!
e New Adjustments for CleaningWades. Driveways,
Grounds. Etc.
• New Positive Chain Drive
• Rugged Steel Construction
• Throws Snow Right or Left
HURRY IN AND GET YOURS TODAY !!
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FAMOUS “WEN" POWER TOOLS
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Blacks. Decker'
QUALITY POWER TOOLS PRICED TO TAKE HOME NOWI
NEW! Black 6l Decker
U-1170 DRILL ACCESSORY
CHRISTMAS STOCKING
STOCKING CONTAINS... 1-3" Rubber Backing
Pad • 1 Lambswool Polishing Bonnet -12 As-
sorted Sanding Discs • 1 Wheel Arbor • 1-3"
Wire Brush • 1-3” Buffing Wheel • 1 Paint Mixer
• 3 High Speed Twist Bits • 1-3” Grinding Wheel
VALUES TO 44.9S
nm
A STOCKING
FULL OF 77
HANDY HELPERS
FOR YOUR •
ELECTRIC DRILL
THAT WILL FIT
ANY MAIL DRILL!
600
VALUE!
«Sti
\
R-1991
. .
WEN
ELECTRIC HAND PLANE
A Precision Tool for Precision work. Burnout
Proof Motor Drive* Twin Cutters at 14 500
BPM. Convenient ' Sow” Grip with Finger Con-
trol Trigger Switch.
r*
Black & Decker
1/4INCH
UTILITY
DRILL
889
IBlacks. Decker •
U-141 UTILITY FINISHING
SANDER,
19*“
HOME IMPROVEMENT center
UNION AND JUCCAJUNNa only J
factory
finished
mahogany
PANELING
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CONTRACTORS
WriCOAU
NO
MONEY
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The AdvocateThe Advoc te
The Mother Church Pope Paul VI is shown talking posession of
St. John Latern, the Archbasilica of Our
Savior which is his cathedral as Bishop of Rome and the mother church
of all Christendom. The historic ceremony took place Nov. 10. Above
left. Pope Paul incenses the main altar, right, he is carried through the
throngs outside the church Fifty Cardinals and 1.200 Patriarchs, Arch-
bishops and Bishops were among the 20,000 who witnessed the rites.
In his serman, the Pope said he intends to make ‘ pastoral visits " to en-
courage "new vitality" in the See of Rome.
'We Are Turning Toward a New Thing...'
\( Il f Soi l Iff 11(<
Hf arr |>T'i(ounill) fnofr.l b) the imblr nortli
• f bjir just bran). ths»*c of thr moil ffVfrM
Ctrilmtl I'rrkutrnl Vugustin ('ttdinil Ikt. S J
of Ihc Srrtrtiria! far Promoting Chrutian I'nity.
•ho presented >ou. and stso those of thr most
worth) interpreter I’naf Kntiro K Sk)dsgasrd
of thr sentiments of all of you. gentlemen, which
fi&t such a deep «ho m our heart
Our meeting tonight renews. in a morr inti
matr atmosphere. what thr morr offirial ami
majestic framework of thr council offered u» thr
othrr la) Hut it not thr fart, thr great fart thr
same' That l* that you arr hrrr. gentlemen. tie
lovol brothrn in Jrmi Christ. invited by ui to at
trml this important < *rnt thr rrumrniral
council
Tffai/ftw* »/ f« r/V'fli fa frem.b made bi
P JVe ff*/ * / Ol* I’. IW>t, fa bn f.n, atr library
la oonCalbolic akim fn fa tbr te.ouj I’ffiif*
t omm. it
To draw closer, to mrrt. to itrrrt ami to speak
to oor another and to get to know onr another:
what could hr simpler. morr natural or morr hu-
man? Of rourar it ia But hrrr thrrr is morr still -
to ttstm to rarh othrr to pray for rarh othrr
and. after auch long yrara of arparation ami after
aurh painful polrmirt to begin again to love
rarh othrr Thu U what render a thia mrrting
memorable and full of promise
An Intimate Welcome
I'ndoubtedly. or would only have to repeat to-
day wtiat we already aaid in St Peter's Haailira
on the day of the opening of the aecond araaion
of thr council But hrrr in our library where we
receive private audirneet. we ahall do it in a fami-
liar ami friendly manner A lymbolic significance
might be attached to thr rtreumataner that jsf
our deaire to receive you not only on the thresh
old of our house, but in thr very heart of our
intimae y
Thr aincrrtly of our worda ami of our senti-
ments enables us, nay. imposes on us. this new
opening up of our heart in thr simplest language
which, better than the solemnity of Latin. can ex-
press to you from the depth of our soul some-
thing of what we feel for you
Therefore, we say to you once more, thank you
fur accepting our invitation, thank you fur com-
ing. ami thank you for your presence at the ses-
sions of the council
Be assured of our respect, of our rstorm ami
of our draire to have with you. in our lord, the
best possible relations Our attitude docs not hide
any snare, nor does it intend to dissimulate the
difficulties for the achievement of a complete and
final understanding; It does not fear the delicate
nature of the discussion nor the pain of waiting
Good faith and charity are thr bases which
we offer to your presence here. TV esteem s*e
feel for your persons and for the institutions and
Christian values which you represent makes it
easy for us to take up with sou the great dialogue,
thr duration of which nobody today n in a position
to drtrrmmr in virw of thr yet utilised doctrinal
differences Ami faith in Jesus Christ, to whom we
are all linked through faith and Baptism, fills our
heart with a sweet and powerful hope
B ;t this is not all It may Im- necessary' to add
a remark, which might better c!anf> the state
if our mind at the joy afforded to us b> your visit,
full of the remembrance >ou have Just evoked of
our regretted and venerated predecessor. John
XMIf This remark is the following What comes
instinctively to our mind, when wr have to give
a precise significance to the encounter at the
highest level of the grratrst responsibility, as you
ran see ( ,f the Catholic Church with the other
Christian denominations' The_ mind would be
tempted to turn toward the pasl This would mean
getting tost in the mare of history ami undoubted
I) reopening old wounds which hasp never com-
plelrly healed
In our speech of Sep* 29 we dared to have re-
course first of all to Christian forgiveness, mutual
if possible "veniam damus petimusque vicis
sim" del u« forgive ami ask for forgiveness mu
tually) Horace
Our, minds need this tranquility if they are to
have friendly contacts and serene conversations
lint of all. because it U Christian "If then in
making your offering at the altar, you remember
that your brother has something against you leave
there >our offering in froot of the altar and gofirst to reconcile yourself with your brother, then
return and make the offering" (Matt 5. 23;5)
And then it is for us the best method, not to look
to the past but toward the present, ami above all
toward the future
others can and will deepen the study of an-
cient history; we now prefer to focus our attention
not on what has been but on what must be W>
are turning toward anew thing to be born, a
iream to be realized May we be allowed to quote
the words of St Paul "forgetting what is behind.
I strain forward to what is before I pre-- on to-
ward the goal, to the prtre of God's heavenly cal!
in Jesus Christ” 'Phil 3. 13-Ui Hope is our.guide,
prayer our strength, charity our method in the
service of divine truth which is our hope and our
salvation
It is necessary that wr should unceasingly en-
deavor to deepen and to possess divine truth bet-
ter and to live of it more fulls "Seek to find anl
find to seek again ” This phrase >»f St Augustine,
which »e had the pleasure. Professor to hear you
quote, concerns us alt A true Christian is not pas-
vise In this respect, you have opened up pros-
pects which we should take care not to neglect.
PAUL VI TEACHES
On the Dialogue ,filer yeuri of i epaeation Cat ho-
lifl and non-l.athohct mu ,1 hr gin again to lot e out
mother. I here ere rtgnt of progre n. Tear, tbit page.
On the Council: Change! rm pm.,Jure for the
trtonJ tetlian are detigned la improte and ,p„J
ill uorb. They m.lude a m,u commit lion. briefer
Protecti, admit,ion of fay obterteri. appointment
of mode, Mart. Text, Page 2. Journal,,lt ibauld
cater the council uUb a contcioninett of lb, Ipiri-
Inal markt of the ( bnrch at u ell at her bnman at-
pech. Text, Page 2.
On Mary: Devotion to the Vie gin tommitt one
to the knot, ledge, u ill and feeling upon übicb the
Cbritlian life mil. Tbe ctdl of Mary, mol an end
in iltelf, leadt lo Cbritl. Text, Page 3.
On Oreece: /be cnllnral and religion! influence
°i Greece it fell tbrongonl the Cbritlian world; may
many Grrrki chit Cbritlian Rome. Text, Page 3.
'We Are Walking Together'
The developments you wish for in a .concrete
ami historical theology centered on the history of
salvation" we wrould willingly subscribe to as far
as wc arc concerned, and the suggestion seems to
us wholly worthy of being studied and worked out
in detail The Catholic Church ha< institutions
which would in no way be prevented from special-
mng in this kind of research. while should cir-
cumstances demand it, the establishment of anew
institution for this purpose would not be excluded.
Allow me. gentlemen, before I leave you. to
underline the words of jour speaker "we are
walking together along a road That is to say:
we have not arrived
I.ikq you. dear sirs, as we have told you. we
do not expect immediate and miraculous solutions.
The fruits wo hope for must take a long time to
ripen through study am] prayer merely apparent
and improvised reconciliations which would
disguise difficulties instead of solving them, would
hinder rather than help our progress
As for us. like the sentinel of whom Isaia
speaks • Gustos quid de nocte’ Custoa. quid de
noctc' (Guardian what happens at night') (Is.
?l. ID We are on the alert, trying to discern, and
happy to register, whenever they appear in the
depth of the night, the signs foreshadowing a
luminous dawn
We mean the signs of real progress In the
dialogue which has begun, of a step forward to-
ward the rapproachement of those who feed on the
same Gospel, and feel echoing in the depths of
their souls the same Joyous appeal of St. Paul to
the Ephesians "One lord, one Faith, one Bap-
Usm one God and Father of all. who is above all
and throughout all and In us all" (Eph 4. 4«)’
It is the God of mercy, the Father of our Lord
Jesus Christ In Whom we believe, that we invoke
gentlemen, in taking leave of you To Him we ns-
trust our wishes, our expectations, our hopes,
from Him we implore for you all peace and Joy.
grace and blcasings And let us greet you with
the same words of the great Apostle whose name
we have made our owin: "The grace of Our Lord
J® l Mp love, is with you, si ta
Jesua Christ" (f Cor. 16. 25 24).
THE COUNCIL
SCXf'C Newt Service
To our venerable brother,
greetings and apostolic benediction:
According to the requirements of our apostolic
ministry from the beginning of our supreme ponti-
ficate, we have turned our attention to the Second
Trantlalion of a letter in lat in from Pope Paul
VI lo Eugene Cardinal Titter ant concerning the Va-
tican Council.
Vatican Ecumenical Council, the second session of
which, as is known, we have ordained to begin on
Sept. 29 next, the feast of St. Michael the Archan-
gel, patron of the Church Militant.
This project was due primarily to the memory
of our predecessor John XXIII of venerable mem-
ory. We consider him sent from God since the
Church has celebrated an event of such importance,
that is, an ecumenical council, which he began un-
der circumstances and with the norms known to all.
and he was the first to stress its providential, mys-
terious greatness.
Resuming John's Council
Oh! How he was inflamed and how happy was
he in such a project: how he foresaw its salutary
fruitfulness: how he wanted its spiritual function in
the history of the Church ami of the world recog-
nised and celebrated, so that all could recognize the
advantage it would be for the Church and for man-
kind in the future How great must have been his
sacrifice not to be able in this life to see. after its
first problems, the council's development and con-
clusion!
We are immensely grateful to God that he has
given us as a supreme gift such an admirable su-
preme pastor He. in the openness of his simplicity,
in the splendor of his virtues, in the tenacious ef-
forts for achieving peace, not only filled the entire
world with love and admiration of his person but,
moreover, by summoning an ecumenical council, he
opened new roads for the saving activities of the
Catholic Church. May the most merciful God grant
that this great work begun by him be brought to a
happy and not too distant conclusion by hastening
the coming for the Church and for the world of that
brilliant day of which he, thinking of the ecumenical
council, foresaw the dawn.
Having lost such a supreme pastor of the Church
ami through the inscrutable divine design and with
great trepidation and near-anguish in our soul, it
chanced that on our shoulders, unequal to such an
honor, was imposed the weight of the government of
the Roman and universal Church.
It is an all the more serious weight for us in
that it brings with it the responsibility of continu-
ing the already-initiated ecumenical council. The
weight of this duty is not felt by us. and we confess
it openly, without fear. The weakness of our powers,
the great task of the conduct of the council, and last-
ly the grave problems of our age. terrify us.
Yet it remains our duty to carry out this under-
taking. We not only esteem, as we have said, the
revered memory of that Pontiff to whom we were
bound by so many ties of affection and veneration,
but likewise we are impelled by a duty which arises
from the council, already begun, which is an obliga-
tion for him whose whole life must be spent for the
service and the increase of the Holy See and of the
Catholic Church.
Moreover, we are impelled by the hope we have
for the happy outcome of the ecumenical council
from which great things are expected: the greater
prosperity of the life of the Church; the encourage-
ment and hastening of the unity between separated
brothers and the Catholic Church and lastly, the pro-
motion of peace and spiritual prosperity of mankind
throughout the world.
The labors of the ecumenical council will be re-
sumed and continued. As for us. we shall use all our
efforts for this work, confident that the help of the
council Fathers and of the Holy Spirit, which gives
assurance to our hope, will not be lacking
Plans and Projects
For the continuation of the upcoming ecumenical
council, for the better assistance and more diligent
preparation of its labors, we have made several de-
cisions which seem to us very useful.
There was established anew commission, as you
well know, for the coordination of the labors of the
council, the competence of which is to regulate the
efforts of the various commissions, to follow them
and to meet with the most eminent presidents of
the same commissions not only in regard lo qum-
Uons within their competence but also in relation to
questions affecting the harmony of the various proj-
ects with the aims which the council proposes.
The projects have been reedited and newly re-
vised in a briefer form, with this criterion in mind:
lo present above all the moet general principles,
leaving aside the nonpertinent questions it Is to be
kept in mind, in fact, that the ecumenical council
is .concerned with the universal Church.
In the redrafting of the projects, the prccml-
nence of the pastoral nature of this council is kept
in mind.
It is, in fact, necessary for the sure and un-
changeable doctrine of the Faith, declared and de-
fined by the supreme magisterium of the Church and
by preceding ecumenical councils, above an. that of
Trent and of the First Vatican Council, which must
be given faithful respect, to be expounded in a man-
ner suitable to our times, so that men of our age
may n. e easily .find the way of embracing truth
and of receiving salvation which Jesus Christ gave
us (cf. Discourse of the Holy Father John XXIII,
Oct. 11. 1962).
The projects have been rreditrd so that they are
fewer in number 17; copies of which have been
sent to most of the Bishops
To our venerable brother Martin John O'Connor.
Titular Archbishop of I.aodicea in Syna. we have en-
trusted the task of Improving ami enlarging Uie
'means of news publication We have likewise es-
tablished that among the council Fathers there be
admitted tome Catholic laymen and also some repre-
sentatives of the greater international Catholic insti-
tutes which have been recognized by ecclesiastical
right
Likewise we have taken steps to again call to
the ecumenical council the observers of Christiana
separated from the Apostolic See and even thought
to increase their number Moreover, it has seemed
opportune to us to extend the charge of the previous-
ly constituted Secretariat (for Christian Unity), even
to those of non-Christian religions
Second Session Changes
Likewise we announce to you that the Secre-
tariat of the Council for Kxtraordinary Affairs has
been abolished and that we have called to be among
the members of the College of President three other
Cardinals; that is. Stephan Cardinal Wytzynakl.
Archbishop of Warsaw . Joseph Cardinal Siri. Arch-
bishop of Genoa, and Albert Cardinal Meyer Arch-
bishop of Chicago
Pope Paul Personally Outlined
New Plans to Cardinal Tisserant
The task of this college is to insure the correct
observance of the order of the ecumenical council,
resolving doubts and difficulties as they arise. Soon
there will be elected several Cardinal delegates or
moderators of the council, to whom we give the task
of directing the labors of the council, which will fol-
low each other in the ordering of the discussions of
the general congregations always respecting the
freedom of the council Father* so that toward
this end they can individually and corporately work
together for greater order amt clarity
During the holding of the second council >rv
slon there will be interruptions, which mean that the
coocitiar meetings will be suspended on Saturdays
and Sundays.
However in the Vatican basilica there will be
solemn ntei including several beatific alums, on the
Sunday, designates! for the observance of the mis-
sions, that is the IXKh of October. 14 Bishop* »,|| be
consecrated by the Supreme I’ontiff.
A solemn commemoration of John XXIII of hap-
py memory wilt take place un Oct 28, that •* on
the day of his election to the Chair of Peter Uke-
Wise there will be celebrated the fourth centenary
of the decree of the Ecumenical Council of Trent on
the institution of seminaries on Nov 4-the feast of
St. Charles Borromeo. at shirh we ourselves will be
present for the solemn ceremony Lastly sse will poo-
UficaUy Uke possession of the l-steran arrhbaadica
on Nov * 00 the feast day of Its dedication
All Ulli we have rhosrn to communicate to y ,u_
our venerable brother, with the hope that, if it u"
carried out. the labors of the council will proceed
more quickly and more surely will iu good outcome
be achieved
To you, therefore, is entrusted the task of com-
municating these decisions ami these our detirrt and
• ■shea to the council Fathers As we warmly thank
you for doing so. we impart to you most willingly
the apostolic benediction as token at eternal divine
favors
From the Vatican. Sept IJ 1963 feast of the
Most Holy Name of Mary, the fu<t year of our puo-
tificatc.
Responsibility of Council Journalists
NCITC Seu, Service
Gentlemen:
We are very happy to see you this morning
and it is a pleasure for us to welcome you in our
residence on the morrow of the opening of the
second session of the ecumenical council Welcome
then, to the Vatican, which we are please to note,
is becoming well known to a large number of you.
For the Pope, audiences follow one after the other
But he cannot hide the very special joy which he
feels in spending some time with the journalists and
the reporters for radio and television.
I ext of the Oct. 1. 196), allocution of Pop*
Pouf lo journalitlt coining the ecumenical council.
And we are happy to have this occasion to
congratulate you for the interest you are show tng
in this great world event of today, the ecumenical
council, and to express our gratitude to editors of
newspapers and directors of radio stations, who have
assigned to Rome to cover these council meetings
so many reporters In whom we are pleased to re-cog
nize both high quality and professional competence
Profession Demands Objectivity
We have already had occasion to tell you of
the esteem we bold for journalists, and how aware
we are of the importance they occupy in the world
of today, with their tremendous power over public
opinion Theirs is a choice place. And you know that
the honor of your profession demands, on your part,
objective reporting and constant concern for the
truth.
It is this concern which win animate you in the
reports you will have to give on this new council
session. This is a difficult task, as we wrtl under-
stand, as this Imposing assembly has some simil-
arity with large human gatherings, when in reality
it is quite different la (act, there could be the
temptation to search out certaio well known
“fiends": nationalism, conflicting tendencies, par-
ties, as well as historical and geographical differ-
ences, such as between East and West.
If attention is limited to these externals or if
it undertake* to emphasise them, then the reality
of things is altered, even falsified. For all the
Btsbopa are endeavoring lo avoid giving any sub-
stance to these divisions, in order on the contrary
to be guided by the objective divine truth which
they profess and by the fraternal charity which
animates them.
Certainly, the discussion in the council hall Is free
and varied But if it undoubtedly bears the stamp
of the various backgrounds of the Bishops, it is
not determined, even so, by closed minds or preju-
dices.
Thus we are very happy that persons as in-
telligent as yourselves should have this extraordin-
ary opportunity to observe the “phenomenon"
of the Church in its human atperl*. ye*, but like-
wise ui its characteristic marks, which give much
food for thought its unity which ts willed, loved,
and spontaneous, its catholicity and Its universality,
so varied and so ciprt-ssive, reflecting every race
and every civtlizatioa; its apostoiieity or historical
continuity, so *tnking through the surcewsuve gener-
ations which link it up snth the apwsties at Chnat;
Its spirituality and its own religious sanctity dis-
tinct from all the motives which ordinarily inspire
men
Yes. the Church, as she appear* before you
cannot fail to make you reflect and— herein is
its apologetics) force lead you to Him from
Whom she draws her very life. Chnat. the invisible
Head of the Church assembled in council
World Awaits Council News
The council is certainty an event which concerns
most of all the Catholic Church But you know,
gentlemen, better than anyone, how wide base been
the echoes of this event throughout the Christian
world, and how all belie*en and all men at good
will have united them seise* in spirit and brart to
thia great hope of which our unforgettable predrert-
*°c. pope John XXIII, has left is* the previous
heritage
It ta largely your task to see to it that the entire
world alert and waiting, gets the information it
needs in order to understand the progress* of this
great assembly And we wish lo thank yssu for the
trouble you have taken and will continue to take ta
order that all men of good will may be touched by
this message which the council would want them to
bear; Glory to Cad in the heights of heaven and
peace on earth to men at good will I
We are certainty not unaware of the serious
responsibilities which are yours, information drawn
from authentic source*, faithful com menu ry. objec-
tive presentation, and well balanced reflection
with deadlines often to short and working conditmm
sometimes difficult
Rest assured in any rase that the ones respon-
sible for the organization of the council will do
thesr best to satisfy your desires And you know
that you will always find the warmest welcome
and full desire to be of service on the part of the
press office of the council, which we have entruited
to the directum of an Arrhhishnp. our venerable
brother. Martin O'Connor
It ia and it will be to your honor to be and to
remain faithful lo the requirements of your lofty
mission despite all difficulties You will thus de-
serve well of men and, we have no doubt, the laird
will bless you.
As for Ilia humble vicar 00 earth, he Is hsppy
to have welcomed you and to have been able to
share with you, all too briefly, these few thoughts
He wishes to assure you of his great interest in your
work, of his profound esteem for you personally
and of his prayers for your Intentions. Yea, get*
tionu-n, may the laird assist you and bieu you.
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Mary's Place in Christian Life
NCWC Nru i Jirriii
Dear sons and daughters!
Wf are happy U> be among you Uiii morning,
to otter thr Holy Man (or you and with you. and
to )oin in thr solemn homagr which thr Marian con-
gregations wriih to render to thr Holy Virgin upon
the occasion o( thr (ourth erntrnary o 1 thr foundation
ot thr "prima primaria" first congregation sight here,
where that pious association was bom. where it
ha* trained in piety and Christian life so many gen-
erations of Homan youth, from which thr light of
its constitutions, its examples. its experiences have '
radiated throughout the rntire world, these have,
been crowned by respect for the highest virtues and
Uir most sincere fidelity to Christ ami to Ills Church
A Irssi/s/ios of en eJJren in frent b h \ Pope
Petti I / on Sept 1- . |%t, So member t of .Marias
ro*r'(ga/i'>si meeltHg al Home
This meeting arouses in our nund a pleasant
memory, namely that of our membership during
thr distant years of our adoirsernce ami of our
youth to the Marian Congregation of the Jesuit
Fathers who were at that time in charge of the
Ariel College at Itrrscia. They still deserve our af-
fectionate amt constant gratitude
In addition, we have thr happ> opportunity of greet-
ing all of this magnificent assembly surruundmg
u* which has met under thr august and familiar
name uf Virgin Mary What a Joy it is for us to
see so many men and women celebrating the glory
of the M«*lhrr if God. what sweet emotion -it is
for us to listen to your resounding voices blending
m a single prayer, a 'ingle song destined for the
Queen of llravrn'
What a subject _fi*r admiration and reflection it
is for us who are*not aware of the problems of the
life at present day generations, to know that yours
is pdarued around the tiles led Virgin who gave us
Christ and takes ss a basis for its spirituality devo
lion to thr mysteries and virtues of Jesus and
Mary Wr wish you to know the inner satisfaction
of being witness to this and wr want to greet in
you alt ot thr Manan congregations to which you
belong and which you represent
First of all, wr want to fix our attention and
yours on the pedagogical efficacy of Manan piety
la the sensitive and difficult work of educating mod
its man to Christian life
And on that lubyect. U terms to us that one must
emphasise above all the religious wealth that the
cult of Mary, to genuine and sincere, as yours is.
adds to the soul of men who are struggling with the
great experiences, or indeed the problems and crises
that life brings to them Is it m.t true that devotion
lo the Virgin commits the entire human being to
the act of faith upon which the whole spiritual edi-
fice of Christian life rests, namely, the exact and
concrete knowledge of the basic religious truths of
the Gospel and the catechism, the will nourished by
the filial love that such a Mother easily awakens in
hearts and the whole train of the simplest, sweetest,
purest and most beautiful feelings that the mystery
of the Incarnation authorizes us to transport from
the human to the religious sphere'’
And the doctrine, that is, the basic religious
reality of Manan piety, is it not the most orthodox
and the most fnutful of Catholic spintuality when
it plares us in contact with the divine thought with
respect to Mary, chosen to be the Mother of our
Savior Jesus Christ’
There comes from tins religious wealth of the
Manan cult an inrxhaustihle and magnificent source
of moral values which can give to the men of today
strength and experience capable of ciatributing an
incomparable fulness to their lives
w hat are mankind, especially young people, seek-
ing in life?
They are seeking beauty now Mary is the
epitome of beauty Masterpieces are never partial
beauties, but a synthesis of the beautiful Mary is
the moat transparent creature of the divine tnnitar-
lan presence Him whom the heavens were unable
to hold you enclosed in your bosom
''
A human
presence also Mary is the new Eve in whom the
destiny of all living persons is found
Beauty is a transparent expression all of the
arts have sought to express it and have expressed
it in the masterpieces of all ccntunes Beauty i* a
restful gift Mary amidst the torments of hfe calms
all worries of the flesh, of the mind, and of social
life
They are seeking grandeur their law is to grow,
their fever is to go boymvd all bounds Now. Mary
ha* passed all ordinary bounds, but in the direction
of grandeur and that is why she has become the
only human creature who was able to say “ . . . all
generations shall call me blessed'" (Luke 1 i*>
They are seeking yoy “Thy birth. O Mary, was
a£ occasion for yoy for the whole world.” the pass
trig from a, "•system" of eurses to one of biessings.
from a world of constant errors, to one m which
one breathes fully the freedom of adoptive sons
They are seeking love that is. a total commun
loci between two persons according to Graft plan
of creation by which women are intended to give life
and to be thr companion of man. the head of the
home Mary, who at Cana wanird to lose nothing of
the exaltation of love, shows men where they may
contemplate the highest feminine ideal in virginity
and in maternity, both impregnated with her brauly
and the fulness of grace
Thus Mary is foe everyone the source of trie
beauty, of true grandeur, ot true yoy and of true
love But where will you find Mary’ Surely, it is
not in exaggerations, nor in sentimentalism, nor in
the aliuse of deductions aiming towards bombast
and hyperbole, nor in novelty As Pope John XXIII.
our predecessor of pleasant memory expressed it
' Consequently, all Calholica are children of Our
I-ady »nd their psety for Mary should reflect this
common membership ih the family of the children
of God. expressed always by the habitual signa of
the centuries old worship devoted by the Church of
Jesus Christ to the Mother of the Savior So. dear
children, avoed everything which sets one apart,
seek, rather, that Marian devotion which u the
best insured by tradition, as it has been transmitted
to us since the beginnings through the pravi-rs of
successive generations of Christians in the Orient
and Occident Such piety towards the Most Holy Vir-
gin la the mark of a truly Catholic heart ' Radio
Message to the Ltsieux Marian Congress . A AS
1961. pp 50S 506). .
Dear sons and daughters, it is in the history of
salvation, in the Gospel that you will find Vary,
a* well as in the treasures of the liturgy which trans-
mil* the great heritage of the Church's thought and
prayer You will also find her in the humble family
traditions of Chnstian families, in particular in the
rossry You will also find her in your daily effort
always to see in every woman the Holy Virgin Mary,
and hence, far removed from the inhuman and ex-
cessive obsession of the senses, the most elevated
collaboration with God’s plan.
The most beautiful task of the Marian congre-
gations will be to establish this essential transform-
ing relationship with the daily world of modern
man When all is said and done, you wrill find Mary
if you take scrupulous care to place her within the
whole ot the Christian mystery, for the cult ot Mary
is not an end in itself, but the main road leading you
to Christ, and in Him to the glory of God and the
love of the Church
That, dear sons and daughters, is the wish that
we want to express with all our heart, for you
and for all of the Marian congregations that you
represent
Be faithful devotees of Mary, who will make
of you good sons of the Church and true apostles of
Christ
Thu u the intention for which we gladly call
upon you abundant divine grace, in token of which,
wr shall impart to you in a moment our paternal
and affectionate apostolic blessing.
Madonna This statue of Our Lady is
in Glastonbury, England, in
a Catholic church adjacent to the medieval
Morion shrine which now belongs to the
Anglican Church. Tradition holds that the
Gospel was first preached to Britons at
Glastonbury by St. Joseph of Arimathea.
Pope Asks Mary s Help
For Council, Mankind
Mary,
look upon us. your sons look upon us.
brothers and disciples, apostles ami ranUntsrri of
Jesus Make us conscious of our vocation and our
mission Make us worthy of receiving in our priest
hood, in nur words, in offering our lives tor the faith-
ful entrusted to us. the representation, the per sen
ificatioo at Christ You. O Full of Grace, assure that
the priesthood which honor i you may be saintly and
immarulatr
•Hi Mary we pray you for our Christian broth
era still separated from our Catholic family'. You
see bow a glorious portion of them with faith and
Trsl of en Erne! A /remission ot the prayer
re.ileJ by Pope P I*l si Si. .Mary Mlfof Heitltte
om Od. 11, l‘>6t. She /srii msiimwy of lb* open-
ing ot lb* I elt.en f annul'l fret! iriiios, Si peottj-
eri by NCW C .Vesri Serss«r.
Wrvr holds you in veneration You see how in other
portions so steadfast aa to call tbrmseisrs Christians,
the memory of you ami your veneration is dawning
most beautifully Call all these sons of yours togeth
er with us to the same unity under your maternal
ami heavenly protection
L <>ok upon the whole of humanity, 0 Mary, this
modern world in which thr divine plan called us
to live and to work It is a world that is turning its
back on the light of Christ and then is afraid and
weeps in the frightful shadows It creates Your sweet
and human voice. O beautiful one among the virgins,
0 most worthy among mothers. 0 blesses! among all
women. Invites the world to turn tta gate on the
life that Is the light of men. on you who are the fore-
runner of Christ. Who is the supreme and only
l-ight . .
Give the world the capacity to value everything
as God's gift and thereby give the virtue of operat-
ing with goodness and of using these gifts with wis-
dom ami providence Give peace lo Ute world Make
us. still so divided, brothers Guide it (the world)
to a more organised aocirty where men can Uve in
accord. Give comfort to those who suffer . . , Give
rest to the dead Show us that you are a lo
ua. This is our prayer. 0 pious, 0 clement, 0 sweet
Virgin Mary.
Pontiff Welcomes Creeks to Rome
Test of en eJJreu meJt by Pope Pent IT Jmty
1961, lo a group of \ centner ten I from the
\ tlUt OrlboJoh temtneey in loenntne. I ptems.
CirettC.
Si M'C NVu i Smite
Dear professors and students of the Vella*
school:
We are moved at receiving today for the first
tme pilgrims coming from Greece to Rome to ven-
erate the tomb of the Apostles.
Greece! That prestigious name, as you may
guess, is enough to evoke countless memories in our
soul Are we not all. to aome extent, disciples of
Greece? Have we not all been marked by her his-
tory. language, heritage of thought and art. by her
position in the tradition of Christendom? Her sainta.
her patristic litrraturc. her liturgy are venerated
under all circumstances in the entire Christian
world We are not afraid to say. in the rntuv Cath-
olic world.
We have another reason to rejoice at the
viait that you an- paying us today wr are told that
in Rome you are the guests of the Units* Association
and are therefore we should like to believe
filled with the ecumenical spirit which Is breathing
upon the world today.
Does not a visit of this kind, for which we thank
the Lord, fall into the rategory of events m which
our predecessor, John XXIII, who loved Greece so
so much, took plcasurr in seeing what he called, in
a felicitous expression, "signs of the times”?
You are here as explorers, sincere explorers
and we are happy to receive you as such. We are
happy that you ran thus observe the panorama of
the Catholic Church at its center, see from close
at hand the visage of this Christian Rome, ancient
and modern, which was probably familiar to you
from books, but not perhaps for most of you from
direct experience.
At first, your attention, like that of so many
pilgrims, was probably attracted by many external
object* presented to you in the Rome of today by-
art and life But we are confident that your observa-
tion wiU have been intelligent and penetrating
enough to reach the heart of Rome, the deep reli-
gious truth that rharacteruca her and which is tbe
source of her real spiritual and historical life.
Upon penetrating this heart, you probably found
there, we are convinced, great and marvelous har-
monies with your own heart. We mean with your
faith in Christ the laird.
Dear students, illustrious professors, may this
contact prove beneficial and salutary to all of you.
We have no more sincere wish! We hope that many
of your compatriots will one clay follow in your steps
and make this pilgrimage to Rome,
Meanwhile, we are most happy to thank you
for your visit and to invoke upon you, upon your
studies, upon your future, upon your dear and noble
country, abundant divine blessings.
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A word to tlio good people of the Archdiocese of Newark and the Diocese of Paterson
HANNON’S Floor Covering Center
Serving homemakers, religious institutions and business establishments
for more than 34 years
Home of Famous Names
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808 HANNON
St. iomtt Porith
Spnngfitld. NJ.
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Hannon's handles only recognized and respected quality brand
names for your protection For example. Popularity, a finely
fashioned carpetingfrom the looms of Mohawkwith Chenutrand’s
fabulous Acrilan acrylic fiber in the pile
Popularity by Mohauk only $8.99 .sr/. yd.
And Friendly Faces
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BILL HANNON
St. Mkkoel't PotilK
Union. N. j.
FRANK HANNON
St. M»(KoW% PaniK
Uneoei, N J.
DON HANNON
St U«’i Mill
Irvington, N. J.
JIM HANNON
St TVo*OM I PoeiiAl
N J.
WIUIAM HANNON. SR
bmd Nm« f
N J.
It’s a family tradition at Hannon’s to dedicate ourselves to dependably serving and fully satisfying the floor
covering needs of the countless customers whose patronage we’ve earned and kept. We know that you, too. will
like our warm, friendly way of doing business.
Ol!R SELECT-AT-HOME
SERVICE IS FREE!
For added convenience, a Hannon's con-
sultant will bring samples nght to your
borne for leisurely selection You can
take advantage of this helpful service
without coat or obligaUon.
Simply phone
IIL? ni!>ol<lt 5-4343.
ll**reYou Can Aiwayn Expert ami Get Thr Brnt
• Dependable Quality Name Floor Covering Only - And In The Widest (Twice
• Sincere. Personal Interest And Service From A Family Organisation
• The Skilled Workmanship Of Long Experience And Expert Training
• The Truly Complete Satisfaction That Comes With Top Values And Budget
Prices . . . every time.
So don’t gamble on no-name brands, poor service, inferior workmanship or
eomeon prices See us for the best of everything, including the best of the
bargain. It will be our pleasure to please you us every way.
H
i/a'tmnontt FLOORCOVERING
380 BROAD STREET (.-or. Bth Ave.) NEWARK
Free parking in rear of our store
